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Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office

P.O. Box 550
Richland, Washington 99352
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Dear Concerned Citizen:

On Tuesday, May 20, 1986, the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) will sponsor a
workshop in the Tri-Cities. It is one of seven scheduled throughout the
Pacific Northwest to provide local residents with an opportunity to discuss
the recently released Draft Environmental Impact Statement - Disposal of
Hanford Defense High-Level, Transuranic and Tank Wastes. It will be held from
6:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., at the Richland High School Cafeteria in Richland.

A DOE moderator will open each workshop session, which will be followed by a
10 minute slide show on the Draft EIS. It will summarize the alternatives
analyzed, the waste types present, and impacts. A representative from
Washington State will then announce dates they have set for their own
independent workshops. The general workshop session will then be divided into
the following discussion groups: environmental impacts, transportation and
socioeconomic impacts, the Hanford environment, and the alternatives and their
costs. The DOE will provide a facilitator for each working group, who will
briefly describe what is being discussed in their special working group and
introduce the participants. Questions will be answered for about 1 1/2
hours. At the end of the working group sessions, attendees will reconvene
briefly and the workshop will be concluded by DOE.

The workshops are a part of the Draft EIS public information program which was
developed by DOE to fulfill the requirements of the National Environmental
Policy Act, and to provide additional opportunity for residents of the
Northwest to become actively involved in the decision making process
concerning final disposition of defense wastes stored at Hanford. The public
information program began with a series of open houses held throughout the
area in February and March to provide general information on the Hanford Waste
Management Program and the public participation process.

Ato encourage ant e open exchange, questions and-comments heard at the
workshops wil rnot te recorded as part of the official record. Anyone
interested in ZTY'cially commenting on the Draft EIS can either mail their
comments to DOE (prior to August 9, 1986, which is the end of the 120-day
public comment period), or provide oral testimony during public hearings
scheduled in July. Oral and written comments received will be considered by
DOE in preparation of the Final EIS scheduled for release in the fall of
1987. The Final EIS will include response to all substantive oral and written
comments of record.
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Again, I invite you to participate in the Tri-Cities workshop, ask questions,
and give DOE your thoughts, concerns, and suggestions,

8606120747 860527
PDSincerely, PDR 'WASTE

__ Doc:x-et No.
P 3' *04&0C

Michael J. Lawrence
Manager 114q
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TO:

FROM:

May 6, 1986

Warren A. Bishop, Chairman
Nuclear Waste Board

Charles B. Roe, Jr.

Senior Assistant

Litigation Status ReportSUBJECT:

This memorandum sets forth the general status of various
litigation or potential litigation areas.

A. siting Guidelines Litigation

State of Washington. Nuclear Waste Board v. United
States and DeDartment of Energy, Nos. 85-7128 and
86-7253, 9th Circuit

The United States Department of Energy (USDOE) moved
to dismiss the Nuclear Waste Board's case on the
grounds that the guidelines are not ripe3 for
review. All briefing on the motion by the parties
was completed last summer. On April 24, 1986, the
court issued an Order stating 3[TJhe motion is
hereby referred to the merits panel. This means
that the three-judge panel will consider the United
States' motion to dismiss at the same time the
bearing on the �rJ±z� of the litigation takes place.
A new set of briefs will be filed by the parties
after the court sets a hearing schedule.

In February 1986, Wisconsin and several environ-
mental groups filed motions requesting an expedited
ruling on the motion. This action was done in a
companion case to the subject case in which
Wisconsin and these groups are intervenors. The
Court of Appeals has taken no action on these
motions.

Ken Elkenixirry Afforney General
Temple of Justice.Olympia, Washington 98504
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In March 1986, a motion for leave to intervene was
filed by a Maine group, Citizens Against Nuclear
Trash (CANT) * The United States filed a response
opposing the motion.

B. 'Monitored Retrievable Storace' (MRS�

Tennessee v. Herrington, No. 385-0959, D. Tenn.,
relates to section 141 of the NWPA. That section
directs USDOE to report to Congress its recommenda-
tions relating to the establishment of a monitored
retrievable storage (MRS) facility for the disposal
of high-level nuclear waste. In July 1985, USDOE
recommended the location of such a facility in
Tennessee. On August 20, 1986, Tennessee challenged
USDOE's processing of the MRS provisions of the
NWPA, contending that USDOE's actions were in
conflict with 'cooperation and consultation'
requirements of the NWPA, and that the NWPA, itself,
conflicts with the United States Constitution,
Article I, sec. 7.

The United States moved to dismiss the case on
jurisdictional grounds. That motion was denied by
the district court on November 26, 1985, and on
December 5, 1985, USDOE appealed the district
court's action to the Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals. On February 5, 1985, the United States
District Court also ruled that USDOE failed to
'consult and cooperate' with the State of Tennessee
as required by the NWPA in relation to USDOE's MRS
siting activity. The court has enjoined USDOE from
presenting a MRS to Congress containing studies
prepared in violation of the NWPA.

The latest chapter in this litigation is that USDOE
has appealed the district court injunction decision
to the United States Court of Appeals .f or the Sixth
Circuit. The Sixth Circuit ordered the appeal
expedited, with briefing to commence on March 13,
1986. USDOE also asked, in an 'Emergency Motion,'
for 'summary reversal' of the District Court. ruling
or, in the alternative, for a stay of the injunction
pending the appeal. The Sixth Circuit denied the
motion without discussion.
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C. EPA Standards Litigation

There is nothing new to report in this area.

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and
several other environmental groups, along with the
states of Minnesota, Maine, Texas, and Vermont, on
December 2, 1985, filed petitions to review the
standards adopted by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency relating to radioactive releases
from high-level nuclear waste repositories. The
challenges were based on invalidity contentions
pertaining primarily to ground water standards and
procedures used in adopting the standards. The
cases were all filed in various circuits of the
United States Courts of Appeals, namely, the First
(NRDC, Maine, and Vermont), Fifth (Texas), and
Eighth (Minnesota) circuits.

The case is now in the final phase of its briefing
schedule.

D. Second Round State3 Litigation.

No new round3 states' litigation has been
initiated since February 14, 1986 when the State of
Maine initiated litigation relating to the procedure
being followed by USDOE pertaining to the selection
of 3potentially acceptable sites3 for �PA's second
round repository siting program. IIaIne......�.
�rxing±.Qn� No. 86- , 1st Cir.

I trust this will assist you in the conduct of your Board's
meeting.

CBR:gb

cc: Terry Husseman
Jeff Goltz
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TO: Warren A. Bishop, Chairman
Nuclear Waste Board

FROM: Charles Roe
Senior Assistant Attorney General

SUBJECT: Proposed Federal Legislation -

Nuclear Waste Policy Act
(Other Than Liability Legislation)

This is a status report on currently pending federal
legislative proposals relating to the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act (other than 3liability legislation).

The only bills introduced in the past month were
5. 2354 by Senator Mitchell and others and 5. 2385 by
Senator Roth which drop the tsecond round3 or granite
states from consideration as a repository.

By earlier memorandums (and presentations to the
Board), I described the following bills:

1. L.L....1i� by Representative Oakar relating to
restrictions and conditions on the transportation
of high-level radioactive waste.

2. L....I2iZ by Senator Eart of Colorado relating to
the incorporation of various transportation
impacts into the selection process for high-
level radioactive waste.

3. L.2.2I� by Senator Simpson relating to the
establishment of a government agency to take over
Nuclear Regulatory Commission activities.

4. LJI21 by Senator Prormire and LE.L.1fl2. by
Representatives Moody and Obey relating to the
establishment of a licensing system, administered
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, that applies
to shippers of high-level waste or spent fuel.

hen Eil•enberrv Attorney General
Temple of Justice.Olympi�. Washington 98504
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5. L.....2D12 by Senators Warner and Trible provides
that a monitored retrievable storage facility
cannot be located within 400 miles of a reposi-
tory. The bill also directs the secretary of the
U.S. Department of Energy to amend its Mission
Plan to comply with the 400-mile standard.

6. L.....22..QI by Senator Bentsen. This bill (1) authori-
zes a state or tribe to exercise its notice of
disapproval prior to site characterization, and
(2) extends the implementation date for the
repository program by ten years.

No hearings or other activities have been conducted
during the past month relating to these bills.

CBR:gb

cc: Terry Eusseman
Jeff Goltz
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TO: - Warren A. Bishop, Chairman
Nuclear Waste Board

FROM: Charles B. Roe, Jr.
Senior Assistant Attorne� General

SUBJECT: Status Report - Federal High-Level Nuclear
Waste Liability Legislation

Attached is a status report on federal high-level nuclear
waste liability legislation prepared for the Nuclear Waste
Board meeting of May 16, 1986.

Your attention is called to several hearings or 3mark-up
sessions to be conducted by Congress in the next several
months.

1. 5. 1225 has been reported by the Senate Energy and
Natural Resources Committee.

5. 1225 is now before the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee which has set a hearing on
Kay 13, 1986. The committee intends to hold markup
sessions in July and August, 1986.

2. H.R. 3653 will be the subject of mark-up before
the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee
in Washington, D.C. on May 14, 1986, with another
session set for Hay 21, 1986. The bill may well
be reported on the latter date.

I will be prepared to discuss this legislation at the up-
coming Board meeting.

�BR:gb
Attachment

cc: Terry Husseman
Jeff Goltz

ElkenbelTy Attorney General
Teriiple Ct Justice, Olympia, Washington 98504



CONGRESSIONAL PROPOSALS
May 6, 1986-R

ON

FEDERAL LIABILITY FOR NIGH-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE ACTIVITIES

Amendment Expressly Direct
to Price- Applicable Strict Federal Compensation

Proposals Anderson to Waste Liability Liability Objective Funding Source Congressional Status
Act Program

A. Senate

1. 5. 1225
(by Senator Dole

NOTE: prime sponsors
are Senators McClure
and Simpson)

Yes Yes No--(covers only
those injuries relat-
ing to "extraordinary
nuclear occurrences"
as defined by USDOE
regulations)

No Full com-
pensation
as to those
covered.

1. First $2.1. billion
from Nuclear Waste
Fund of NWPA.

2. Remainder to be pro-
vided from source under
expedited procedure
requiring Congress to
act on compensation
plan submitted by
President within
60 days.

5. 1225 reported by
Nuclear Resources Com-
mittee on April 23, 1986.
Senate Environment Com-
mittee hearing set for
May 14, 1986.

2. S. 1.45
(by Senator Hart)

Yes No

3. 5. 1761
(by Senator Stafford)

4.8.2072
(by Senator

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

? (Waiver of defense
applies to all nuclear
incidents)

? (Waiver of defense
applies to all nuclear
incidents)

Yes--Makes all waste
nuclear incidents
"& ND's."

No Full
compensation.

No action pending.

No Full
compensation.

No Full
compensation.

Nuclear Waste Fund Hearings by Senate
Environment and Public
Works Cosuittee sched-
uled tentatively for
May 14, 1986.

Nuclear Waste Fund

* B. House ef Representatives

1. H.R. 51
(by Rep. Price)

Yes No ? (Waiver of defenses
applicable to all
nuclear incidents)

7 (Waiver of defenses
applicable to all
nuclear incidents)

No Si billion
per incident
limitation.

Full
compensation.

9 No action pending.

2. H.R. 1.45
(by Rep. Seiberling)

Yes No No



Amendment E,�pressly Direct -
to Price- Applicable Strict Federal Compensation

Proposals Anderson to Waste Liability Liability Objective Funding Source Congressional StatusAct Program -

3. fl.R. 2524
(by Rep. Morrison and

Rep. Dick.)

Yes Yes Yes(?) (Waiver of
defenses applies to
all USDOE waste
activities)

No Full 1.
compensation.

2.

First $5 billion from
Nuclear Waste Fund of NWPA.
Remainder from general
federal revenues.

'S

4. fl.R. 2665
(by Rep. Weiss)

5. H.R. 3653
(by Rep. Udall)

Yes

Yes

No ? (Waiver of defenses
applies to all
USDOE activities).

No Full
compensation.

No Full
compensation.

Yes ? (Waiver of
defenses applies to
all USDOE activities.)

'9

House "mark-up" session
was held by Interior
Committee on April 23,
1986. Mark-up bearing
set for May 14 and
May 21, 1986.

6. H.R. 4394
(Reps. Swift,
Morrison, and
Stangeland)

Yes Yes Yes No Full
compensation.

1 * Nuclear Waste Fund

2. General Taxes (through
USDOE sale of "notes"
to Secretary of the
Treasury). No action pending.



STATEMENT OF TERRY HUSSEMAN
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF WASHINGTON

to the
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY CONSERVATION AND POWER

of the
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE

May 1, 1986

Governor Gardner requested that I express his appreciation to the
Chair arid to the members of the Subcommittee for inviting him to
appear and testify today, and to express his regrets that he could
not be here personally to present testimony on a subject which is of
critical importance to the state of Washington. My name is Terry
Husseman and I am Director of the Office of Nuclear Waste Management
in the state of Washington.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide the Subcommittee with the
state of Washington's perspective concerning the current state of
federal/state cooperation in the NWPA repository site selection
process. We believe that in enacting the NWPA, Congress intended
that the affected states and Indian tribes should be meaningful
participants in the process. Unfortunately, based on its actions,
it appears that USDOE does not agree with our interpretation of
Congressional intent on this issue of great importance to the states
and tribes.

The USDOE approach to cooperation with the states and tribes has
been to bring us into the process by briefing us after key decisions
have been made. On numerous occasions we have urged USDOE to allow
us to participate meaningfully in the early stages of the decision-
making process. USDOE does not have a monopoloy on ideas. We
believe we have good ideas and suggestions which could significantly
improve the credibility of the process if we were listened to and
taken seriously by USDOE.

As an example of our concern about the USDOE approach to state and
tribal participation, I would like to discuss recent developments
related to the repository site selection ranking methodology. On
this issue, USDOE took a positive step when it conceded that the
ranking methodologies described in the Draft Environmental Assess-
ments vere totally inadequate and agreed to develop and use a cred-
ible multi-attribute decision aiding methodology. In August 1985
Governor Gardner appeared before this Subcommittee and recommended a
pause in the site selection process so a panel of non-USDOE experts
could independently evaluate USDOE's work. We commended USDOE when
they agreed to subject the methodology and also its application to
review by the National Academy of Sciences. Since USDOE made that
decision in November, 1985, the affected first-round states and



tribes have requested on numerous occasions the opportunity to par-
ticipate in this critical step in the site selection process: We
wanted to observe the process by which USDOE made decisions concern-
ing weights to be assigned various criteria, and decisions concern-'
ing the comparative ratings each site was assigned for the various
criteria, and then to be allowed to submit our written comments
based upon our observations so that USDOE would have the benefit of
our suggestions prior to finalizing its decision.

The National Academy of Sciences on two occasions prior to issuing
its final report on April lO� 1986, recommended in writing that
USDOE utilize independent experts in the process of establishing
weights for the criteria and comparing sites as to the criteria.

USDOE refused to allow the states and tribes to observe and comment
on the process, and ignored the National Academy of Sciences' recom-
mendation that they utilize independent experts. If USD05 had
granted the states and tribes request and/or followed the NAS recoin-
mnendation, the credibility of the site selection ranking methodology
would have been greatly enhanced. We believe that our request and
that of the NAS were reasonable and were intended to improve the
process. We find it difficult to understand why USD05 has refused
to grant these requests.

Rather than going through a list of prior USDOE actions, I would now
like to turn a discussion of several constructive suggestions which
we believe USD05 must follow in order to bring credibility to the
repository site selection process.

* USD05 must work with the states, Indian nations, and other
interested parties to resolve the liability issues surrounding
the transportation, storage and disposal of high-level radio-
active waste. The NWPA establishes a process for disposal of
high-level waste which is totally dominated and controlled by
the federal government, from the time USD05 takes title to the
vaste until it is disposed of in a deep geologic repository and
for 10,000 years thereafter. State and local officials ulust be
able to assure their citizens that the federal government is
developing a safe system for the transportation, storage and
disposal of high-level waste. Passage of legislation which
encompasses the following elements will provide some assurance
that the federal government is confident of the reliability and
safety of the system they are developing:

(1) Strict federal liability for all injuries arising from
nuclear incidents related to the transportation, storage and
disposal of high-level waste (including high-level and
transuranic defense vaste);

(2) Establishment of a federal policy providing for full com-
pensation for injuries sustained as a result of a nuclear
incident;



(3) A hold harmless provision for states1 local governments and
Indian nations for liability arising from a nuclear inci-
dent.

I urge USDOE to work cooperatively with the states, Indian
nations and other parties to convince Congress that such legis-
lation is needed at the earliest possible date.

I would like to take this opportunity to express our apprec a-
tion to Congressman Swift and Horrison who have introduced souse
Bill 4394 which encompases all of the foregoing fundamental
needs of the states.

* USDOE must establish a realistic schedule for site characteriza-
tion and licensing which assures adequate time for a thorough
scientific investigation of each potential site. It should not
be constrained by a 1998 completion date. It must plan for
alternative means of accepting and storing wastes from utilities
which may run out of on-site storage space prior to completion
of the repository.

The goal of the I�WPA process is to site, construct and operate a
deep geologic repository which will contain high-level radio-
active materials from the environment for the next 10,000 years.
We are seeking to protect the next 400 generations of humans
from the potential dangers of waste produced by three genera-
tions. It does not make sense to harm the credibility of the
process, and thereby jeopardize the overall success of the pro-
gram, in order to meet a target date when there is no compelling
reason to do so.

* USDOE must select three potential sites which it is confident
will meet the requisite safety criteria and will not be dis-
qualified during site characterization. Powever, in addition.
USDOE must commit to a process which assures three viable sites
at the completion of site characterization. To the extent that
OSDOE utilizes an effective screening process, OSDOE certainly
should be able to meet this commitment. If this means that a
fourth site must be characterized in order to end up with three
viable sites, the substantially increased credibility of the
site selection process and the elimination of the risk that a
court may subsequently invalidate the process due to a mis-
interpretation by VSDOE of the proper timing of the preliminary
determination of suitability more than offsets the costs of
characterizing a fourth site. USDOE must view the possibility
of additional costs for site characterization in the perspective
that such costs will be spread over the next 10,000 years during
which the deep geologic repository must perform.

If USDOE persists in its current position, vhich is that the
WWPA only requires one licensable site at the completion of site
characterization, it is taking a risk that the entire site



selection process will be invalidated. It would certainly not
be acceptable to the citizens of the State of Washington, if
VSDOE persists in its current position and the Hanford site is
selected by default. Once again, I urge OSDOE to reconsider its
position prior to issuing the final environmental assessments.

o USDOE must now establish and follow a credible decision-making
process to select the site which the Secretary of Energy will
recommend to the President for development as a repository.�
That new process must maximize confidence in the credibility of
the selection. USDOE's ultimate goal must be clearly to select
the safest of three viable sites. At a minimum this site
selection process must include the following:

(1) Meaningful involvement of the affected states and tribes in
the identification of criteria upon which the final decision
will be based;

(2) Meaningful involvement of the affected states and tribes in
the early establishment of weights to be assigned to the
criteria;

(3) Meaningful involvement of the states and affected Indian
nations in the process by which the data is gathered to
measure against the criteria;

(4) Meaningful involvement of the states and affected Indian
nations, as well as independent experts in the process by
which the data are compared against the criteria;

(5) Commitment to utilize an acceptable ranking methodology and
to subject its implementation to a detailed review by an
independent, well-qualified and respected outside entity.

We can all agree that the Secretary of Energy is ultimately
responsible to make a recommendation to the President as to the
choice for the site of the first deep geologic repository. I do
not suggest that this responsibility should be removed from the
Secretary of Energy. What I do suggest is that to the extent
USDOE involves the affected states and Indian nations in the
decision-making process in a meaningful way, the credibility of
the process and confidence in the final result will increase.
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Rockwell Hanford Operations
P.O. Box BOORieNand, WA 99352
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Rockwell
International

In reply, refer to letter R86-1409P¶arch 20, 1986

Kr. 0. 1. Olson, Director
Basalt Waste Isolation Division
Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office
Richland, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Olson:

CHANGE REQUESTS C1N00528 AND CIN00529

(Contract DE-ACO6-.77RL01030)

� ease expedite resolution of Change Request (CR) Numbers C1U00528,
'.-fydraulic Fracturing inExisting Boreholes" and C1N00529, "Supportive
Studies on In Situ Stress1' (enclosed). The purpose of these CRs
is to provide additional information regarding the in situ stress
regime at the reference repository location (RRL) and to improve
our level of confidence in existing estimates of stress. .

Both CRs were submitted to Department of Energy-Rfchland Operations
Office (DOE-RL) on September 23, 1985. They were reviewed by
the Geor�echanics Monitor, Mr. P. L. Boileau, with comments returned
to us by mid-December. We responded to those comments on
January 6, 1986. Since that time, three review meetinos
have been held; on January 14, 1986, January 27, 1985, and
February 13, 1986. However, resolution of the CRs was not provided
by DOE-RL as a result of those meetings. At the February 13, 1986
meeting, Mr. E. 14. Higgins was to coordinate DOE-RL resolution
of the CRs and report back by February 27, 1986. As of this
date, no resolution has been received.

It is important that the work embodied in these CRs be initiated
as soon as possible to provide information for advanced conceptual
design, and to allow us to obtain access to boreholes for testing
without interfering with planned hydrologic testing.

In order to facilitate your review, an additional justification
statement which relates the. CR to the Basalt Waste Isolation
Project Site Characterization Plan issues and Information needs
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Is also enclosed.
Mr. N. A. Steger,
Area, 376-6135..Very

If you have any questions, please contact
Manager, Rock Mechanics Group, COC-1/3000

<���Yurss

S

1. R. Fitch, Director
Basalt Waste Isolation Project

S -

LRF/NAS/cac
Enc.

cc: J. H. Anttonen
K. 14. Bracken
P. E. Rasrrussen

- DOE-RL
- DOE-FL
- DOE-RL

IC
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JUSTIFICATION FOR CHANGE REQUESTS C1N00528 AND C1N00529

The state of stress at the Hanford site was Identified as a key geoengineering
Issue In .the Department of Energy's (DOE's) Site Characterization Report
(SCR) pbbllshed In 1982. Although more data has been gathered on the In

* situ stress state since the 5CR was released to the public, many concerns
related to high horizontal stresses have been raised .during various workshops
with federal (Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS)] and state agencies regarding the constructibility of the Exploratory
Shaft (ES) and Repository In basalt.

Evaluation of the In situ stress regime is Identified as a key work
requirement under section 8.3.2.2.2.3 of the draft Basalt Waste Isolation
Project (BWIP) Site Characterization Plan (SCP). This document references
previous stress determinations in boreholes (RRL-2, RRL-6, DC-4 and DC-12)

* and recommends additional stress determinations In order to assess the spatial
variability (horizontal and vertical) of in situ stresses and to aid In correla-
tion of In situ stress magnitudes and directions with geologic conditions.

The In situ stress regime is an important component In BWIP Characterization
Issues 1.3 and 4.2, which are stated as follows:

* BWIP Characterization Issue 1.3
What are the present and expected characteristics of the host rock
and surrounding units that must be known to determine compatibility
with containment and isolation?

* BWIP Characterization Issue 4.2
* What are the characteristics of the host rock and surrounding units

that must be known to determine if construction, operation, closure,
and decommissioning of a repository are feasible?

Knowledge of the in situ stress regime Is fundamental to the design
of stable underground openings and to the prediction of rock mass behavior
around such openings. Design of the nuclear waste repository must consider
the In situ stress state in determining size and shape of repository openings,
otientatlon of the underground workings, determination of rock support require-
ments, and design of underground access shafts.

The magnitude of horizontal stresses will have a significant impact
on opening stability and rock support requirements for the repository, and
will affect the long-term rock mass behavior under loading conditions imposed
by the repository. In addition the orientation of In situ stresses is an
Important factor In the orientation and configuration of the repository.

Also, calculations of the stress concentrations about underground openings,
and of stress distributions due to thermal loading associated with waste
emplacement are necessarily dependent on reliable data regarding the background
stress levels on which the stress changes associated with the repository
are to be superimposed.
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In situ stress determinations by Hydraulic Fracturing are summarized
In document SD-BWI-TD-014: "The State of In Situ Stresses Determined by
Hydraulic Fracturing at the Hanford Site" by K. Kim, S. A. Dischler,
J. R. Aggson, and 14. P. Hardy (August 1984). The results of this work
indicated that horizontal stresses at the RRL are relatively high. This
Is confirmed by borehole wall spalling and care discing observed In holes
drilled to investigate candidate horizons.

The Hydraulic Fracturing results were reviewed by a panel of five
experts in the field of rock mechanics who met in a workshop held in Rapid
City, South Dakota in conjunction with the Annual U. S. Rock Mechanics Symposium
in June 1985. The results of this workshop are summarized In document
SD-BWI-TI-299, "Geoengineerlng Design Parameters Workshop." With regard
to in situ stress, the panel concluded that the hydraulic fracturing data
provided evidence of "exceptionally greatu horizontal stresses at the RRL,
which is consistent with observed focal plane solutions for microseismic
activity, core discing, and borehole spalling. In its consensus statements,
the panel recommended that alternative means be considered to re-evaluate
the data, and that the data be subjected to independent review. Additional
stress determinations were recommended to provide a statistically significant
estimate of the in situ stress in the repository horizon. Stress determinations
in both the Cohassett colonnade and entablature were recommended to evaluate
the variation of in situ stress with Intraflow structure. Individual panel
members noted a need for additional data interpretation; for evaluation of
the effects of borehole spalling and pore pressure; and for additional study
of the core discing and borehole spalling phenomena.

For the reasons stated above, we feel that additional work to more accurately
quantify the in situ state of stress at the Reference Repository Location
(RRL) is justified. This additional work is proposed under change requests
CINOO52Band CII100529. Specific questions to which the work effort Is addressed
iii.lude the following:

i How do stress magnitudes at the RRL vary with location, depth,
geologic unit, and intraflow structure?

* Can "bad" data from previous tests (which was not utilized because
of borehole spalling, or problems In interpretation of the pressure
records) be re-evaluated to provide useful data regarding horizontal
stress magnitudes?

* What is the relationship between horizontal stresses and borehole
spalling, and what effect will these conditions have on the stability
of larger openings? .

* What effect do pore pressure assumptions have on the calculated
stress magnitudes based on hydraulic fracturing data, and what
is the most reasonable assumption for pore pressures in essentially
impermeable rock such as basalt?

* What is the relationship between core discing and in situ stress
at Hanford?
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* Can differential strain analysis of core samples be used as a reliable
stress determination technique?

e. �Ihat effect does borehole spalling have on stress determinations
by hydraulic fracturing? Can this effect be reduced by grouting
spalled zones to restore the circular cross section?

In addition, C1N00529 also provides for Independent review of hydraulic
fracturing data by a recognized expert In the field of rock mechanics and
hydraulic fracturing. In view of the importance of in situ stress as a design
parameter and considering the effects of high horizontal stress on repository
design and performance, It is very important to maintain the credibility
of the work accomplished to date by subjecting it to careful outside review
as soon as possible.
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have shown a relatively high state of stress in and around the If Required)

Reference Repository Location (RRL). Because of the importance
of this parameter, with respect to repository design, it is proposed � Program Plan

that additional stress measurements be conducted in an effort
to Increase the confidence in existing estimates of stress. 0 Project Mgmt. Plan

SD- Rev.The scope of this Change request covers additional hydraulic -

fracturing tests to be conducted In two existing boreholes. � CAA

The number of tests will be �pp)Oximately ten tests in each borehole. � CAP
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DESCRIPTION IJUSTIFICATION - CONTINUED

WORK SCOPE (continued)

Hydraulic fracturing consists of lowering a straddle packer down
a borehole to a predetermined test Interval. The packers are then inflated,
isolating a short interval of the borehole. Next, a test interval is pressurized
until the rock fractures. The record of pressure versus time is used to
determine In situ stress magnitudes. Orientations of the Induced fractures
(and thus the In situ stresses) are obtained by lowering an impression packer
down to the previously fractured interval. The impression packer Is covered
with soft rubber, which retains an imprint of the borehole wall features.

Two primary areas of support are required to assist In conducting
hydraulic fracturing tests. These include: (1) a work-over rig contract
which covers down-hole survey services and, (2) geophysical acoustic borehole
logging.

The work-over rig is needed to lower and retrieve the hydraulic fracturing
tools in the borehole. Down-hole non-magnetic (Gyroscopic) surveys are to
be conducted at each test location after the initiation of hydraulic fractures.
These surveys include taking a down-hole photograph of a gyro-compass, mated
to the impression packer, to determine the absolute orientations of the induced
fractures and thus the in situ stress orientation.

Geophysical acoustic televiewer logs are to be conducted before and
after conducting the hydraulic fracturing tests. The televiewer provides
detailed images of the borehole wall, which are invaluable for selection
of test Intervals which are free of borehole wall spalling. This also provides
the basis for comparison with core logs in an attempt to correlate areas
of core disking with borehole wall spalling.

Televiewer logs conducted after hydraulic fracturing tests can be
used as an Independent method of verifying Induced fracture orientations
by comparing with impression test results.

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has been used in the past
for support in conducting the acoustic televiewer logs. It is perceived
that the USGS will be used again, requiring preparation and approval of a
U. S. government Interagency agreement.

-- continued on next page--

ORGANIZATIONS AFFECTED OTHER CONTRACTORS AFFECTED

o R&E C Financeo Plant Ops. 0 P9M ______________________________________________________

0 Personnel 0 Material

C Quality Assurance C Safeguards & Security
C HS&E C Maintenance _______________________________________________

El Utilities (A BWIP
O PFM 0 SIS

SUPPORTING DATA ATTACHED:

Study ___________________________________________ Sketch (es) _____________________________ Other ____________________________

Drawings ___________________________________________ Vendor Input ________________________________________________________________

A-6100-443R (12.94)
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Budget

Cost Account Current Budget Proposed Budget Delta

L4C1 (FY 86) $1,357.2 $1,528.2 $171.0

14C1 (FY 87) $1,933.0 $1,968.0 $ 35.0

The projected cost to conduct ten tests each in boreholes DC-8 and DC-12

(20 tests total) is outlined below:

Rig Contract
drill rig and crew $175/hr. x 400 hrs. = $70,000
down-hole survey $10,000/borehole = $20,�00

Total = $90,000

Acoustic Well Logging $10,000/borehole = $20,000

Equipment
high pressure pump $20,000
packers $10,000
miscellaneous equipment (high pressure
fittings, valves, hoses, etc.) $ 5,000

Total $35,000

G&A/CSP $26,000

TOTAL $171.O00*

*Funds to be required from Contingency.

It Is expected that 440 man hours are needed for pretest planning. Pretest

planning Includes:

(1) prepare test plan

* (2) prepare prejob safety plan

(3) prepare interagency agreement with USGS for acoustic televiewer logging

(4) equipment assembly and check (includes calibration of transducers,
chart recorder, etc.)

(5) purchase necessary equipment (pumps and packers)

(6) examinatIon of core and core photographs for preliminary selection
of test intervals (compared with acoustic televiewer logs when available).
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Once the tests are conducted, the data are to be evaluated and compared
with previous test results. It is anticipated that 250 man hours are needed to
reduce the data and prepare the first-draft report and approximately 100 man hours
for peer review and release of the test results as a supporting document. This
is a total of 790 man hours.

Schedule

The following baseline work will be slipped to accommodate the new scope
(790 man hours):

* delay the start of the Block Shear Test Feasibility from 10/1/85
to 2/15/86

o defer completion of the Rock Mass Scale Geoengineering Study to
fiscal year 1987. There Is no project impact due to existing
"schedule float."

Revised CAPs are attached.

JUSTIFICATION (continued)

Preliminary acoustic televiewer logs by the USGS have shown less spalling
and disking In several areas on tf�e Hanford Site (e.g., near borehole DC-B and
DC-12). The Site Department at the BWIP Is currently contouring the percentage
of spalling and disking from boreholes around the Hanford Site. By directly measuring
the stresses in these areas where spalling and disking are less prevalent, it
will be confirmed that the stresses are (or are not) significantly different from
existing measurements. This type of information will be invaluable In assessing
the variability of stresses at the Hanford Site which is needed to allow design
to predict a more realistic repository size and will assist In developing workable
geologic models.

Previous hydraulic fracturing tests were restricted to testing zones around
hydrologic testing. This restriction precluded testing areas In flow tops and
the Cohassett entablature. In addition to these tests In the candidate horizon,
stress measurements over a wide range of depths above and below the Cohassett
are necessary to define stress profiles as a function of depth.

In light of the above factors, and because in situ stresses are such.a
key issue with respect to repository design, the technical staff at Rockwell feel
that these additional hydraulic fracturing tests are well justified.

At the conclusion of this phase of testing, the newly obtained data will
be compared with previous results. At this point, another evaluation will be
made regarding the necessity of conducting additional testing in boreholes DC-2
and RRL-17. These tests will be conducted in an attempt to determine the extent
of variability in stress magnitudes over the Hanford Site, and to expand the existing
data base.
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�. CAP
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using a statistical fracture mechanics approach, (b) independent so- Rev.
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of pore pressure on calculated stress magnitudes. o Drawings
-continued- 0 Other (Specify)
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n situ stress measurements conducted to date by the hydraulic

fracturing method have shown a relatively high state of stress at
the Hanford Site. Because of the Importance of this parameter with
�-espect to repository design, additional studies are warranted to
crease our level of understanding, and thus the level of confidence
our measurements. The following supportive investigations related

In situ stress are deemed necessary to further our understan '�ing.
the hydraulic fracturing method, and the phenomena of core and borehole wall spalllng. I
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DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION - CONTINUED

WORK SCOPE (continued:

(4) Miscellaneous studies to improve the understanding of the state of stress
at Hanford including (a) numerical modeling of core disking, (b) differential
strain analysis on core retrieved from boreholes and (c) hydraulic fracturing
in spalled zones where the spalling Is grouted and redrilled.

These Items are described In more detail in the justification section.

Budget

Cost Account Current Budget Proposed Budget Delta

L4C 1 $1 * 357.2 $1,940.2 $583K

1. Numerical modeling of spalling $ 60K

2. Physical modeling of spalling

3. Re-evaluation of existing data
(a) fracture mechanics
(b) Independent analysis by expert
(c) pore presssure effects

4. Miscellaneous
(a) numerical modeling of disking
(b) differential strain analysis
(c) hydraulic fracturing in grouted spalled zones

G & A/CSP

TOTAL

SlOOK

$ 30K
$ 50K
$150K

$ 25K
$ 30K
$ 50K
$495K

$ 88K

$583K*

Staffing

No net change in staffing. Labor in work package T, "Evaluate the In Situ Stress
Regime," must be respread to allow for an earlier start date. This Is compensated
for by respreading work package L, "Geomechanics Data Base Developmentlt (See attached
CAP mark-up).

*Funds to be required from Contingency.

ORGANIZATIONS AFFECTED OTHER CONTRACTORS AFFECTED

El R & E El Finance

El Plant Ops. El PBMo Personnel El Material
El Quality Assurance El Safeguards & Security

El HS&E Q Maintenance

El Utilities (�] SWIP
5 PFM 0 SIS

SUPPORTING DATA ATTACHED:

Study __________________________________________ Sketch(es) _____________________________ Other ____________________________

Drawings ________________________________________ Vendor Input ____________________________________________________________
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JUSTIFICATION (continued)

and their relationship to the strength of basalt. This work will also be

essential to the development of stable geometries for underground openings.

(2) Physical Modeling

To complement the numerical modeling study above, physical models will be
developed to simulate In situ conditions of stress and strength. The models
will be 3-dimensional and constructed out of synthetic materials, loaded
under triaxial conditions in the laboratory.

(3) Re-evaluation of Hydraulic Fracturing Data

(a) fracture mechanics - Hydraulic fracturing data are typically analyzed
using equations based on a closed-form, linear elastic solution for
a circular hole in an Infinite plate. It has been suggested by the
panel of experts that the data should also be analyzed from a fracture
mechanics point of view. This analysis is based on the mechanisms of
fracture Initiation and propagation by relating to known (or measured)
rock properties. This would provide an independent analysis of existing
data and would Increase the level of confidence in existing estimates
of stress.

(b) Independent review - It has been suggested by the panel that all of
the hydraulic fracturing data to date should be re-evaluated by a recognized
expert In the area of hydraulic fracturing. Although It Is perceived
that the values of stress will not signficantly change as a result of
this work, this will provide an independent analysis and Improve the
confidence in the values reported. Additionally, the shut-in pressures
should be calculated using alternate methods, since both the maximum
and minimum horizontal stresses are directly dependent on the shut-in
pressure.

(c) pore pressure - An experimental study on the effects of pore pressure
on calculated stress magnitudes should be conducted. Knowledge of the
pore pressure is Important and can change the value of the maximum horizontal
stress by as much as 10 MPa (1500 psi). This study will entail both
laboratory and field studies to determine the magnitude and effects
of pore pressure.

(4) Miscellaneous Studies

(a) numerical modeling of core disking - A preliminary Investigation, including
finite element modeling, has been conducted by Lehnhoff, et. al., 1984.
The panel was reluctant to assign much weight to the quantitative interpretation
on core disking. This appears to warrant additional numerical modeling
efforts in the area of core disking.
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JUSTIFICATION (continued)

Miscellaneous Studies (continued)

(b) differential strain analysis - Differential strain analysis is an experimental
technique which can be used to determine in situ stresses. Freshly
cored specimens are strain-gaged as soon as the core Is retreived (by
the drilling process), the strain in known orientations can be related
back to the In situ stresses. The cores are then subjected to triaxial
loading In the laboratory, with the resulting stress-strain curves used
to back calculate the in situ stresses. This would provide an Independent
method of determining in situ stresses and would increase the confidence
in existing estimates.

(c) hydraulic fracturing in grouted spalled zones - Hydraulic fracturing
tests to date, that have been conducted in spalled borehole intervals,
have not been used to calculate stresses. The justification for this
is that the geometry of the borehole is no longer circular and therefore

* the classical equations are no longer applicable. If the spalled zone
is grouted and then redrilled, the circular geometry will be maintained
and estimates of how the stresses get redistributed during the spalling
process can be made.
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Hanford Opornions
RackwII P.O. Box � Rockwell

Richland, WA 99352 International

March 20, 1986 In reply, refer to letter R86-1409

Mr. 0. 1. Olson, Director
Basalt Waste Isolation Division
Department of Energy
Richiand Operations Office
Richland, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Olson:

CHANGE REQUESTS CINOOS2B AND C1N00529
(Contract DE-ACO6-77RL01030)

I ease expedite resolution of Change Request (CR) Numbers C1N00528,
".-Iydraulic Fracturing In Existing Boreholes' and C1N00529, "Supp6rtive
Studies cn In Situ Stress" (enclosed). The purpose of these CRs
is to provide additional information regarding the in situ stress
regime at the reference repository location (RRL) and to improve
our level of confidence in existing estimates of stress.

Both CRs were submitted to Department of Energy-Ri chland Operations
Office (DOE-RL) on September 23, 1985. They were reviewed by
the Geor�echanics Monitor, Mr. P. 1. Boileau, with comments returned
to us by mid-December. We responded to those comments on
January 6, 1986. Since that time, three review meetincs
have been held; on January 14, 1986, January 27, 1986, and
February 13, 1986. However, resolution of the CRs was not provided
by DOE-RI as a result of those meetings. At the February 13, 1986
meeting, Mr. E. W. Higgins was to coordinate DOE-RI resolution
of the CRs and report back by February 27, 1986. As of this
date, no resolution has been received.

It is important that the work embodied In these CRs be initiated
as soon as possible to provide information for advanced conceptual
design, and to allow us to obtain access to boreholes for testing
without interfering with planned hydrologic testing.

In order to facilitate your review, an additional justification
statement which relates the CR to the Basalt Waste Isolation
Project Site Characterization Plan Issues and information needs

* I

* * *1 . * I
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is also enclosed.
Mr. N. A. Steger,
Area, 376-8135..

If you have any questions, please contact
Manager, Rock Mechanics Group, CDC-1/3000

Very truly y urs,

L. R. Fitch, Director
Basalt Waste Isolation Project

LRF'/NAS/cac

Enc.

cc: J. H. Anttonen
K. 14. Brack&n
P. E. Rasmussen

DOE-RL
DOE-RL
DOE-RL
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JUSTIFICATION FOR CHANGE REQUESTS CINOD52� AND C1N00529

The state of stress at the Hanford site was Identified as a key geoengineering
Issue In .the Department of Energy's (DOE's) Site Characterization Report
(SCR) pbblished in 1982. Although more data has been gathered on the In
situ Stress state since the SCR was released to the public, many concerns
related to high horizontal stresses have been raised during various workshops
with federal �Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS)] and state agencies regarding the constructibility of the Exploratory
Shaft (ES) and Repository In basalt.

Evaluation of the In situ stress regime Is Identified as a key work
requirement under section 8.3.2.2.2.3 of the draft Basalt Waste Isolation
Project (BWIP) Site Characterization Plan (SCP). This document references
previous stress determinations in boreholes (RRL-2, RRL-6, DC-A and DC-12)
and recommends additional stress determinations In order to assess the spatial
variability (horizontal and vertical) of In situ stresses and to aid in correla-
tion of in situ stress magnitudes and directions with geologic conditions.

The in situ stress regime is *an important component in BWIP Characterization
Issues 1.3 and 4.2, which are stated as follows:

* EWIP Characterization Issue 1.3
What are the present and expected characteristics of the host rock
and surrounding units that must be known to determine compatibility
with containment and Isolation?

* BWIP Characterization Issue 4.2
* What are the characteristics of the host rock and surrounding units

that must be known to determine if construction, operation, closure,
and decommissioning of a repository are feasible?

Knowledge of the In situ stress regime is fundamental to the design
of stable underground openings and to the prediction of rock mass behavior
around such openings. Design of the nuclear waste repository must consider
the In situ stress state in determining size and shape of repository openings,
�ientation of the underground workings, determination of rock support require-
ments, and design of underground access shafts.

The magnitude of horizontal stresses will have a significant impact
on opening stability and rock support requirements for the repository, and
will affect the long-term rock mass behavior under loading conditions imposed
by the repository. In addition the orientation of in situ stresses is an
Important factor in the orientation and configuration of the repository.

Also, calculations of the stress concentrations about underground openings,
and of stress distributions due to thermal loading associated with waste
emplacement are necessarily dependent on reliable data regarding the background
stress levels on which the stress changes associated with the repository
are to be superimposed.
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In� situ stress determinations by Hydraulic Fracturing are summarized
In document SD-BWI-TD-014: "The State of In Situ Stresses Determined by
Hydraulic Fracturing at the Hanford Site5 by K. Kim, S. A. Dischler,
3. R. Aggson, and M. P. Hardy (August 1984). The results of this work
Indicated that horizontal stresses at the RRL are relatively high. This
is confirmed by borehole wall spalling and core discing observed In holes
drilled to investigate candidate horizons.

The Hydraulic Frac�turIng results were reviewed by a panel of five
experts In the field .of rock mechanics who met in a workshop held in Rapid
City, South Dakota In conjunction with the Annual U. S. Rock Mechanics Symposium
In June 1985. The results of this workshop are summarized In document
SD-BWI-TI-299, "Geoengineerlng Design Parameters Workshop." With regard
to In situ stress, the panel concluded that the hydraulic fracturing data
provided evidence of "exceptionally great" horizontal stresses at the RRL,
which is consistent with observed focal plane solutions for microseismic
activity, core discing, and borehole spalling. In its consensus statements,
the panel recommended that alternative means be considered to re-evaluate
the data, and that the data be subjected to Independent review. Additional
stress determinations were recommended to provide a statistically significant
estimate of the in situ stress In the repository horizon. Stress determinations
In both the Cohassett colonnade and entablature were recommended to evaluate
the variation of In situ stress with Intraflow structure. Individual panel
members noted a need for additional data interpretation; for evaluation of
the effects of borehole spalling and pore pressure; and for additional study
of the core discing and borehole spalling phenomena.

For the reasons stated above, we feel that additional work to more accurately
* quantify the in situ state of stress at the Reference Repository Location

(RRL) is justified. This additional work is proposed under change requests
CINOO52Band C1fl00529. Specific questions to which the work effort is addressed
iii..lude the following:

o How do stress magnitudes at the RRL vary with location, depth,
geologic unit, and intraflow structure?

* Can "bad" data from previous tests (which was not utilized because
of borehole spalling, or problems In interpretation of the pressure
records) be re-evaluated to provide useful data regarding horizontal
Stress magnitudes?

* What is the relationship between horizontal stresses and borehole
spalling, and what effect will these conditions have on the stability
of larger openings? . . �.*. .

* What effect do pore pressure assumptions have on the calculated
stress magnitudes based on hydraulic fracturing data, and what
is the most reasonable assumption for pore pressures in essentially

* Impermeable rock such as basalt?

* What is the relationship between core discing and in situ stress
at Hanford?
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* Can differential strain analysis of core samples be used as a reliable
stress determination technique?

� *. chat effect does borehole spalling have on stress determinations
by hydraulic fracturing? Can this effect be reduced by grouting
spalled zones to restore the circular cross section?

In addition, C1N00529 also provides for Independent review of hydraulic
fracturing data by a r&cognized expert in the field of rock mechanics and
hydraulic fracturing. In view of the Importance of in situ stress as a design
parameter and considering the effects of high horizontal stress on repository
design and performance, It is very important to maintain the credibility
of the work accomplished to date by subjecting It to careful outside review
as soon as possible.
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Work Scope: Hydraulic fracturing stress measurements to date (AddPage ToldenrifyOthers

have shown a relatively high state of stress in and around the If Re�uiredI
Reference Repository Location (RRL). Because of the importance
of this parameter, with respect to repository design, it is proposed 0 ProgramPlan
that additional stress measurements be conducted in an effort
to increase the confidence In existing estimates of stress. OProjectMgmt.PIan

SD- Rev.
The scope of this change request covers additional hydraulic

fracturing tests to be conducted in two existing boreholes. �CAA
The number of tests will be &ppI�Oxlmately ten tests in each borehole � c�p
The primary objectives of this work are: Q MPSJPMS
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SD- - Rev.

(2) obtain a stress profile with depth by conducting stress
measurements above and below the Cohassett 0 Specifications

C Drawings
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Increased confidence In the measured stresses. _____________________

(continued) _______________________

JUSTIFICATION: (Include Impact If Not Implemented; Attach Pages As Necessaryl.
(Reasons For Revision I

Hydraulic fracturing tests to obtain in situ stresses at
depth, have been conducted in boreholes DC-12, RRL-2, RRL-6,
and DC-4. The 40 hydraulic fracturing test intervals in the
five boreholes yielded varying degrees of success. Of these
40 tests, 25 yielded information on principal stress ratios.
Of the 19 tests which gave total information (magnitudes and
orientations) only .fi:ve were conducted in the Cohasset

I Flow.

DISPOSITION

C Approved or
Approved As Amended

O Disapproved

O Deferred

C Returned To Originator
O Withdrawn
C Comments On Back

I

It, A-�1OO-443 '12-841
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DESCRIPTION IJUSTIFICATION - CONTINUED

WORK SCOPE (continued)

Hydraulic fracturing consists of lowering a straddle packer down
a borehole to a predetermined test Interval. The packers are then inflated,
isolating a short interval of the borehole. Next, a test interval is pressurized
until the rock fractures. The record of pressure versus time is used to
determine In situ stress magnitudes. Orientations of the induced fractures
(and thus the in situ stresses) are obtained by lowering an impression packer
down to the previously fractured interval. The impression packer is covered
with soft rubber, which retains an imprint of the borehole wall features.

Two primary areas of support are required to assist in conducting
hydraulic fracturing tests. These include: (1) a work-over rig contract
which covers down-hole survey services and, (2) geophysical acoustic borehole
logging.

The work-over rig Is needed to lower and retrieve the hydraulic fracturing
tools in the borehole. Down-hole non-magnetic (Gyroscopic) surveys are to
be conducted at each test location after the initiation of hydraulic fractures.
These surveys include taking a down-hole photograph of a gyro-compass, mated
to the impression packer, to determine the absolute orientations of the induced
fractures and thus the In situ stress orientation.

Geophysical acoustic televiewer logs are to be conducted before and
after conducting the hydraulic fracturing tests. The televiewer provides
detailed images of the borehole wall, which are invaluable for selection
of test intervals which are free of borehole wall spalling. This also provides
the basis for comparison with core logs in an attempt to correlate areas
of core disking with borehole wall spalling.

Televiewer logs conducted after hydraulic fracturing tests can be
used as an independent method of verifying induced fracture orientations
by comparing with impressIon test results.

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has been used in the past
for support in conducting the acoustic televiewer logs. It is perceived
that the USGS will be used again, requiring preparation andapproval of a

U S. government interagency agreement.

I --continued on next page--

ORGANIZATIONS AFFECTED OTHER CONTRACTORS AFFECTED

O R & E C Finance
C Plant Ops. C PBM ______________________________________________________

O Personnel C Material

C Quality Assurance C Safeguards & Security
C HS&E C Maintenance

C Utilities BWIP

C PPM 0 siS

SUPPORTING DATA ATTACHED:

Study ___________________________________________ Sketch(es) _____________________________ Other ____________________________

Drawings ______________________________________ Vendor Input _________________________________________________________

A-61 OO.443� (12-84)
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Budget

Cost Account Current Budget Proposed Budget Delta

L4Cl (FY 86) $1,357.2 $1,528.2 $171.0

L4C1 (FY 87) $1,933.0 $1,968.0 $ 35.0

The projected cost to conduct ten tests each in boreholes DC-8 and DC-12

(20 tests total) is outlined below:

Rig Contract
drill rig and crew $175/hr. x 400 hrs. = $70,000
down-hole survey $10,000/borehole = $20,000

Total = $90,000

Acoustic Well Logging $10,000/borehole = $20,000

Equipment
high pressure pump $20,000
packers $10,000
miscellaneous equipment (high pressure $ 5,000
fittings, valves, hoses, etc.) ________

Total $35,000

G&A/CSP $26,000

TOTAL $171.000�

*Funds to be required from Contingency.

It is expected that 440 man hours are needed for pretest planning. Pretest

planning Includes:

(1) prepare test plan

(2) prepare prejob safety plan

(3) prepare interagency agreement with USGS for acoustic televiewer logging

(4) equipment assembly and check (includes calibration of transducers,
chart recorder, etc.)

(5) purchase necessary equipment (pumps and packers)

(6) examination of core and core photographs for preliminary selection
of test intervals (compared with acoustic televiewer logs when available).
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Once the tests are conducted, the data are to be evaluated and compared
with previous test results. It is anticipated that 250 man hours are needed to
reduce the data and prepare the first-draft report and approximately 100 man hours
for peer review and release of the test results as a supporting document. This
is a total of 790 man hours.

Schedule

The following baseline work will be slipped to accommodate the new scope

(790 man hours):

* delay the start of the Block Shear Test Feasibility from 10/1/85

to 2/15/86

* defer completion of the Rock Mass Scale Geoengineering Study to
fiscal year 1987. There is no project impact due to existing
schedule float."

Revised CAPs are attached.

JUSTIFICATION (continued)

Preliminary acoustic televiewer logs by the USGS have shown less spalling
and disking In several areas on the Hanford Site (e.g., near borehole DC-B and
DC-12). The Site Department at the BWIP is currently contouring the percentage
of spalling and disking from boreholes around the Hanford Site. By directly measuring
the stresses in these areas where spalling and disking are less prevalent, It
will be confirmed that the stresses are (or are not) significantly different from
existing measurements. This type of information will be Invaluable in assessing
the variability of stresses at the Hanford Site which is needed to allow design
to predict a more realistic repository size and will assist in developing workable
geologic models.

Previous hydraulic fracturing tests were restricted to testing zones around
hydrologic testing. This restriction precluded testing areas In flow tops and
the Cohassett entablature. In addition to these tests in the candidate horizon,
stress measurements over a wide range of depths above and below the Cohassett
are necessary to define stress profiles as a function of depth.

In light of the above factors, and because In situ stresses are such a
key Issue with respect to repository design, the technical staff at Rockwell feel
that these additional hydraulic fracturing tests are well justified.

At the conclusion of this phase of testing, the newly obtained data will
be compared with previous results. At this point, another evaluation will be
made regarding the necessity of conducting additional testing in boreholes DC-2
and RRL-1i. These tests will be conducted in an attempt to determine the extent
of variability in stress magnitudes over the Hanford Site, and to expand the existing
data base.
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BWI P p
Program/Project Title: ORIGINATOR: N. A. Steger

BASALT WASTE ISOLATION PROJECT ORGANIZATION: 10420
Change Title. PHONE:

SUPPORTIVE STUDIES ON IN SITU STRESS _______ DATE: 8128185
BASELINE IMPACT PRIORITY CLASS Cost Impact

IX] Work Scope 0 Funds 0 Emergency I Schedule Impact Yes
IX] Budget 0 Contingency 0 Urgent El II No
O Schedule 0 Staffing El Routine Q III Staff Impact
O Technical No _______________________

DESCRIPTION: (Attach Pages As Necessary) OOCUMEN1� AFFECTED
ork Sco e: During the week of June 4, 1985, a panel of five experts (Add Page To Identify Others
n the field of rock mechanics met to discuss the topics of the State If Required)

f stress and the strength of the basalt rock mass at Hanford. As
result of this meeting, several areas for additional study concernin � Program Plan

tresses were identified, including:
0 Project Mgmt. Plan

(1) Numerical modeling analysis of spalling and room stability Rev.
(mechanism approach based on fracture mechanics concepts). ___________________

2) Physical modeling analysis of spalling and opening stability. �l CAA
� CAP

3) Re-evaluation of existing hydraulic fracturing data analysis QMPSJPMS

methods in an attempt to reduce the uncertainty of existing El IntermediateSchedules
results. Specifically this will include: (a) analysis of data 0 Functional Oes.Crit.

using a statistical fracture mechanics approach, (b) Independent so- Rev.

review of existing data by a recognized expert In the area of
hydraulic fracturing, and (c) an experimental study of the effect �
of pore pressure on calculated stress magnitudes. El Drawings

-continued-

JUSTIFICATION: (Include Impact If Not Implemented; Attach Pages As Necessary).
(Reasons For Revision)

[n situ stress measurements conducted to date by the hydraulic
�racturing method have shown a relatively high state of stress at
�he Hanford Site. Because of the Importance of this parameter with
respect to repository design, additional studies are warranted to
increase our level of understanding, and thus the level of confidence
�f our measurements. The following supportive investigations related
Lo in situ stress are deemed necessary to further our understan ing...
if the hydraulic fracturing method, and the phenomena of core
Jisking and borehole wall spalling. I

CIISI'USITIUNEl Other (Specify)
El Approved or

Approved As Amended

El Disapproved
El Deferred
El Returned To Originator
El Withdrawn
El comments On Back

FUNDING SOURCE

Capital I

1)

CAMlPerforming
Manager
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00529
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION - CONTINUED

WORK SCOPE (continued:

(4) Miscellaneous studies to improve the understanding of the state of stress
at Hanford including (a) numerical modeling of core disking, (b) differential
strain analysis on core retrieved from boreholes and (c) hydraulic fracturing
fn spalled zones where the spalling is grouted and redrilled.

These Items are described In more detail in the justification section.

Budget

Cost Account Current Budget Proposed Budget

$1,940. 2

Delta

L4C 1 $1,357.2 $583K

1. Numerical modeling of spalling $ 60K

2. Physical modeling of spalling

3. Re-evaluatIon of existing data
(a) fracture mechanics
(b) independent analysis by expert
(c) pore presssure effects

4. Miscellaneous
(a) numerical modeling of disking
(b) differential strain analysis
(c) hydraulic fracturing in grouted spalled zones

G & A/CSP

TOTAL

$100K

$ 30K
$ 50K
$ 150K

$ 25K
$ 30K
$ 50K
$495K

$ 88K

S583K*

Staffing

No net change In staffing. Labor in work package T, "Evaluate the In Situ Stress
Regime," must be respread to allow for an earlier start date. This is compensated
for by respreading work package L, "Geomechanics Data Base Development" (See attached
CAP mark-up).

*Funds to be required from Contingency.

I ORGANIZATIONS AFFECTED OTHER CONTRACTORS AFFECTED

C R&E C Finance�O Plant Ops. C PBM

Personnel El Material

C Quality Assurance 0 Safeguards & Security
O HS&E 0 Maintenance _________________________________________________

o Utilities IXI BWIP

O PFM C SIS

SUPPORTING DATA AlTACHED:

Study ________________________________________________ Sketchles) ________________________________ Other ________________________________

Drawings _________________________________________ Vendor Input ____________________________________________________________
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JUSTIFICATION (continued)

and their relationship to the strength of basalt. This work will also be

essential to the development of stable geometries for underground openings.

(2) Physical Modeling

To complement the numerical modeling study above, physical models will be
developed to simulate In situ conditions of stress and strength. The models
will be 3-dimensional and constructed out of synthetic materials, loaded
under triaxial conditions in the laboratory.

(3) Re-evaluation of Hydraulic Fracturing Data

(a) fracture mechanics - Hydraulic fracturing data are typically analyzed
using equations based on a closed-form, linear elastic solution for
a circular hole in an Infinite plate. It has been suggested by the
panel of experts that the data should also be analyzed from a fracture
mechanics point of view. This analysis is based on the mechanisms of
fracture initiation and propagation by relating to known (or measured)
rock properties. This would provide an independent analysis of existing
data and would Increase the level of confidence in existing estimates
of stress.

(b) independent review - it has been suggested by the panel that all of
the hydraulic fracturing data to date should be re-evaluated by a recognized
expert in the area of hydraulic fracturing. Although it is perceived
that the values of stress will not signficantly change as a result of
this work, this will provide an independent analysis and improve the
confidence in the values reported. Additionally, the shut-in pressures
should be calculated using alternate methods, since both the maximum
and minimum horizontal stresses are directly dependent on the shut-in
pressure.

(c) pore pressure - An experimental study on the effects of pore pressure
on calculated stress magnitudes should be conducted. Knowledge of the
pore pressure is important and can change the value of the maximum horizontal
stress by as much as 10 MPa (1500 psi). This study will entail both
laboratory and field studies to determine the magnitude and effects
of pore pressure.

(4) Miscellaneous Studies

(a) numerical modeling of core disking - A preliminary investigation, including
finite element modeling, has been conducted by Lehnhoff, et. al., 1984.
The panel was reluctant to assign much weight to the quantitative interpretation
on core disking. This appears to warrant additional numerical modeling
efforts in the area of core disking.
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JUSTIFICATION (continued)

Miscellaneous Studies (continued)

(b) differential strain analysis - Differential strain analysis is an experimental
technique which can be used to determine in situ stresses. Freshly
cored specimens are strain-gaged as soon as the core is retreived (by
the drilling process), the strain in known orientations can be related
back to the in situ stresses. The cores are then subjected to triaxial
loading in the laboratory, with the resulting stress-strain curves used
to back calculate the In situ stresses. This would provide an Independent
method of determining in situ stresses and would increase the confidence
in existing estimates.

(c) hydraulic fracturing in grouted spalled zones - Hydraulic fracturing
tests to date, that have been conducted in spalled borehole intervals,
have not been used to calculate stresses. The justification for this
is that the geometry of the borehole is no longer circular and therefore
the classical equations are no longer applicable. If the spalled zone
is grouted and then redrilled, the circular geometry will be maintained
and estimates of how the stresses get redistributed during the spalling
process can be made.
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Rockwell Hanford Operations
P.O. Box 800

Richland* WA 99352
Rockwell

* International

In reply, refer to letter R86-1409March 20, 1986

Mr. 0. 1. Olson, Director
Basalt Waste Isolation Division
Department of Energy
Richiand Operations Office
Richi and,* Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Olson:

CHANGE REQUESTS C1N00528 AND C1N00529
(Contract DE-ACO6-77RL01030)

f ease expedite resolution of Change Request (CR) Numbers C1N00528,
'�Iydraulic Fracturing in.Existing Boreholesu and C1N00529, "Supportive
Studies on In Situ Stress" (enclosed). The purpose of these CRs
is to provide additional information regarding the in situ stress
regime at the reference repository location (RRL) and to improve
our level of confidence in existing estimates of stress.

Both CRs were submitted to Department of Energy-Richland Operations
Office (DQE-RL) on September 23, 1985. They were reviewed by
the Geor�echanics Monitor, Mr. P. L. Boileau, with comments returned
to us by mid-December. We responded to those comments on
January 6, 1986. Since that time, three review meetir.gs
have been held; on January 14, 1986, January 27, 1986, and
February 13, 1986. However, resolution of the CRs was not provided
by DOE-RL as a result of those meetings. At the February 13, 1986
meeting, Mr. E. W. Higgins was to coordinate DOE-RL resolution
of the CRs and report back by February 27, 1986. As of this
date, no resolution has been received.

1t is important that the work embodied in these CRs be initiated
as soon as possible to provide information for advanced conceptual
design, and to allow us to obtain access to boreholes for testing
without interfering with planned hydrologic testing.

In order to facilitate your review, an additional justification
statement which relates the CR to the Basalt Waste Isolation
Project Site Characterization Plan issues and information needs
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0. L. Olson
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is also enclosed.
Mr. N. A. Steger,
Area, 376-8135..

If you have any questions, please contact
Manager, Rock Mechanics Group, CDC-1/3000

Very truly y urs,

L. R. Fitch, Director
Basalt Waste Isolation Project

LRF/NAS/cac

Enc.

cc: 3. H. Anttonen
K. 14. Bracken
P. E. Rasmussen

- DOE-RL
- DOE-RL
- DOE-RL
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JUSTIFICATION FOR CHANGE REQUESTS C1K00528 AND C1N00529

The state of stress at the Hanford site was identified as a key geoengineering
issue in .the Department of Energys (DOE's) Site Characterization Report
(SCR) pbblished in 1982. Although more data has been gathered on the in
situ stress state since the 5CR was released to the public, many concerns
related to high horizontal stresses have been raised during various workshops
with federal �Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS)] and state agencies regarding the constructlbility of the Exploratory
Shaft (ES) and Repository in basalt.

Evaluation of the in situ stress regime is identified as a key work
requirement under section 8.3.2.2.2.3 of the draft Basalt Waste Isolation
Project (BWIP) Site Characterization Plan (SCP). This document references
previous stress determinations in boreholes (RRL-2, RRL-6, DC-4 and DC-12)

* and recommends additional stress determinations In order to assess the spatial
variability (horizontal and vertical) of in situ stresses and to aid in correla-
tion of In situ stress magnitudes and directions with geologic conditions.

The in situ stress regime Is an important component in BWIP Characterization
Issues 1.3 and 4.2, which are stated as follows:

* BWIP Characterization Issue 1.3
What are the present and expected characteristics of the host rock
and surrounding units that must be known to determine compatibility
with containment and Isolation?

* BWIP Characterization Issue 4.2
What are the characteristics of the host rock and surrounding units
that must be known to determine if construction, operation, closure,
and decommissioning of a repository are feasible?

Knowledge of the in situ stress regime is fundamental to the design
of stable underground openings and to the prediction of rock mass behavior
around such openings. Design of the nuclear waste repository must consider
the in situ stress state in determining *size and shape of repository openings,
oiientation of the underground workings, determination of rock support require-
ments, and design of underground access shafts.

The magnitude of horizontal stresses will have a significant impact
on opening stability and rock support requirements for the repository, and
will affect the long-term rock mass behavior under loading conditions imposed
by the repository. In addition the orientation of In situ stresses is an
Important factor in the orientation and configuration of the repository.

Also, calculations of the stress concentrations about underground openings,
and of stress distributions due to thermal loading associated with waste
emplacement are necessarily dependent on reliable data regarding the background
stress levels on which the stress changes associated with the repository
are to be superimposed.
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1n� situ stress determinations by Hydraulic Fracturing are summarized
In document SD-BWI-TD-014: "The State of In Situ Stresses Determined by
Hydraulic Fracturing at the Hanford Site" by K. Kim, S. A. Dischler,
J. R. Aggson, and N. P. Hardy (August 1984). The results of this work
indicated that horizontal stresses at the RRL are relatively high. This
is confirmed by borehole wall spalling and core discing observed in holes
drilled to investigate candidate horizons.

The Hydraulic Frac�turing results were reviewed by a panel of five
experts in the field of rock mechanics who met in a workshop held in Rapid
City, South Dakota in conjunction with the Annual U. S. Rock Mechanics Symposium
in June 1985. The results of this workshop are summarized in document
SD-BWI-TI-299. "Geoengineering Design Parameters Workshop." With regard
to In situ stress, the panel concluded that the hydraulic fracturing data
provided evidence of "exceptionally great" horizontal stresses at the RRL,
which is consistent with observed focal plane solutions for microseismic
activity, core discing, and borehole spalling. In its consensus statements,
the panel recommended that alternative means be considered to re-evaluate
the data, and that the data be subjected to independent review. Additional
stress determinations were recommended to provide a statistically significant
estimate of the in situ stress In the repository horizon. Stress determinations
in both the Cohassett colonnade and entablature were recommended to evaluate
the variation of in situ stress with Intraflow structure. Individual panel
members noted a need for additional data interpretation; for evaluation of
the effects of borehole spalling and pore pressure; and for additional study
of the core discing and borehole spallirig phenomena.

For the reasons stated above, we feel that additional work to more accurately
* quantify the in situ state of stress at the Reference Repository Location

(RRL) is justified. This additional work is proposed under change requests
CIt�OO528and C1N00529. Specific questions to which the work effort is addressed
i�.lude the following:

* How do stress magnitudes at the RRL vary with location, depth,
geologic unit, and intraflow structure?

* Can "bad" data from previous tests (which was not utilized because
of borehole spalling, or problems in interpretation of the pressure
records) be re-evaluated to provide useful data regarding horizontal
stress magnitudes?

* What Is the relationship between horizontal stresses and borehole
spalling, and what effect will these conditions have on the stability
of larger openings? *. .

o What effect do pore pressure assumptions have on the calculated
stress magnitudes based on hydraulic fracturing data, and what
is the most reasonable assumption for pore pressures in essentially
impermeable rock such as basalt?

* What is the relationship between core discing and in situ stress
at Hanford?

S . . - .
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* Can differential strain analysis of core samples be used as a reliable
stress determination technique?

� *. �1hat effect does borehole spalling have on stress determinations
by hydraulic fracturing? Can this effect be reduced by grouting
spalled zones to restore the circular cross section?

In addition, C1N00529 also provides for Independent review of hydraulic
fracturing data by a recognized expert in the field of rock mechanics and
hydraulic fracturing. In view of the Importance of in situ stress as a design
parameter and considering the effects of high horizontal stress on repository
design and performance, it is very important to maintain the credibility
of the work accomplished to date by subjecting it to careful outside review
as soon as possible.

S
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___________________________________________________________ REV.Program�PrOject Title: ORIGINATOR: N. A. Steger
BASALT WASTE ISOLATION PROJECT ORGANIZATION: 10420

Change Titte:. . PHONE: 6-8135
HYDRAULIC FRACTURING IN EXISTING BOREHOLES _______ DATE: August 28, 1985

BASELINE IMPACT PRIORITY CLASS Cost Impact

Work Scope 0 Funds 0 Emergency I .Schedule Impact Yes
Budget 0 ContingencY El Urgent El II Yes
Schedule 0 Staffing I�3, Routine o III Staff Impact

o Technical No

DESCRIPTION: (Attach Pages As Necessary) DOCUMENiS AFFECTED

Work Scope: Hydraulic fracturing stress measurements to date (AddPage Toldentify Others

have shown a relatively high state of stress in and around the If Required)

Reference Repository Location (RRL). Because of the importance
of this parameter, with respect to repository design, it is proposed ElProgramPlan

that additional stress measurements be conducted in an effort
to increase the confidence in existing estimates of stress. OProiectMgmt.PIan

SD- Rev.
The scope of this change request covers additional hydraulic

fracturing tests to be conducted in two existing boreholes.
The number of tests will be approximately ten tests in each borehole � CAA

of this work are: � CAP

The primary objectives El MPSIPMS
(1) expand the existing data base regarding stress magnitudes El IntermediateSchedules

and orientations at the candidate horizon (Cohassett), El Functional Des. Crit�
SD- Rev.

(2) obtain a stress profile with depth by conducting stress
measurements above and below the Cohassett El Specifications

(3) compare the new data with existing data to provide El Drawings
increased confidence in the measured stresses. El Other (Specilyl

(continued) DISPOSITION
JUSTIFICATION: (Include Impact If Not Implemented; Attach Pages As Necessary). ____________

(Reasons For Revision)
Hydraulic fracturing tests to obtain in situ stresses at El Approved or

Approved As Amended
depth, have been conducted in boreholes DC-12, RRL-2, RRL-6, El Disapproved
and DC-4. The 40 hydraulic fracturing test intervals in the El Deferred
five boreholes yielded varying degrees of success. Of these El Returned ToOriginator
40 tests, 25 yielded information on principal stress ratios. El withdrawn

Of the 19 tests which gave total information (magnitudes and ElcommentsOn Back
orientations) only .fi�ve were conducted in the Cohasset FUNDING SOURCE
Flow. 1

pita! Expense

LZLP

(continued)

CAM/Performing . Project � E A L I TE

RHO CEB Control J< Kirkendall ' v
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Manager G. .Jac son
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Manager

Implement Change
Prior to
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DESCRIPTION IJUSTI FICATION - CONTINUED

WORK SCOPE (continued)

Hydraulic fracturing consists of lowering a straddle packer down
a borehole to a predetermined test interval. The packers are then inflated,
isolating a short interval of the borehole. Next, a test interval is pressurized
until the rock fractures. The record of pressure versus time is used to
determine in situ stress magnitudes. Orientations of the induced fractures
(and thus the in situ stresses) are obtained by lowering an impression packer
down to the previously fractured interval. The impression packer is covered
with soft rubber, which retains an imprint of the borehole wall features.

Two primary areas of support are required to assist in conducting
hydraulic fracturing tests. These include: (1) a work-over rig contract
which covers down-hole survey services and, (2) geophysical acoustic borehole
logging.

The work-over rig is needed to lower and retrieve the hydraulic fracturing
tools in the borehole. Down-hole non-magnetic (Gyroscopic) surveys are to
be conducted at each test location after the initiation of hydraulic fractures.
These surveys include taking a down-hole photograph of a gyro-compass, mated
to the Impression packer, to determine the absolute orientations of the Induced
fractures and thus the in situ stress orientation.

Geophysical acoustic televiewer logs are to be conducted before and
after conducting the hydraulic fracturing tests. The televiewer provides
detailed images of the borehole wall, which are invaluable for selection
of test intervals which are free of borehole wall spalling. This also provides
the basis for comparison with core logs In an attempt to correlate areas
of core disking with borehole wall spalling.

Televiewer logs conducted after hydraulic fracturing tests can be
used as an independent method of verifying induced fracture orientations
by comparing with impression test results.

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has been used in the past
for support In conducting the acoustic televiewer logs. It is perceived
that the USGS will be used again, requiring preparation and approval of a

U S. government Interagency agreement.
--continued on next page--

ORGANIZATiONS AFFECTED OTHER CONTRACTORS AFFECTED

O R&E 0 Finance
C Plant Ops. C PBM ____________________________________________________

O Personnel C Material
O Quality Assurance 0 Safeguards & Security
C HS&E C Maintenance _________________________________________________

O UtilIties BWIP

o PFM 0 515

SUPPORTING DATA ATIACHED:

Study _____________________________________________ Sicetchies) ______________________________ Other ______________________________

Drawings ________________________________ Vendor Input _______________________________________________

A-6100.443R (12-84)
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Budget

Cost Account Current Budget Proposed Budget Delta

L4Cl (FY 86) $1,351.2 $1,528.2 $171.0

14C1 (FY 87) $1,933.0 $1,968.0 $ 35.0
The projected cost to conduct ten tests each in boreholes DC-8 and DC-12

(20 tests total) is outlined below:

Rig Contract
drill rig and crew $175/hr. x 400 hrs. = $70,000
down-hole survey $10,000/borehole = $20,000

Total = $90,000

Acoustic Well Logging $10,000/borehole = $20,000

Equipment
high pressure pump $20,000
packers $10,000
miscellaneous equipment (high pressure
fittings, valves, hoses, etc.) $ 5,000

Total $35,000

G&A/CSP $26,000

TOTAL $171.000*

*Funds to be required from Contingency.

It is expected that 440 man hours are needed for pretest planning. Pretest

planning includes:

(1) prepare test plan

(2) prepare prejob safety plan

(3) prepare interagency agreement with USGS for acoustic televiewer logging

(4) equipment assembly and check (includes calibration of transducers,
chart recorder, etc.)

(5) purchase necessary equipment (pumps and packers)

(6) examination of core and core photographs for preliminary selection
of test intervals (compared with acoustic televiewer logs when available).
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Once the tests are conducted, the data are to be evaluated and compared
with previous test results. It is anticipated that 250 man hours are needed to
reduce the data and prepare the first-draft report and approximately 100 man hours
for peer review and release of the test results as a supporting document. This
is a total of 790 man hours.

Schedule

The following baseline work will be slipped to accommodate the new scope
(790 man hours):

* delay the start of the Block Shear Test Feasibility from 10/1/85
to 2/15/86

* defer completion of the Rock Mass Scale Geoenglneerlng Study to
fiscal year 1987. There is no project impact due to existing
schedule float."

Revised CAPs are attached.

JUSTIFICATION (continued)

Preliminary acoustic televiewer logs by the USGS have shown less spalling
and disking In several areas on the Hanford Site (e.g., near borehole DC-8 and
DC-12). The Site Department at the BWIP is currently contouring the percentage
of spalling and disking from boreholes around the Hanford Site. By directly measuring
the stresses In these areas where spalling and disking are less prevalent, it
will be confirmed that the stresses are (or are not) significantly different from
existing measurements. This type of information will be invaluable in assessing
the variability of stresses at the Hanford Site which is needed to allow design
to predict a more realistic repository size and will assist in developing workable
geologic models.

Previous hydraulic fracturing tests were restricted to testing zones around
hydrologic testing. This restriction precluded testing areas in flow tops and
the Cohassett entablature. In addition to these tests in the candidate horizon,
stress measurements over a wide range of depths above and below the Cohassett
are necessary to define stress profiles as a function of depth.

In light of the above factors, and because in situ stresses are such a
key issue with respect to repository design, the technical staff at Rockwell feel
that these additional hydraulic fracturing tests are well justified.

At the conclusion of this phase of testing, the newly obtained data will
be compared with previous results. At this point, another evaluation will be
made regarding the necessity of conducting additional testing in boreholes DC-2
and RRL-17. These tests will be conducted in an attempt to determine the extent
of variability in stress magnitudes over the Hanford Site, and to expand the existing
data base.
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WORK SCOPE (continued:

(4) Miscellaneous studies to improve the understanding of the state of stress
at Hanford including (a) numerical modeling of core disking. (b) differential
strain analysis on core retrieved from boreholes and (c) hydraulic fracturing
fn spalled zones where the spalling Is grouted and redrilled.

These items are described in more detail in the justification section.

Cost Account

L4C 1

Current Budget

$1,357.2

Proposed Budget

$1,940.2

Delta

$583K

1. Numerical modeling of spalling

2. Physical modeling of spalling

3. Re-evaluation of existing data
(a) fracture mechanics
(b) Independent analysis by expert
(c) pore presssure effects

4. Miscellaneous
(a) numerical modeling of disking
(b) differential strain analysis
(c) hydraulic fracturing In grouted spalled zones

G&A/CSP

TOTAL

Staffing

$ 60K

$100K

$ 30K
$ 50K
$ 150K

$ 25K
$ 30K
$ 50K
S495K

$ 88K

$583K*

No net change in staffing. Labor In work package T, "Evalu&te the In Situ Stress
Regime," must be respread to allow for an earlier start date. This Is compensated
for by respreading work package 1, "Geomechanics Data Base Development" (See attached
CAP mark-up).

*Funds to be required from Contingency.

ORGANIZATIONS AFFECTED OTHER CONTRACTORS AFFECTED

o R&E C Finance
C Plant Ops. C PBM

C Personnel 0 Material

O Quality Assurance 0 Safeguards & Security
O HS&E 0 Maintenance

C Utilities IXI BWIP
C PFM C 515

SUPPORTING DATA ATrACHED:

Study ___________________________________________ Sketch(es) _____________________________ Other ____________________________

Drawings ___________________________________________ Vendor Input
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JUSTIFICATION (continued)

and their relationship to the strength of basalt. This work will also be

essential to the development of stable geometries for underground openings.

(2) Physical Modeling

To complement the numerical modeling study above, physical models will be
developed to simulate In situ conditions of stress and strength. The models
will be 3-dimensional and constructed out of synthetic materials, loaded
under triaxial conditions in the laboratory.

(3) Re-evaluation of Hydraulic Fracturing Data

(a) fracture mechanics - Hydraulic fracturing data are typically analyzed
using equations based on a closed-form, linear elastic solution for
a circular hole in an Infinite plate. It has been suggested by the
panel of experts that the data should also be analyzed from a fracture
mechanics point of view. This analysis is based on the mechanisms of
fracture Initiation and propagation by relating to known (or measured)
rock properties. This would provide an independent analysis of existing
data and would increase the level of confidence in existing estimates
of stress.

(b) Independent review - It has been suggested by the panel that all of
the hydraulic fracturing data to date should be re-evaluated by a recognized
expert in the area of hydraulic fracturing. Although it is perceived
that the values of stress will not signficantly change as a result of
this work, this will provide an independent analysis and improve the
confidence in the values reported. Additionally, the shut-in pressures
should be calculated using alternate methods, since both the maximum
and minimum horizontal stresses are directly dependent on the shut-in
pressure.

(c) pore pressure - An experimental study on the effects of pore pressure
on calculated stress magnitudes should be conducted. Knowledge of the
pore pressure is important and can change the value of the maximum horizontal
stress by as much as 10 MPa (1500 psi). This study will entail bath
laboratory and field studies to determine the magnitude and effects
of pore pressure.

(4) Miscellaneous Studies

(a) numerical modeling of core disking - A preliminary investigation, including
finite element modeling, has been conducted by Lehnhoff, et. al., 1984.
The panel was reluctant to assign much weight to the quantitative interpretation
on core disking. This appears to warrant additional numerical modeling
efforts in the area of core disking.
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JUSTIFICATION (continued)

Miscellaneous Studies (continued)

(b) differential strain analysis - Differential strain analysis is an experimental
technique which can be used to determine in situ stresses. Freshly
cored specimens are strain-gaged as soon as the core is retreived (by
the drilling process), the strain in known orientations can be related
back to the in situ stresses. The cores are then subjected to triaxial
loading in the laboratory, with the resulting stress-strain curves used
to back calculate the in situ stresses. This would provide an Independent
method of determining In situ stresses and would increase the confidence
In existing estimates.

(c) hydraulic fracturing In grouted spalled zones - Hydraulic fracturing
tests to date, that have been conducted in spalled borehole intervals,
have not been used to calculate stresses. The justification for this
is that the geometry of the borehole is no longer circular and therefore
the classical equations are no longer applicable. If the spalled zone
is grouted and then redrilled, the circular geometry will be maintained
and estimates of how the stresses get redistributed during the spalling
process can be made.
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�b�artment of Energy
Richiand Opererions Office

P.O. Bo� 550
Rchland, Washington 99352

MAR 141988

General Manager
Rockwell Hanford Operations
Richiand, Washington

Dear Sir:

BWIP WORK EVALUATION

EWIP has been an ongoing program sInce 1976. Until recently, the program ha�
operated under a research and development environment with management
processes and procedures consistent with such activities. The project is
currently undergoing a transition to management processes and procedures
consistent with the acquisition of a major DOE project and one that satisfies
the requirements of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) and NRC requirements
for establishing a licensing basis for a repository facility. Mush of the
ongoing or planned project work is Intended to support site characterization
as defined by the NWPA and an NRC license application if the site is selected
for a repository. Therefore, to minimize our progr���tic risk, it Is imp era-
tive that the appropriate management and technical prerequisites are In .place
for the conduct of these activities. These prerequisites Include such
cons iderations as management and technical procedures to control the work;
quality assurance programs and requirements to control the work; approved
requirements traceable to project needs with appropriate performance . *. ..

allocation; personnel training and qualification; and equipment/facility
records1 checkout, qualification3 and certification.

To assure that project work is being conducted with the proper controls and
prerequisites, Rockw�l1 Is requested to assess the project's ongoing work,

engineering and testing, and work planned to be initiated this fiscal
Year relative to the status of controls and prerequisites. Additionally.
based on this assessment, Rockwell Is requested to recommend whether the work �

should be continued or stopped and the basis for the recgrrmnendation. .
- -� p.....

*The requested assessment and recommendation should be completed within two
weeks of receipt of this letter. New work Is not to be initiated without my
approval prior to our concurrence with your assessment and reconmiendations

C.

- I .5.. I j *****

C -.

** *;;* �: ' *. � . *.*.. '�. :****j *>2' :. �*�;:. � I

* * .11 * C* .1**� * � .1.� ** I

I I I
* I. * 6
* . - .* C I II

465.
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discussed above. T�iese actions have been discussed with Larry Fitch, Rockwell
BWIP Project Director, and I understand that the actions have been Initiated.

If there are any questions relative to this direction, or If we can be of
assistance'in its Implementation, please contact me.

Very truly yours,

Q�4�AL SfC�?t� �

O� $, QL$CŽH
0. I.. Olson, Director

EWI :OLO Basalt Waste Isolation Division

cc: L. R. Fitch, Rockwell

q -

*7..?'.� & '�

p

* *� 4*I* ¼,. 4 *'

* . *fl �*�'

*.- *. **)**

* 4
I I:�*.;;; ..

� ***iJ,� P
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* ____ Department of Energya.. I Riehland Ope'ationz Office
P.O. Bo� 550

Ri�hIand, Washington 99352

&�AY I 1986

General Manager
Rockwell Hanford Operatidns
Richiand, Washington

Dear Sir:

SWIP WORK EVALUATION

�At 4arCh 14, 1986, letter, subject as above, requested that Rockwell assessthe project's ongoing work to insure that appropriate management and technical
prerequisites were in pWce to conduct project activities. The Rockwell

* response was provided on�Apr11 11, 1986, In a letter from Mr. L. R. Fitch,
same subject. At a subsequent meeting on this subject,- DOE(RL-BWI Division
requested additional details on the work evaluation activities that were
conducted by Rockwell to understand the bases for Rockvell'� recoirmendatlons.
Copies of the work evaluation sheets were Informally transmitted to BWI
shortly thereafter.

Since then, DOE-RI 8W! has completed its review of Rockwell's April 11
response and the work evaluation sheets, and considers the overall assessment
to be of Insufficient ddtall to support the Rockwell conclusions. DOES
concern regarding the need to Insure that appropriate management and technical
prerequisites (e.g.. QA procedures and training, etc.) are in placels further
strengthened by the fact that most of the DOE audits performed to date on
Rockwell activities have consistently identif led lack of adequate procedures
and training as finding�. DOE does acknowledge Rockwell's subsequent informal
recommendation to 1nsti�ute a Sto; Work Order (SIlO) and generally endorses
this action. Accordingly, Rockwell is hereby directed to execute a general
SIlO on all ongoing BWI P actIvities with the following exceptions:

(1) Data gathering activities that are currently in operation and for which
interruption could1 result In loss of significant data, e�g., seismic
monitoring, piezom�ter well information, corrosion testing. etc.

(2) All activities, including procurements, which support upgrading the BWIP
management, operating, or quality assurance program. This Includes all
work that is necessary to achieve adequate implementation of the BWIP QA
program, i.e., procedure development, establishment of Quality Assurance
Level assignments,, correction of QA program deficiencies, etc.

K.

I
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Rockwell "2. M�(

i(3) All activities which support eKisting safety or maintenance programs.
(4) All strictly admini�trative activities, i.e., planning, budgeting,

staffing, space acquisition, reporting, etc.

(5) Site Characterization Plan (SCP) preparation.

(6) ActIvities that are essential for the project to'continue or that are
imprudent to stop a� this time, e.g., actions resulting in delay costs or
partial termination costs greater than that required for completion of
the activity.

This suspension of work must be effected in an orderly manner to tninitnze
schedule and cost impacts to the project and applies to all project
participants. Also, where work stoppage would result in loss of technical
expertise critical to project continuation, these resources should be
redirected to correcting. deficiencies that precipitated this suspension of
work.

Based on the above directive, Rockwell is requested to submit, by May 12,
1986, for the review and approval of DOE/RL� a Plan of Action (POA) responding
to this SWO. The POA should identify the specific tasks to be accomplished,
establish priorities, and establish an aggressive schedule for iniplementa-
tion. in addition, the t�OA must contain the following information using the
above categories, with each category cross referenced to the Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) task title and number:

(a) A listing of all exieptions to this directive taken by Rockwell
(consistent with th� above definitions), together with detailed
justifications for those exceptions, controls/procedures currently being
used, and descripti9ns of Rockwell's plans to review the acceptability of
the results of these activities for site characterization.

(b) A listing of all other work activities which have been stopped.

Cc) A listing of all currently planned DOE milestones or conmnitments which
may be impacted as � result of these corrective actions with
justification.

Cd) A project-wide cost' estimate and a detailed schedule for performance of
the corrective actions to respond to this Directive.

For items a and b, above identify those necessary management and technical
prerequisites that must Le in place to appropriately Support each activity.
These prerequisites must: include such considerations as management and
technical procedures to �ontrol the work; quality assurance programs and

I
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procedures to control th4 work; approved requirements traceable to project
needs with appropriate p�rformance allocation; personnel training and
qualification; and equipment/facility records, checkout, qualification, and
certification. Where procedures already exist, Identify those which must be
reviewed for acceptability, and upgraded If necessary, prior to work restart.
Identify new procedures, that may be required.

The conditions for lifting this suspension will be transmitted to Rockwell
within the next 15 days. Except for the work that must continue as previously
noted, achieving adequate implementation of BW!P QA Program requirements and
other management and technical prerequisites is the highest priority of the
BWI Project at this time. An unmitigated coimi�Itment to achieving this �oa1 Is
clearly required. If yo�r have any questions, please contact Mr. R. P. �aget
of my, staff on 6-7250.

BWI:RPS

cc: L. R. Fitch, Rockwell

Sincerely.

Robert D. Larson, Director
Procurement Division
Contracting Officer'

I
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Rockwell Hanf�r� Oper��ionm Rockwell

P.O. eo� 800
RIcI�Iand. WA 99352 lnternattonal

April 11, 1986 In reply, refer to 30112,R1

Mr. 0. L. Olson, Director
Basalt Waste Isolation Division
Department of' Energy
Richiand Operations Office
Richland, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Olson:

BASALT WASTE ISOLATION PROJECT WORK EVALUATION
(Contract DE-ACO6-77RL01030)

Reference: Letter. March 14, 1986, 0. L. Olson to General Manager.
Rockwell Hanford Operations, tmBWIP Work Evaluationtm

Rockwell Hanford Operations (Rockwell) has couiplet&d the work evaluation
and related tasks requested In the reference letter. A summary of
the results Is provided below, and subsequent tasks are described
here and in the attactunents to this letter.

The first action resulting from your letter was to place the start
of any new work or tasks not already in progress on. hold. This action
was effected through a letter to all managers from the Project Director.
One exception to this order Is preparation of plans and procedures.
A second exception Is a group of activities which do not affect the
repository or Its design (e.g., facility maintenance, field Surveys.
facility acquisition. etc.). A process was developed to commence
new work based upon a case-by-case management assessment of the ability
of the Project to control the work. This assessment process is outlined
in Attachment 1. Your written approval of the action plan provided
in Attachment 1 Is requested as soon as possible.

Rockwell was directed to assess the Project's ongoing and near-term .. �.new work In your letter. This evaluation was a management assessment,
performed on an expedited basis, to provide an estimate of management � '�risk resulting from continuing work utilizing the existing management �

system. The evaluation was a two step process. First, each manager *?2�reviewed the ongoing activities within his organization to determine
Which ones were subject to apotentlal work stoppage. These detivities
are those which met at least one of the following criteria:

1. Important to safety or waste isolation

2. DiffIcult, expensive, or time consuming to repeat or verify

3. Supportive of )icensability rather than developmental in nature

4. Not readily able to be corroborated by information available
In the public domain or other sources of data and information.
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Hr. 0. 1. Olson
Page 2
AprIl 11, 1986

For each activity selected in the first step, a management assessment
was performed to evaluate the risk associated with continuing work
under the existing administrative and technical control system.

The exercise was valuable and provided insight Into the adequacy
of various elements within the management system. A formal Stop
Work Order will not be issued as a result of the exercise. Specific
tasks and spec1fi� activities now are being curtailed by Rockwell
management through an Internal letter from the Project Director based
on the results of this evaluation. Continuation of these tasks and
activities will be initiated under a controlled process as outlined
in Attachment 2. Your formal written concurrence to proceed with
the action plan of Attachment 2 Is requested as soon as possible.

The results of the work evaluation are tabulated as follows:

Total Activities �

Principal Deoartment Reviewed or 0 e Stoooed

Quality Assurance 22 2

Research 314 38

* Engineering, Construction 48 0
t4anagement, Operations

Systems .66 1

.5..Totals 450 - 41
* .� **� �

S.. 
S�'

* .. ;I. -7.. Each activity cited by the managers and tabulated above has been �
or will be stopped in an orderly fashion by directivefrom the Project
Director over the next few days. The listing of each specific activity
or task subject to stoppage Is Identified In Attachment 3 to this
letter. Restart of these activities will be controlled to assure
that the reason for ceasing work Is resolved, documented, and reviewed
for adequacy by Quality Assurance (QA) bef9re coinm�nciflg activities.
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Mr. 0. L. Olson
Page 3
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It should be noted that several near-term activities planned for
the Project will provide additional support for this evaluation.
The most significant is the establishment of a Q-llst. That process
will require the complete, detailed review of every component, system,
and structure of the repository to Identify those Items which meet
the Q-llst criteria. That process will also Identify those activities
which relate to the Q-list items. These items and activities will
then be subject to the requirements of the Basalt Quality Assurance
Requirements Document (SQARD). The application of the Graded Approach
to QA will result in similar treatment of those items and activities
not included in establishing the Q-list (i.e., Quality Levels 2 and
3). Thus, the evaluation pe�rformed during the past few weeks will
be repeated in a more rigorous and formal manner.

In summary, the directives of your letter have been implemented.
All new work is now on a Project Director's hold, a work evaluation
has been performed, selected activities are being brought to a halt
In a controlled fashion, and action plans are attached to this letter
describing the process for restoring the halted activities to normal
Status under strict management control and review of corrective acti on.
As noted above, your formal written concurrence is requested for
those two action plans. Should you have any questions on this matter

* please Contact Mr. R. T. Johnson or Mr. U. 6. Keitner.

fr•iJDirector

L. R.
Basalt Waste Isolation Project

. A

Att. (3) ** �

K. U. Bracken - DOE-RL �' � *�

cc: 3. H. Anttonen - DOE-RL U

P. E. Rasmussen - DOE.RL
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ATTACI�MENT 1

ACTION PLAN TO START NEW WORK

The start of new activities for the first time, or. the initiation
of a task such as a test or investigation, must be controlled to
assure that the prerequisites which support the activity or task
are in place. Until further notice, this special action plan will
provide additional assurance that management risk has been minimized
prior to Start of work.

1. PrIor to start of work, the cognizant manager will conduct an
assessment to assure that work can begin. This assessment will
Involve the cognizant manager's Input as well as that of support
organizations. The elements listed below will be assessed by
the appropriate organization under the coordination of the cognizaflt
manager prior to initiating work:

a. There are management and technical procedures approved and
in place to control all work to be initiated.

C C

b. Those portions of the Quality Assurance Program relevant
to the.work to be initiated are in place and functional.

c. Any performance allocati on requirements associated with the
work to be initiated have been Identified and approved.

d. Personnel qualification and training are adequate to support
the work to be initiated.

e. �ll equipment and facilities necessary to support the work
to be initiated are available, functional, and have the necessary
certifications and calibrations.

f. All outstanding quality program deficiency documents relevant
to the activity have been reviewed and appropriately resolved.

C C

2. The cognizant manager will prepare a summary report of the evaluation
using Items (a) through (f) above, plus any special additional
items, as key elements of the document. Signatures will be obtained *�.

from the managers of the support organizations responsible for
the items (a) throu h (e) above (e.g., D. E. Sandberg for item �
(d), R. T. Johnson �or Item (b)J. - ..-.- � ��*-

- - .

.... C,1*

-. .* $

3. The summary report at Item 2 will be submitted to R. T. �lohn5Ofl *�

* of QA for a final review1 for adequacy.

4. The summary report will be submitted to the Project Director
for final approval to start work.

S. Start of work will be initiated by the cognizant manager upOn
receiving the .Project Dlrectors (or his designee's) signature.

6. The final approved report containing the signatures of the cognizant
manager, any support organization managers, QA, and the Project
Director will be Sent to the Basalt Records Management Center
(BRI4C) as a permanent record and to the Department of Energy-
Rlchland Operations Office (DOE-RL) for information.
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ATTAC)jMEN� 2

PROCESS 10 INITIATE START OF WORK STOPPED

The start of work halted as a result of the work evaluationwill
be a controlled process to assure that the conditions are corrected
which dictated that the work be interrupted. The process will be
coordinated by the cognizant manager for the work. Attachment 3
contains a listing of all activities stopped as a result of the work
evaluation.

1. Prior to start of work, the cognizant manager will conduct an
assessment to assure that the reason for work stoppage has been
resolved and work can begin. This assessment will involve the
cognizant manager's input as well as that of any relevant Support
organizations. - - -

2. The cognizant manager will prepare a summary report of the evaluation
performed and provide enough detail to show that the cause of
the work interruption has been rectified. Additionally, the
cognizant manager will review all outstanding quality program
deficiency documents relevant to the activity and appropriately
resolve them. Signatures will be obtained fror&the managers
of the support organizations involved (e.g., D. E. Sandberg for
Qualification an� Training, R. T. Johnson for Quality Assurance).

3. The summary report of Item 2 will be submitted to R. T. Johnson
of QA for a final review for adequacy.

4. The *swnmary report will be submitted to the Project Director
for final apprQval to start work.

5. Start of work will be initiated by the cognizant manager upon
receiving the Project Director's (or his designee's) signature. � *�'�*'.�

6. The final approved report containing the signatures of the cognizant
manager, any support organization managers, QA, and the Project
Director will be sent to BRZ4C as a permanent record and to DOE.RL
for informatior�. * * .�.; �v �*'�** �

C * . P,.

* .

'.*,*# C.. ,. . � __

* � *.* 2 *. *� � :..; *�'. . . *--**¾- -*...*' * ' ***C...

* .. .
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ATTACHMENT 3

TABLE OF WORK INTERRUPTED AS A RESULT OF THE WORK EVALUATION

WORK PKG PESCRIPTION & REASON STOPPED QRGANI ZATION

L9D2D

L9D2E

AUDITING, tIAJOR/CERTIFICAT ION
UPGRAD1 NO

AUDITING, MINOR/CERTIFICATION
UPGRADING

OA

QA

L2C1K

L2D2L

13E2T

L2D3D

SOLT'N ANALYSES FOR REDOXETC./
PROCEDURE REQD

MICROCHARACTERIZATION FOR COR-
ROSION SPECIMENS/PROCEDURE REO'D

GROUNDWATER SAMPLING/PROCEDURE
REOD

.DEHYDRAT ION STUDIES/PREREQUISITES
REOD

RESRCH-LAB

RESRCH-LAB

RESRCH-LAB

RESRCH-LAB

L2D3K SELENIUM SOLUBILITY STUDIES/RESOLVE
EOUIPiINT IS5UE;RESOLVE CALIBRTN
ISSUE

RSRCH-LAB * � -.

L2D31
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DIFFUSION/FLOW THROUGH EXPMNTS/RE- RSRCH-LAB � �

SOLVE ISSUES ON CALBRTN, QA PGrI & ... ,. *

PARTICIPANTS; PROCEDURES REO'D �

FLOW-THROUGH EXPERIMENTS IN 222-SI RSRCH-LAB. .�

RESOLVE ISSUES ON CAUBRTN, ANALYTI-
CAL SYSTEM & PARTICIPANTS; PROCE�
DURES REOD

L2G2A DEFENSE WASTE INTERACTION EXPER-
IMENTS/RESOLVE CALIDRTN AND ANALY-
TiCAL ISSUES;PROCEDURES REOD

RSRCH-LAB
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L2D3F

L2D3H

L2C IF

L4C3L

L'IC3P

L4CIW

L4CIX

L4C1Y

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY TESTS/RE-
SOLVE CALIBRATION ISSUE

SWELLING PRESSURE AND OTHER TESTS/
SEVERAL PREREQUISTES; RESOLVE CAL-
BRATION ISSUE

FRACTURE ALTERATION STUDiES/RESOLVE
CAUBRATION ISSUE; PROCEDURES REOD

PERFORM HYDRAULIC CONDUCTiVITY
ON CANDIDATE BACKFILLS/RE5OLVE
CALIBRATION ISSUE

PERFORM MECH PROPERTY TESTS ON
CANDIDATE BACKFILLS/RESOLVE
CALIBRATION ISSUE.

THERMAL EXPANSION AND CONDUCTIVITY
DEVEL TESTiNG/RESOLVE CALIBRATION
ISSUE; PROCEDURES REQD

ESTABLISH HEAT CAPACITY TESTING
CAPABILITY/COMPLETE PREREOUI SITES;
RESOLVE CALIBRATION ISSUE; PROCEDURES
REQD

THERMAL PROPERTY TESTS ON RRL CORE
/COIIPLETE PREREQUISITES

RSRCI-I-LAB

RSRCH-LAB

RSRCH-LAB

RSRCH-LAB

RSRCH-LAB

".5

RSRCH-LAB

RSRCH-LAB

* �

RSRCH-LAB

L4C12

U.

t �***.
1'

SIZE/STRENGTH TESTS ON COHASSETT R5RCH-LAB
CORE/COMPLETE PREREQUISITES .. �: ;.;�; 94,**fIU�'�

�. * $****�'

.Ce

HIGH TEMP/PRESS TRIAXIAL TESTS � RSRCH-LAS.
/COMPLETE PREREOUI SITES

L4C13

L4C15

L6K3N

TEST CORE INVENTORY MATLS/RESOLVE
CALl BRATION ISSUE; PROCEDURES REOD

RSRCH-LAB

CONDUCT GROUT TEST AND REPORT DATA/ RSRC�-LA5
NEED PROGRAM LEVEL DIRECTION
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RSRCI-I-LA5L6K3T SUBCONTRACT MGT/CHErI ANALYSIS OF
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NEED QA APPROVAL OF VENDOR

L4CIY

L4C12

L4C13

L4C 15

L2CIL

THERMAL PROPERTY TESTS ON RRL CORE
/STOPPED BY RSRCH-LAB

SIZE/STRENGTH TESTS ON COHA5SETT
CORE/STOPPED BY RSRCH-LAB

HIGH TEMP/PRESS TRIAXI Al. TESTS
/STOPPED BY RSRCH-LAB

TEST CORE INVENTORY MATL/5TOPPED
BY RSRCl-l-LAB

BASALT REDOX CNTRL/CAPACITY DETMN
/RESOLVE CALIBRATION ISSUE

RSRCN-GMCH

RSRCH-GMCH

RSRCH-GMCH

RSRCH-GrICH
-4

RSRCH-EBR

L2CJN .tIONITOR BuRL TESTING - U FRACTURE RSRCH-EBR
ALTERATION/RESOLVE CALIBRATION ISSUE

L2D3A ANALYZE SOL'N SMPLES FRM HYDRO-
THERMAL TESTING/RESOLVE CALl BRA-
TION ISSUE

RSRCI+-EBR * .�

-4

L2D3C HI & LO TEMP TESTS; HYDROTHERMAL * :.RSRCWEBR
TESTING/RESOLVE CALIBRATION ISSUE

L2D3D 'BENTONITE DEHYDRATION 10 TE��IP LIMIT. RSRCW-EBR
4. 4- TESTING-RHO/RESOLVE CALIBRATION �I%�t 4.5*.

ISSUE; ALSO STOPPED BY RSRCH-LAB

L2D3E ANALYZE SOLID REACTION PRODUCTS
FROM HYDROTHERMAL TESTING/
RESOLVE CALiBRATION ISSUE

RSRCH-EBR
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L2D3F HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY PERMEAMETER
TESTS/RESOLVE CAUBRATlON ISSUE;
ALSO STOPPED BY RSRCH-LAB

R�RCH-EBR

L2D3H

02D3K

L6K3N

L6K3T

PhYSICAL PROPERTY TESTS/RESOLVE RSRCH-EBR
CALIBRATION iSSUE; ALSO STOPPED
BY R5RCH-LAB

SELENIUM SOLUBILITY TESTS/RESOLVE RSRCH-EBR
CALIBRATION ISSUE; ALSO STOPPED BY
RSRCII-LAB

CONDUCT PERFORMANCE TEST OF GROUT - RSRCH-5ITE
SAJIPLES/PROCEDURES REO'D; ALSO STOP-
ED BY RSRCH-LAB
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AWARD AND MONITOR CONTRACT FOR RSHCH-SITE
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SAMPLES/PROCEDURES REQ'D; ALSO
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NUCLEAR WASTE-BOARD-

RESOLUTION 86..3

May 16, 1986

WHEREAS, the political processes behind siting a nuclear waste

repository are driving a wedge between the first round states

and tribes and second round states and tribes,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Nuclear Waste Advisory

Council:

Recommends to the Nuclear Waste Board that it adopt a

policy to avert such a division and that the appropriate offi�.

dais and lawmakers make written communications reflecting the

policy�

Approved at Olympia, this 16th day of�� 1986,

Chair

Nuclear Waste Board



V�GIMA

WASHINGTON, DC 20510

April 17, 1986

Honorable John S. Herrington, Secretary
United States Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear John:

We are concerned about the Department's announced
intention to terminate the U.S. contribution to the
international research and development project for the
subseabed disposal alternative for permanent disposal of
spent fuel and high-level nuclear wastes (HLW). This
important study has been pursued since 1974, with the
assistance and participation of nine other countries and
the Commission of the European Communities.

Section 222 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982 (NWPA) requires DOE to continue and accelerate study
of alternative means and technologies for permanent HLW
disposal. From all indications, the subseabed option
offers many attractive features, including environmental,
economic, political and national security benefits. In
addition, the prospect of sharing the cost of this
alternative with our international cooperators makes it a
very cost-effective use of Federal funds. To cancel our
modest $10-12 million annual investment at a time when
this research Is nearing maturity would be a mistake.
Termination of the U.S. contribution is likely to lead to
the collapse of the international project, leaving the
U.S. and all other countries using nuclear power
completely dependent upon the success of land-based
geological disposal as a solution to the high-level waste
problem.

We feel it is premature �or DOE to make any
absolute representation to members of the International
Seabed Working Group to the effect that the U.S. portion
of the funding will not be provided for the fiscal year
1987 hopefully leading to feasibility determination in
1991.

We thank you for your kind attention to this
important matter and look forward to working with you to

* develop safe, cost-effective options for high-level
nuclear waste disposal.

Sincerely,
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Secretary Herrington
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OFFICES OF THE GOVERNORS
VICTOR AT[YEH BOOTH GARDNER

Oregon 1%ishiiigton

Aoril ?5, 11)8:3

John Herrinoton, Secretary
U.S. Department of Enerqy
1000 Independence Avenue
�Jasninqton, D.c. 2O�id�

Dear Secretary Herrinqton:

Oreqon ahd Wasninqton, toqether .with tne affected
deeoly involved in thereviewof tne Basalt Waste
(BwIP).

Indian triDes, are
Isolation Project

We need your helD to ensure our review is timely and our �eo�le are
well-informed. It is vital that we are aware of issues under discussion
bytrie U.S. Department of Energy (US DOE) and the Nuclear Regulatory
Comrnission (NRC). This letter recommends procedures for scheduling
meetinas.

Nearly all NRC/US DOE meetings are now scheduled for Washington, D.C. We
recognize�uch meetinqs may be more convenient for your headquarters
staff. But, we are concerned aoout the cost of sendinq state/tribal and
BWIP �eo�le to Washington, D.C. meetings.

We propose that BWIP specific meetings be in tne Pacific Northwest and
"aeneric" meetings. involving all sites be in a hub city or
Washington, D.C. We also request periodic briefings In the Northwest on
issues that are, or will be, under discuss.ion in Washington, D.C.
meetings. Because of the time and expense Involved in cross country
travel, we request that we receive a notice and supporting material at
least two week� before a meeting. This overall approach will allow
reviewers time to plan for meetings, while reducing travel costs.
Pacific Northwest meetinqs will also allow your reviewers, to talk with
more tec�hnlcal staff than could possibly attend meetinqs in
Washinqton, D.C.

Close cooperation and communication bet�een our two states and federal
acjencies is key.to sound decisions. We believe our orooosal is important
to that process. We hope you aqree.

Botn Gardn*er Victor Atl.yeW'
Governor Governor
State of Washington State of Oregon

BG/VA: lb



STATE OF WASHiNGTON
OFP1�E OF TiE GOVERNOR

OLYMPLA
S8804-0413

May 9, 1986

The Honorable John S. Herrington
Secretary
Department of Energy
Washington, D. C. *20585

Dear Mr. Herrington:

Thank you for sending the report of the National Academy of. Sciences on the ranking
methodology to be used in selecting sites for characterization. We believe that the
Department has benefitted from the review.

Li reviewing the history of this examination, we are struck by the consistent advice from
the Academy's Board on Radioactive Waste Management. and others that independent
experts be brought into� the assessment process Itself, as well as into a review of the
process. Our repeating the reasoning here would be redundant.

In view of the substantial contribution that bringing in the Academy thus far has made to
the quality of the Department's product, we are at a loss to understand why you would not
take the completing step and take that recommendation. We are convinced that not doing
so will weaken the final product and also jeopardize Its acceptance. Weakening and
jeopardizing the selection process at this stage is not productive.

For all the reasons expressed here and by the Academy, we urge you to Include
knowledgeable Individuals in the selection process and its review who are not DOE or
contractor employees. To do so, even at this late stage, will markedly increase the
credibillty and strength of the final selection.

SIncerelv,

Booth Gardner AiWililams
Governor Senate Energy and Utilities Committee

Dick Nelson, Chairman
House Energy and Utilities Committee

cca Ben C. Rusehe,
Office of Civilian Radioa-' * Waste Management



STATE OF WASHINGTON
OFFICE OFT�E GOVERNOR

OLYMPIA
8504Od '3

BOOTH GARDNER
GOVERNOR

May 9, 1986

The Honorable Ronald Reagan
President of the United States -. . -

The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing as Governor of the state which has experienced both direct and indirect
effects of the disaster at the Chernobyl nuclear plant. The direct effect of
radioactive particles being deposited here causes me concern, but not alarm at this
time. There Is not) of course, a means to control whatever releases there have been
from the Soviet fa�ility.

An Indirect effect-concern over safe operation of the N reactor at Hanford-Is
subject to your control. I am aware of some similarity between the reactor designs
at the two facilities. That similarity raises questions that must be answered in a
technicaUy competent and credible manner.

I am also aware of the differences between the facilities. These differences, I
believe, make calls for an Immediate shutdown of the N reactor premature.

Washingtonians are especially sensitive to the issue of nuclear safety, inasmuch as
we are under consideration as the Nation's high-level waste disposal site and have a
multitude of defense-related nuclear facilities at the Hanford reservation. Our view
Is that we already serve the Nation in full measure with regard to Federal nuclear
matters.

Senator Evans, Senator Gorton and Representative Morrison of Washington State
have already requested that you undertake an immediate and thorough review of the
N reactor's design and safety systems. I support that request. However, neither the
panel selected by the Secretary of Energy nor the internal DOE team examining the
N reactor is independent from the Department that operates the N reactor. Without
that Independence observers can question their objectivity and, therefore, the

Legislative Svflazng AS13 * Olympia, Washington 98504 . (206) 34780 * (Scan) 2344780
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The Honorable Ronald Reagan
May 9, 1986
Page Two

credibility of their reports. Nothing will have been gained.

A more constructive and useful review could be conducted by a competent body
wholly independent of the Department of Energy. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and the National Academy of Sciences are examples of the type of
organization which could perform this review. I would suggest that a representative
of the State of Washington be included in the review process.

I am requesting that you intervene and appoint an independent review body to
examine the safety of continued operation of the N reactor. A body that meets the
criteria of competence and Independence can provide the assurance, not only to
Washingtonians but to the Nation, that is so sorely needed.

Si ncere4,

ardner
Gc�vernor

cc: Congressional Delegatten
John S. Herrlngton, Secretary of Energy
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT OF 1982

Speech given by

Roger W. Gale, Director
Office of PQlicy and Outreach

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Hanagement
U.S. Department of Enerqy

Waste Management 86
March 2-6, 1986
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The Implementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982

The puz�pose of this paper is to analyze and review the

implementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. It is

the conclusion of this "state-of-the-program" paper that meeting

the congressionally-mandated goal of beginning to dispose of

high-level radioactive waste and spent fuel before the end of

this century remains achievable. Barring unforeseen delays, the

first repository will be in operation prior to the time when a

large number of the Nation's commercial nuclear power plants run

out of pool storage capacity and during the careers of many of us

who currently share the responsibility for solving this national

problem.

The Congress selected for the Nation a course to proceed

with siting, licensing and construction of the first repository

on a track that assures rigorous achievement of quality while

streamlining the environmental review and legal process to assure

that the first receipt of spent fuel begins by 1998.

During these first three years, the Department of Energy has

been on-time, or 5lightly early, in releasing drafts of all the

documents mandated by Congress including the siting guidelines. t�e

Mission Plan and the Environmental Assessments for the first

repository. At the same time, DOE has been late in finalizing

these documents due to extended comment and review periods,



some of which were not contemplated by Congress but which were

elected to O�ourage public involvement and to enhance the

highest tec�iiical quality.

Even with this extended public involvement, States, Indian

�Tribes and some members of the public believe the program

is moving too rapidly and is not sufficiently involving them in

the numerous technical siting decisions that are early elements

in the program.

In reviewing the record of the first three years, it has

become clear that there is a tension between the need to sustain

the momentum woven into the Act and the need to involve the

public in the decision-making process. Given a cooperative

approach to reaching reasonable and timely decisions, this could

be a creative tension. Given opposition to preliminary

siting decisions that have been made in the first and second

repository programs, this tension between progress and process

can encourage confrontation that inhibits, rather than

stimulates, State and Tribal involvement. Involvement is both

demanded and eschewed.

lonetheleus, three years after passage of the �WPA--

legislation that was a landmark in bipartisanship--there remains

a consensus in this country and internationally--on two

fundamental technical points: that deep, geologic disposal is

the soundest solution and that the tools exist for providing

reasonable assurances that the various geological media being

a



studied in the United States Canada and Western Europe can

contain radS�o�ctive waste for thousands of years. The completion

of Environ�nta1 Protection Agency standards in August 1985

enhances our confidence that multi-generational public health and

safety can be assured.

With those prefatory comments in mind, let me review the

progress we have achieved as a nation during the past three

years.

First, to an extent unmatched in other nations, the United

States has put in place and begun applying necessary guidelines,

standards and procedural requirements. The siting guidelines,

which became effective in December 1984, establish pre- and

post-closure qualifiers and explicit disgualifiers against which

all repository sites are comparatively judged in the context of

EPA and Nuclear Regulatory Commission standards and regulations.

Compare this program with other controversial waste disposal

programs, most notably Superfund and RCRA, and the high degree of

public involvement in developing the technical framework and

decision-making criteria is readily apparent.

Secon4, the Mission Plan, published in July 1985, describeS

in detail the substantive program--the authorized waste

disposal system, an improved performance system including a

Monitored Retrievable Storage facility, and contingency plans. As

important as the first volume of the Mission Plan, are the two

3



support volumes which include all public comments received and a

detailed arsILlysis of how they vera responded to. Every year, the

Mission Plail viii be reviewed and areas requiring revision noted.

Third, in addition to development of this comprehensive

program overviev, the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (O�RWM) has made progress during these first three

years in reducing the number of states involved in the program in

preparation for the next phase of siting activity. When created

after passage of the ?4WPA, the siting program for the first and

second repositories involved potential sites in 23 States, and

numerous Indian Tribes. Soon, with the technical support

provided by these States and Tribes, we hope to reduce by half

the number of states in which we are carrying out activities for

the first repository--from six States to three. And, in the case)
of the second repository, from 17 States to seven.

Few, if any, programs in American history have involved so

many States and other parties in so controversial a siting process.

With citing activity focused on 10 States, OCRWM, working largely

through its Project Offices, will be able to be mare responsive

to State, Tribal and local needs and requests, by focusing its

attention on area and site-specific imperatives.

Dy the end of 1986, the first site characterization plans

for the first repository program--involving expenditures of

$700 uiilion to $1 billion at each of three sites--will be

)
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complete as will the area characterization plans for the second

repository, involving more modest work in 1? crystalline rock

bodies. Thcuze plans, developed with State and Tribal input, will

inaugurate formal field work which will begin in earnest in 1967.

A, fourth major accomplishment during the first three years of

the kNPA has been the further refining of the characteristics of the

total waste disposal system and, based on that, a proposal to

improve the performance of the system by constructing a Monitored

Retrievable Storage facility. Rather than being viewed as a

fallback, the �S to be proposed to Congress would be an integral

part of the repository-based system focused on providing

essential functions with flexibility and, hence, increased

confidence in meeting the mandate of the Act which requires N

acceptance of spent fuel to begin in 1998. The �S, if approved

by Congress, could be in operation as early as 1996. -

Fifth, progress has been made on defining the system for

transporting radioactive waste. Aside from a limited

number of R&D shipments, designed to primarily test new storage

technologies1 OCRWM will not begin moving large volumes of spent

fuel and high-level waste until the late 1990s. This provides an

unusual opportunity for States, Tribes and public interest grcu;s

located in area. through which waste will potentially be

transported, to work together with DOE to develop an advanced

transport system that builds on the strengths of the current

system and applies new technologies and management philosophies.

S



Ac one State official recently wrote in a letter, transportation

is an area %bcrs conflicts that have plagued other aspects of

the repocit.�ry program need not occur." There is a substantial

area of commonality in the transportation arena among DOE and the

States. During the past year there have been a number of

promising developments--States have been provided routing models,

courtesy communications have been provided States through which

R&D shipments pass, a Transportation Business Plan has been

issued, an Institutional Plan has been nearly completed. More

importantly, progress has been made towards consensus on a clear

definition of the issues that require resolution, and there has

been meaningful progress on resolving some of the issues.

Sixth, a decision has been made--�with public input--about

the disposition of most of the Nation's defense waste. A cost

formula is now being developed to pay for the acceptance of this

waste into the repository system.

Seventh, a comprehensive management program has been

established that include systems engineering function, tighter

cost controls, clear allocation of program functions and a

quality assurance program.

As important as are these substantive steps, is the

improvement in mutual understanding with the States and Tribes.

Considerable tim. has been invested by the States and Tribes and

by oCRwx in discussing the moaning of consultation and

cooperation" (C&C). From those intensive discussions, which have

6
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led to quarterly meetings which the States and Tribes take turns

chairing, hwi come a better and more timely flow of information

*from DOE, a greater sensitivity to the limits of State and Tribal

involvement. and an appreciation of the need, once we enter site

characterization of striving for completion of formal C&C agreements.

The Act assume. formal C&C agreements will be negotiated to

develop working rules and conflict resolution mechanisms, among

other things. Wegotiation of C&C agreements was to be triggered

by the beginning of site characterization. The State of Washington,

followed by the Yakima and Umatilla Indian Tribes, chose to

initiate negotiations prior to a decision on whether the Hanford

site was to be characterized. These negotiations, which

continue, have been of value in developing experience in this

important area.

Other States have chosen not to negotiate agreements at this

time but some have indicated increased interest in doing so.

From these meetings, and from C&C negotiations, has come a

much improved flow of program information, more frequent discus-

sions of issues and a greater commitment on both sides to

avoiding surprise actions.

While cur mutual understanding and communication

has improve&, when one turns from looking back at our successes

to reviewing some of the disappointments during the first three

years of the implementation of the �WPA, a major problem is the

continued difficulty in resolving disagreements.

7



�Jhilc recognizing that some parties are formally opposed to

repouitor? s4ting. another regret during this first three

* years of th� program has been the reticence on the part of some

Staten to join with DOE to reinforce our mutual efforts to assure

that the public interest be better served. A DOE initiative,

* for example, to jointly develop educational programS aimed at

improving public 3�nowledge warn rejected.

The States and Tribes have expressed disappointment with DOE

for not providing sufficient opportunity for early involvement in

policy formulation and decision-making. During the past three

years, DOE has made efforts to provide opportunities through

formal comments periods, more frequent meetings; and more. timely

circulation of material. Obtaining public com�.'nt on the draft

Environmental Assessments and on the draft Area Recommendation

Report, for example, was not required by the Act.

Despite these improvements to provide sufficient opportunity

for input, the States and Tribes tend to remain dissatisfied;

DOE continues to feel that while States and Tribes want

more opportunities to discuss issues, they are not eager to

participate in the formulation of decisions which require

commitments from them.

While the technical contributions of the States and Tribes

have been valuable, we have not yet forged a stable working

relationship between OCRWX and the State and Tribal technical

S



teams. Zn the case of WIPP, a stable, professional woricing

relationchi� between DOE and the State of �ew Kexico's
A:

Environme.fltSI Evaluation Group has evolved to benefit both

parties.

The resort to litigation is another disappointment. In some

cases, litigation has been the result of disagreements which DOE

and the State involved have not been able to resolve despite a

public review process and serious discussions with State

officials. In a few instances, however, litigation was filed by

States even though there had been no formal effort to discuss or

resolve differences. While litigation is not unexpected, adequate

alternative dispute resolution mechanisms have not emerged.

While these institutional problems are troublesome, they do

not constitute program failures. Incremental improvements in

relations with the States and Tribes continue to ie made based on

both DOE and State and Tribal initiatives. The stability of the

DOE program and of many of the State and Tribal programs has

encouraged the development of closer professional relationships

and a greater understanding of the constraints each side faces.

With the collective wisdom of three years experience behind

us, we can nov venture answers to a number of important questions.

Among the questions and suggested answers:

1. Is the �PA being successfully implemented by DOE and the

States and Tribes?

Answer: *ygtm

9



2. Should the NWPA be amended or replaced?

Answecs While we can all envision some changes that could
a

impro�j the Act, the answer is "No." The consensus that led

to the passage of the NWPA remains intact.

.3. Does O�W1( deserve a passing grade in its efforts to work

closely and responsibly with the States and Tribes?

Answer: "Yes, but needs continued improvement."

4. Do the States and Tribes deserve a passing grade in their

efforts to work closely and responsibly with DOE?

Answer: "Yes, but need continued improvement."

Fundamental to all we do in the OCRWK program is a

focus on continued improvement. By managing for quality,

sustaining an aggressive schedule, and working closely with

affected parties, the OCRWM program finds itself under continual

pressure to improve. Slowing down the program is proferred as a

way to encourage improvement but inertia usually leads to a

decline in morale and commitment and a concomitant decline

in quality. Congress, we believe, was right in establishing

a schedule that is based on rigor and discipline.

This ii a program that is often discussed in superlatives.

It has bee�n called the most expensive single program in history,

the most controversial, and the longest. Is it really

superlative in any of these ways? True, the disposal of very

long-lived, high-level radioactive waste is expensive, controversial

10
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and long-term. Yet, radioactive wastes are but one of modern

civilizati�'� very large-scale production of toxic products and

wastes.

All of us are beneficiaries of the product. of which these

* �wasteu are remnants. All of us are, therefore, trustees. We

remain blessed that, unlike other wastes which have been poorly

managed, the task we face is not a remedial one. We are

presented with an opportunity to do the job right with the only

appropriate superlative being the measure of the quality by which

we share that responsibility.

)
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A�REA BEATrY RINIKER

Director

STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Mail 5 iop PV- 11 a Olympia. Washington 98504-8711 . (206) 459-6X0

MEMORANDUM

May 15, 1986

TO: Washington State Nuclear Waste Board

Washington State Nuclear Waste Advisory Council

FROM: Office of Nuclear Waste Management Staff

SUBJECT. Status of Significant Issues

StoD Work Order

On May 1, USDOE's Richiand Operations Office instituted a general
stop work order to Rockwell on most ongoing BWIP activities. The
stop work order will be in place until appropriate quality assur-
ance procedures and training are in place. Audits performed to
date on Rockwell activities have consistently found a lack of
adequate procedures and training. By May 12, Rockwell was
requested to submit a plan of action responding to the stop work
order. Staff contact: Don Provost, 459-6718.

N Reactor

The Chernobyl nuclear plant disaster has focused national atten-
tion on the safety of the N Reactor at Hanford. On May 9, Gover-
nor Gardner wrote USDOE requesting an immediate and thorough
review of the N Reactors design and safety systems by a competent
body wholly independent of the Department of Energy. He also
requested state of Washington involvement in the review. On May
13, USDDE asked the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Academy of Engineering to conduct an independent assessment of
safety at Hanfords N Reactor. Staff contact: Don Provost, 459-
6716.

Historic Data

The Hanford Historic Documents Review Committee reviewed a draft
grant amendment and a draft request for proposal for contractor
support. USDOE has not yet provided a written response to the
requested grant amendment. The U.S. House of Representatives
Energy and Commerce Committee is also reviewing the recently
released data. Lesley Russell, a committee staff person, par-
ticipated in the May 15 Hanford Historic Documents Review
Committee. Staff contact: Terry Husseman, 459-6670.
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Health Imoacts of Radionuclide Releases

Dr. James Ruttenber, from the Centers f or Disease Control, met
with the Nuclear Waste Board Environmental Monitoring Committee
and with Oregon and the affected Indian tribes to coordinate data
review. Al Conklin of the DSHS Office of Radiation Protection,
conducted a preliminary review.of the Hanford Historical Documents
and a summary document was discussed during the April 29 Environ-
mental Monitoring Committee meeting. U.S. DOE has not yet pro-
vided a written response to the grant amendment requested on April
7. Staff contactu Don Provost, 459-6718.

Defense Waste DEIS

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Disposal of Han-
ford Defense High-Level, Transuranic, and Tank Wastes is under
review by Nuclear Waste Board staff and consultants. A question
and answer session on the DEIS was held at 1:30 p.m. on May 15 in
the EFSEC hearings room. Attached is a schedule which lists state
of Washington and USOGE review activities. Staff contact: Bill
Brewer, 459-6676.

Environmental Assessment Ranking

During the April 18 meeting, the Nuclear Waste Board adopted Reso-
lution 86-1 which asks USDOE to implement the National Academy of
Sciences Board on Radioactive Waste Management recommendations
concerning the use of independent experts in the application of
ranking methods. Mid May continues to be the "official" scheduled
release date for the final EAs for the first repository. Staff
contact: Don Provost, 459-6718.

Socioeconomic Issues

Public workshops on social and economic impacts of a repository at
Hanford were held in Seattle, Vancouver, Kennewick, and Spokane.
Results of the workshops will assist the Committee to identify
issues to be addressed in the impact report which is to be pre-
pared by the Board if Hanford is nominated for site character-
ization * The impact report will be prepared during site charac-
terization and submitted prior to recommendation by USDDE of a
preferred site.

Although attendance at workshops was low, averaging 45 persons,
the range and depth of comment will be useful to the Committee.
Also, the Committee will be accepting written comments from those
who were unable to attend the public workshops. A clear concern
at all workshops was the economic impact of public perception
regarding the safety of a repository. Workshop participants
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emphasized the consequence of such public perception on the
marketability of agricultural products and on the ability of the
region to attract investment. The economic consequences of actual.
releases from a repository and costs of emergency preparedness and
transportation improvements required by a repository were
frequently repeated concerns.

Results of the workshops being incorporated into a request f or
proposal (RFP) is being prepared by the Committee. This RFP
should be submitted to the Board in July. Work on the impact
report should begin in late 1986.

While in the Hanford area, members of the Committee met with sev-
eral local officials. Interest focused on grants equivalent to
taxes. The local official agreed to draft an interpretation of
provisions in the Act regarding eligibility for such grants. This
draft will be used by the Committee in its negotiations with
USDOE.

A May 20-22 meet�ing of USDOE, state, and Indian representatives to
discuss plans to consider social and economic impacts was canceled
by USDOE and rescheduled for June 17. Contact person. Jerry
Parker, 459-6678.

Liability for Nuclear Waste Related Accidents

Congressmen Al Swift and Sid Morrison have introduced H.R. 4394
which is tailored to protect state interests. No action has been
scheduled on this bill. The Chernobyl incident has dramatized
nuclear related liability issues. Governor Gardner has sent a
letter to all Governers requesting them to solicit support from
their congressional delegations for the Swift-Morrison bill.
Contact person: Terry Husseman, 459-6670.
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DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (DEIS)
OF HANFORD DEFENSE HIGH-LEVEL, TRANSURANIC AND TANK WASTES

TENTATIVE USDOE SCHEDULE
Based on a 4/11/86 FR Notice

DEIS Mailed

Federal Register Notice (comc2ent period begins)

Regular Nuclear Waste Board/Council meeting date

USDOE answers DEIS questions (Board, Council, public)

Regular Nuclear Waste Board/Council meeting date

DEIS Information Workshop - Tn-Cities

DEIS Information Work shop - Yakima

DEIS Information Workshop - Portland

DEIS Information Workshop - Pendleton

DEIS Information Workshop - Spokane

DEIS Information Workshop - Olympia

DEIS Information Workshop - Seattle

Special Board meeting to review draft comment summaries

State meeting - Yakima

State meeting - fri-Cities

State meeting - Spokane

Regular Nuclear Waste Board/Council meeting date

State meeting - Vancouver

State meeting - Seattle

Special Board meeting to review Public Rearing testimony

USDOE Public Rearing - Richland

USDOE Public Rearing - Portland

USDOE Public Rearing - Seattle

USDOE Public Rearing - Spokane

Regular Nuclear Waste Board/Council meeting date

Comment period ends

* State of Washington Activities
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CONFEDERATED TRIBES AND BANDS

TREATY OF JUNE 9. I�..% TRiBAL COL NCII.
ESTABLiSHED BY �akuua GE'�ERAL COUNCIl.
CENTENNIAL JUNE 9. '9��,? )

POST OFFICE BOX 151
TOPPENISH. WASHINGTON 98948

* May 5, 1986

Mr. Michael J. Lawrence, Manager
Richiand Operations Office
Department of Energy

* P. 0. Box 550
Richiand, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Lawrence:

The Yakima Indian Nation is gravely concerned about the
threat of radioactive contamination to its people and its
resources. We reiterate our concern to you now because of
the recent nuclear reactor disaster in Chernobyl and because
the N-Reactor at the Hanford Reservation is similar in
design to the Chernobyl reactor. Both, as you know, are
graphite reactors that have no containment. Our concern is
further heightened by the fact that the N-Reactor is nearing
the end of its useful life.

The Yakima Indian Reservation is only thirteen miles away
* from the Hanford Reservation. A major catastrophe, like the

� one faced now in the Soviet Union. could effectively destroy
.�.our nation. We are a people gthat are directly tied to our

� land and our resources. Needlesss to say, the future operation
� .� � of the N-Reactor concerns us deeply.

� For the above reasons, we r�ques� :he io�lowing inio�arion;
:�t:. .,. . A. design description and blueprints of the N-Reactor.

including the flowchart of the reactor in its operation
mode; b. design monitoring procedures currently in use at

* the N-Reactor, including the .on-site evacuation plan in case
of emergency; and, d. future plans for modifying the N-
Reactor.

Upon receipt of the above information, we shall have our
technical experts review the documents so that they may make
the proper reco�nendations for further actions in regards to
the N-Reactor. If these documents are not timely provided
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to the Yakima Indian Nation, or upon. recommendation by our
experts, the Tribal Council shall recommend that the N-
Reactor be shut down and shall instruct the Tribal Attorney
to begin steps to procure the proper shutdown.

We hope to hear from you soon in regards to our above request,
which we have made in compliance with the recently passed
Yakima Tribal Council Resolution (enclosed). - -

Sincerely, -

Melvin R. Sampson, Ch�man
Yakima Tribal Council"

cc: James B. Hovis, Tribal Attorney
Hiram Olney. Superintendent, BIA

I



RESOLUTION T-51-86

WHEREAS, the Yakima Indian Nation, by and through its
governing bodies, has the responsibility to protect the health
and welfare of its people and to preserve the fish at all usual
and accustomed places and in all the streams running through and
bordering its reservation, and to preserve the roots and
berries, horses and cattle, upon open end unclaimed land; and,

WHEREAS, radioactive contamination can produce both
short-term and long-term serious health effects, through direct
exposure or through the ingestion of exposed. plantlife and
animals and the drinking of tainted water; and,

WHEREAS, the United States' commitment to the development of
the nuclear industry has caused national, as well as local,
concern over the dangers posed to man and the environment by
radioactive contamination resulting from a nuclear accident;
and,

WHEREAS, the federal government maintains the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation in the southeastern portion of the State of
Washington, within thirteen (13) miles of the Yakima Indian
Reservation and on the confluence of the Yak�ma, Columbia and
Snake Rivers; and,

WHEREAS, the N-reactor, a dual-purpose reactor that produces
steam for electricity as well as plutonium for defense and
research purposes, is located �n the Hanford Reservation; and,

WHEREAS, the N-reactor is the only non-contained Light
Cooled Graphite Moderated Reactor (LGR) in the United States;
and,

WHEREAS, the N-reactor is the closest in design to the
Soviet reactor in Chernobyl, uihich recently has been extensively
damaged and has released high levels of radionuclides, thereby
causing a catastrophic nuclear reactor accident; and,

WHEREAS, the N-reactor, which has a planned operative life
of twenty-five (25) years, has been functioning for a period of
twenty-three (23) �ycars;
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Yakizna Indian Nation
request the following information from the appropriate Department
of Energy official:

a. Design Description and blueprints of the
N-reactor, includi:ig the flowchart of the reactor in its
operation mode;

* - b. Design specifications and preopei:ation testing
'results:

c. Safety and monitoring procedures currently in use at
the N-Reactor including the on-site evacuation plan in cede of
emergency; and,

d. Future plans for modifying the N-Reactor;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, upon receipt of the above
information, the documents shall be proi�iptly reviewed by th3
appropriate technical contractors and the contractors shall make
proper recommendations for further actions in regards to the N-
Reactor; if said documents are not provided to the Yakizmo Indiai
Nation by the Department of Energy, or upon a recommendation by
the technical contractor, the Tribal Council shall recom�iend that
the N-Reactor be shut down and shall instruct the Tribal Attorney
to begin steps to procure the prbper shutdown.

DONE AND DATED on this 5th day of May, 1986, by the Tribal
Council by a vote of 13 for and 0 against.

ATTEST:

Vi inia r a on , Sec re t or y

Yakiwma Tribal Council
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NWPA SYMPOSIUM
Olympia Weatwater Inn

Pine/Yew Room

May 16, 1986

7.145 Coffee available at the conference room

8i00 Opening remarks - Charlie Stinson, President, NWPA

8.15 Ray Lasmanis, Washington Dept. of Natural Resources, Division
of Geology. Overview of Washington Activity

8,14.5 3. Eric Schuster, Aest. State Geologist, Washington Division
of Geology. Geologic Map of Washington, A Progress Report

J9:00 Tim Walsh, Coal Geologist, Washington Division of Geology:
Deformation along the Olympia-Wallowa Lineament near Seattle,
Washington

9.14.5 Coffee Break

10:00 Roger Paul, Manager of Business Development,. WIDCO: Under-

ground Coal Gasification: Past, Present and� Future

10:45 Terry Mitchell, President, PetroTrends: The Potential for

the production of Coalseam Methane in Western Washington

11:30 Luncheon - Pine/Yew Room

1.00 David Faley, Landman, W. E. Mays & Associates: Leasing
Activity in Western Washington

1:15 Tom Ise, Consulting Geologist, Federal Way, Washington.
Petroleum Potential of the Northwest*

2,00 Bill Lingley, Petroleum Geologist, Washington Division of
Geology, Some comments on the petroleum potential of the
proposed Hanford, Washington. high-level nuclear waste re-
pository

2.45 Coffee Break

3:00 H. Jack Meyer, Staff Geologist, Oregon Natural Gas Devel-
opment Corp.: Geothermal Gradient and BTU studies of the
Mist Gas Field, Columbia County, Oregon*

3:45 John Armentrout, Petroleum Geologist, Mobil Oil Corp.,
Models for Hydrocarbon Exploration in Western Oregon and
Washington

* designates a paper originally presented at the 1986 AAPG Pacific
Section Meeting



Abstract for
Northwest Petroleum Association Meeting,

May 15, 1986,
Olympia, Washington

GEOLOGIC MAP OF WASHINGTON, A PROGRESS REPORT
by

J. Eric Schuster, Assistant State Geologist, Division of
Geology and Earth Resources, Department of Natural

Resources, Mail Stop PY-12, Olympia, WA 98504

Geologic maps of Washington were published in 1936 and 1961 by
predecessors to the present Division of Geology and Earth
Resources. Both were 1:500,000 scale. The new state geologic
map will be published in four quadrants at a scale of 1:250,000.
A common color-pattern scheme will be used on all four quadrants.
The quadrant boundaries are 470 15' north latitude and 1200 30'
west longitude. The southwest quadrant will be printed later
this year, the northeast in 1988, the southeast in 1990, and the
northwest quadrant in 1992.

Division cartographers are preparing a new base map for the
state geologic map, using U.S. Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.)
1:100,000 topographic maps as sources of data. We plan to print
the base map for each quadrant as a separate topographic map.

Five Division geologists began geologic compilation at
1:100,000 scale in the southwest quadrant over two years ago.
The 1:100,000 compilations have now been drafted, sent out for
peer review, and revised as necessary. Significant
reconnaissance mapping, field checking, and some detailed mapping
were done by Division geologists as a part of the process of
compilin� the geology at 1:100,000 scale. The 1:100,000 scale
geologic maps will be either open-filed or published beginning in
late 1986.

The 1:100,000-scale geology has been reduced to 1:250,000
scale and somewhat simplified. The compilers are now making
final adjustments and corrections before sending the southwest
quadrant geologic map out for peer review. Cartographers are
selecting colors and patterns for the published map and
completing the base map.

Geologists in the Division's Spokane office, meanwhile, have
completed geologic compilations for four northeast-quadrant
1:100,000-scale quadrangles (Robinson Mountain, Oroville,
Colville, and Chewelab), and are working on several more. Field
work this summer in the northeast quadrant will concentrate on
poorly mapped areas and significant geologic problems. Division
geologists from the Olympia. office will assist. Additional
geologic mapping will be done by graduate students under the
Division's graduate student support program.

The Division is investigating a possible cooperative effort
with the U.S.G.S., through their COGEOMAP program, to complete
1:100,000-scale geologic maps in the north Cascades (Concrete
1:250,000 sheet).



Deformation Along the Olympic Wallowa Lineament near Seattle, WA

WALSH,. Timothy J., Washington Division of Geology and Earth Resources
Olympia, Washington 96504

The Eocence Puget Group is exposed in a series *of north- �and north-
west-trending folds in the Puget Sound Lowlands east and southeast of
Seattle. Coal analyses from the numerous mines in the region-contribute
detailed structural information about the area. The Olympic-Wallowa
Lineainent (OWL) passes through the area and is in part a frontal fault
on the Hewcastle Hills uplift. To the north of the OWL, iso-rank contours
are everywhere parallel to the strike of beds and rank increases with
stratigraphic depth (Hilt's Rule). this suggests that coalification
proceeded by simple burial metamorphism and that folding postdates coali-
fication. The Puget Group north of the OWL is overlain by about 9,000 ft.
of Oligocene marine rocks with an apparent angular unconformity in the
middle of the section suggesting that deformation is Oligocene in age.

To the south of the OWL, iso-rank contours are transverse to bedding
and do not conform to Hilts Rule. This suggests either differential
burial depths or that coalification postdated folding. Differential burial
would require unreasonable paleotopography and can be ruled out. Over-
printed coalification gradients are evident near Cascade Range plutons
but in the lowlands coal rank often increases away from known heat sources.
This suggests that folding south of the OWL developed prior to coalifi-
cation. Because overlying Oligocene rocks are much thinner here (1600
feet) and in part are nonmarine, it is likely that deformation was coin-
cident with the subsidence of the northern block, and probably related to
it, placing it in the Oligocene.

Other stratigraphic anomalies occur across the OWL. Middle Eocene
volcanic rocks of the Tukwila Formation and Middle Eocene marine sediments
of the Raging River Formation are restricted to the north of this feature.
In addition, there is a thick Quaternary sequence on the north juxtaposed
against a bedrock high to the south, suggesting that intermittent episodes
of tectonism have occurred on the OWL for 40 to 45 m.y.



ABSTRACT

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

by Roger A. Paul, Manager of Business Development, WIDGO

Underground Coal Gasification (UCG) was first proposed over 100
years ago.. Since that time, experimentation has taken place in
various parts of the world. The UCG technology development program
in the United States was initiated in 1972. Since that time, the
government and private industry have sponsored over 20 field tests.

UCG came to Washington State in the late 1970's. WIDCO proposed and
subsequently initiated a unique approach to the commercialization of.
the technology. A series of field tests were conducted with
encoutaging results.

The changing energy picture has removed the economic incentive for
further development of the UCO technology at the present time in
Washington State and in the U.S. in general. Technological*
development is continuing in Europe and South America.
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Terry Mitchell

The Potential for the Production of Coalseam Methane in Western Washington

Methane, the chief component of natural gas, is a major by-product of
the process of coal formation. Typically, up to 5,000 cubic feet of methane is
generated for each ton of coal formed, with 95 much as 10 to 20 percent
capable of being retained particularly in coalseams of the bituminous rank.
Approximately 90 percent of the methane that becomes trapped in the parent
coalseam is held within the extensively developed microporosity system, where
the aas molecules adhere to the pore-space walls by the process of adsorption.
The adsorbed methane is held in pressure equilibrium with the remaining gas
that was generated during coalification and which fills the fracture or cleat
system in the coalseam either as free gas (dry coalseam) or solution gas
(water-bearing coalseam).

Commercial quantities of methane can be produced from coalseam
reservoirs by utilizing conventional oil field drilling and production techniques.
Drawing down the reservoir pressure in a coalseam by pumping out the water
end/or gas contained in the fracture system causes methane to desorbe out of
the micropores, diffuse through the coal matrix, and flow through the fractures
to the .wellbore. Natural gas produced from coalseam reservoirs is typically of
pipeline quality with a composition of 95 percent or more pure methane and
heating values in the 900 to 1,000 BTU range.

Various geologic processes that operated in the region of western
Washington (and Oregon) during the Tertiary created a relatively continuous
north-south trending belt of bituminous coal deposits along the foothills of the
Cascade mountains. Some of these coals exhibit characteristics indicative of
having excellent methane production potential. Full-scale development of the
coalseam methane reservoir systems In the Northwest could provide for most If
not all, of the regional requirements for natural gas well into the next century.
Specifically for western Washington, as much as 24 TCF of methane may be
reservoired within the coal deposits along the western Cascade frontrange, and
possible� production rates of several hundred million cubic feet per day
conceivably could be maintained for a 20 to 40 year period.



W. E. MAYS & ASSOCIATES
Mineral Landmen

Land Title Building. Suite 106 * 105 W. 5th Avenue
Eflensburg, WA 98926

509 962.2644

SPEECH OUTLINE PREPARED BY DAVID R. FALEY
FOR ADDRESS TO NORTHWEST PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION
SYMPOSIUM ON THE GEOLOGY OF WESTERN WASHINGTON

1. INTRODUCTION
2. PAST LEASING C 1900-1970)

A. HISTORICAL O&G ACTIVITY
B. ASSOCIATED LEASING. UNION, MOBIL, TEXAS CO.,

SUNSHINE MINING CO. - EARLY 1940'S - 1960'S.
3. NEAR PRESENT LEASING (1970-1984)

A. REGIONAL PLAYS:
1. FLOYD CARDINAL 1980-EARLY 1982. 500,000 ACRES
LEASED FROM PACIFIC & WAHKIAKUM CO. NORTH TO
CLALLAM CO. ASSIGNED LEASES TO DIAMOND SHAMROCK AND
DOME, WHO ASSIGNED APPROX 66,000 ACRES TO ARCO.
2. WEVERHEAUSER/AMOCO EXPLORATION AGREEMENT
2.7 MILLION ACRES, 1980-1985.
RESULTED IN THE DRILLING OF 10 STRAT HOLES
AND 2 DEEP TESTS, IN SEVERAL COUNTIES.

B. LOCALIZED PLAYS.
1. CHEHALIS, COWLITZ, AND LEWIS COUNTY.

4. PRESENT LEASING (1984-1986)
A. NO REGIONAL PLAYS THAT WE KNOW OF
B. LOCALIZED ACTIViTY

VOYAGER PETROLEUM: KING CO.
LB PETROLEUM: KING CO.
MTA RESOURCES. WHATCOM CO.
WILEXCO: PIERCE CO
TWIN'RIYERS. CLALLAM CO.

5. FUTURE LEASING
A. UPCOMING STATE LEASE AUCTION

BREAKOUT BY COUNTY/NOMINEE
B. MAJOR MINERAL OWNERS/ RESERVED MINERAL

OWNERS: DNR, BN/MILESTONE, ELM, POPE & TALBOT,
WEVERHEAUSER, MILWUAKEE LAND COMPANY, LONGVIEW
FIBRE, SIMPSON LUMBER CO., CROWN ZELLERBACH.

C. BECAUSE OF LARGE OWNERSHIP BLOCKS, A REGIONAL PLAY
IS STILL FEASIBLE, AS EVIDENCED BY THE CARDINAL
LEASING IN 1961 AND 1982.

CLOSING



Petroleum Potential of the
Pacific Northwest

by Tom Ise
Division of Geology, Washington State Dept. of Natural Res6urces

A recontruction of the plate tectonic history of the Pacific Northwest

strongly suggest that a large sediment trap and potential "brewing ground"

for petroleum existed in western Washington and Oregon in early Tertiary

time. The rocks of greatest potential have rarely been penetrated by the

drill.

If, in Paleocene time, the western edge of the continent was related to a

suduction zone roughly under the present-day Cascades, and the "docking"

oceanic plate bore the Coast Range basalts as a ridge or island chain,

then a sediment trap would exist between the edge of the continent and

the ridge (or chain) as a western barrier. Furthermore, eastern-derived

arkosic turbidites dumped into this trench environment may be expected to

provide potential reservoirs. Probably no other setting in the Pacific

Northwest can provide as good a chance for source beds, reservoirs, and

traps in one place.

The paper presents available evidence in support of this hypothesis.



WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF
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BRIAN BOYLE

Commissioner of Public Lands
OLYMPIA, WA 98504

Abstract for May 15, meeting of the Northwest Petroleum Association

Some comments on the Detroleum ootential of the oroDosed Hanford.

Washington. high-level nuclear waste reDository

by W. S. Lingley, Jr. and T. J. Walsh

Washington State Department of Natural Resources,
Division of Geology and Earth Resources

The proposed high-level nuclear waste repository lies within the
75,000 square mile Columbia Basin, a frontier exploration province. Only
five (or six ?) wildcats have drilled through the Columbia River Basalt which
covers the entire basin and into the underlying sedimentary rocks. These
rocks are mostly Paleogene non-marine claystones, shales, siltstones. coals,
and sandstones. Sandstones range from a few inches to greater than 60 feet
in thickness and are commonly very argillaceous. Typical sandstone
porosities range from 3 to 20 percent with DST-derived permeability
measurements on the order of a few millidarcies. Thick impermeable
sections isolate the reservoirs drilled to date. Gas was tested from three of
the wildcats which penetrated the basalt. A maximum stabilized rate of
3100 thousand cubic feet of gas per day on a 10/64th inch choke with 3965
psi flowing tubing pressure was recorded in the Shell Oil Co. BN 1-9. This
zone also produced 2 barrels of 30.2 API gravity condensate per million
cubic feet of gas. This condensate has unusually low asphaltene and normal
alkane concentrations. Thermal maturation indicators show that peak
generation of petroleum liquids could occur between 8,000 and 14,000 feet
in the Columbia Basin. The proposed repository is continuously flanked on
the north by the Saddle Mountains anticline and on the south by the
Rattlesnake Hills anticline. These complex folds are mostly asymmetric:
verge to the north, range from 3 to 6 miles across strike, and are greater
than 60 miles measured along trend. Prior to 1941. approximately 1.3 BCF
of gas was produced from basalt at the Rattlesnake Hills Gas Field but the
prospective pre-basalt section there is yet to be tested. The expected value
of in-place gas reserves in the event of a discovery in or adjacent to the
proposed repository is very large.

Fc'u�I Onns�rttinitv/Affirm�tive Action EmDIover



GEOTHERMAL GRADIENT AND BTU STUDIES OF THE MIST GAS FIELD
COLUMBIA COUNTY, OREGON

By:
Meyer, H. d.

Oregon Natural Gas Development Corporation
Portland, Oregon

A study of uncorrected log header bottom hole temperatures of wells drilled
in the Mist Gas Field In Columbia County, Oregon shows that local "hotspots"
or thermal anomalies are associated with the producing pools in the Clark and
Wilson sands of the late Eacene Cowlltz Formation.

The temperature gradients of wells in the producing pools are not associated
with a specific temperature gradient range. They are independent of the ver-
tical depth of the wells, thickness of the sand body (aquifer) and relative
position to the thermally conductive basement rocks. The temperature gradient
is generally higher on the upthrown side of a fault. The magnitude of the
thermal gradient does not always relate to size of pool. The density of
drilling Is such that several "highs" and "lows" have been identified. These
may represent active convection cells within the aquifer (Clark and Wilson sand)
that may serve to enhance migration of natural gas to thermally high areas.

The Mist Gas Field is located on a north-south trending arch that separates
the Willamette Basin to the east from the Astoria Basin to the west. A stud.y
of the heating value (BTU) of the reservoir gases of the various producing
wells in the Mist Gas Field shows a very strong west to east gradient. Over
the space of 8 miles (13 KM) the wet BTV value changes from a high of 985 In
the west to 486 in the east. This change is directly related to the Increased
content of nitrogen as It ranges from a low of 1.2% in the west to 51% in the
east. A comparison of the regional gravity profile and the BTU value of wells
along a line southeast from the field and over a portion of the Willamette
Basin demonstrates that as the basin sediments qet thicker the BTU value qoes
down. A comparison of the regional structural trends with the BTU value of
the producing pools suggests that some pools may be offset right laterally.

The reason for the anomalously high concentration of nitrogen Is not known.
Trapped air Is not favored as a source because, although the environment of
deposition for the Clark.& Wilson sands may have been quite shallow, work in
other high nitrogen basins has shown that only a small fraction of the nitrogen
.Is attributable to air (Zartman and others, 1961). Proximity to basement
rocks Is not favored because, as shown by the gravity study, the shallower
the basement rocks, the lower the nitrogen content. Igneous rocks may have
contributed nitrogen. Basaltic rocks contemporeanous with the Cowlitz
Formation increase in abundance to the east of the field. Methane migrating
east from the Astoria Basin could account for the trend.

A study of thermal maturation of coal by Getz (1977) suggests that the �rrinonia
produced during the thermal maturation process reacts with the ferric ion
In the sediment to release nitrogen gas which migrates more easily because of
its smaller, size. Nitroqen may accumulate in a reservoir sand that is rela-
tively inaccessIble to methane. This Implies that nitrogen reservoirs may
overlie methane reservoirs in basins of both high ferric ion and coal content.
The trend observed in the Mist Field may be the result of the differential
migration of methane within a nitrogen enriched reservoir sand enhanced by
the addition of methane from a westerly source.

h.im37



MODELS FOR HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION
IN WESTERN OREGON AND WASHINGTON

John M. Armentrout
1107 Wiltshire Drive

Carrolton, Texas 75007

The Cenozoic forearc basin of western Oregon and Washington
has yielded hydrocarbons at the Mist gas field in northwest
Oregon and the Ocean City oil field near AberdeenWashington.
These occurrences of hydrocarbons provide a template for further
hydrocarbon exploration in the region.

The Mist gas field consists of structurally separate pools
of dry, isotopically light gas reservoired in deltaic sand de-
posits of the middle to upper Eocene Cowlitz Formation. Patterns
of organic matter type, distribution and thermal alteration sug-
gest thermal generation of gas downdip to the east of Mist where**
coal and carbonaceous shale are deeply buried in the north Will-
amette basin. Migration was probably updip to the west through
a porous and permeable fabric of fluvial, deltaic and shallow-

* marine sandstones. Sedimentologically similar, age-equivalent
depositional sequences exist from Coos Bay, Oregon to Bellingham,

* Washington and provide targets for exploration.

Th� Ocean City oil field produced more than 12,000 barrels
of 38.9 API gravity paraffin-base oil from a marine sandstone
reservoir associated with the upper Oligocene-lower Miocene Hoh
Rock Assemblage. Geochemical typing of the oil suggests cor-
relation with seep and well oils associated with melange facies
of the Hoh Rock Assemblage at Hoh Head. Patterns of organic
matter type. distribution and thermal alteration suggest thermal
generation of oil and associated gas downdip in depocenters
where.the organic-enrich shale of the Hoh Rock Assemblage is
buried below the thermal threshold for hydrocarbon generation.
The probable source rock for the oil at Ocean City and Hoh Head
is deep marine shale and the most probable reservoir facies

* would be interbedded deep-marine gravity-flow deposits of sand
such as the turbidite sequence of the Browns Point member of the
Hoh Rock Assemblage. Sedimentologically similar, age equivalent
and older depositional sequencesexist within the Oregon-
Washington Coast Range and may exist within the offshore depo-
centers of the Oregon-Washington Continental Shelf.



Review of Hanford
ical DocLm�ts - 1943 to 1957

A. W. Conklin
Office of Radiation Protection

Departabent of Social and Health Services
Hail Stop LE-i.3

Olyirpia, Washington 98504
(206) 586-025

I. INIRODLJCTION

Following is a preliminary evaluation of Hanford historical documents
for the period 1943 to 1957. Frun 1957 to the present, dose assess-
ments have been included in the environmental monitoring documents
produced on the Hanford Site, hit no similar dose asses�ients are
doci.rnented for this earlier period. Therefore, to better understand
potential health iirpacts result img fran early Hanford operations, it
is necessary to evaluate historical documents to extract information
that could be useful in estirrating doses to the public residing in
the vicinity of Hanford.

To accarplish that initial task, this cursory review was ccqleted.
This review will also assist the Centers for Disease Control's (CDC)
evaluation of epid�niological stL�iies on the Hanford area population.
A more detailed evaluation of the documents will be carpleted at a
later time by an independent cxx�actor under the guidance of the
Hanford Historical Documient Revie�J Carrrdttee.

11. GD�D�AL W'!"¶E}lTS

A. Of the documents provided, a�roximtely one in four are in
whole, or in pert, illegible. This a�ears to be due partly to
copying faded or blurred microfilm or microfiche originals, or
copying other copies. The original doc'xrents are not available,
having been destroyed meny years ago. It is possible in many
cases to extract the infor�at ion based on how the format can-
pares with clearer docurients, or through knowledge of environ-
irental radioactivity. If information appears vital, but is
unreadable, access to the ricrofilm or microfiche is (of
unclassified dociuients) available. The U�)OE has agreed to
assist in providing the best copies available.

B. An overall inpression of ��ese documents is one of honesty. They
were not originally inten� for release to the public, so there
was no incentive to "hide' information. There was also concern
for worker and public health. Although tIme was a lack of full
understanding of potential health risks as a result of releases
of radioactivity (health �ysics as a science was still in ado-
lesoent stages), efforts to protect the workers and the public
are evident in the docurrents as understanding increased. This
is evident in the contrast between the late 1940's and today, as
control treasures (operatin: procedures, filtration, monitoring,
etc.) have iirproved to the point where virtually no releases of
radioactivity are detected cff the Hanford Site.
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C. It is i,�ortant for future reviews to realize that facility
names are not always consistent throughout the documents. For
exazrple:

1. PURDC is also called A-plant and 202-A.

2. Redox (Reduction Oxidation) is also called S-plant and '

202-S.

3. B, T, and U-plants are also called 271-e, etc. U-plant was
also called at one time, the �P (Tributyl phosphate)
plant.

4. S�niworks was also called C-plant and 201-C.

5. The reactors were called by letter ("F" reactor, etc.) or

100-F (for the area) or 105-F (the reactor building).

D. Informetion available for dose assess�nt is virtually nonexist-
ent (except for 1-131) prior to 1947, and very sketchy until the
rnid-195 Os.

E. Dcternal dose measurunents changed over the years. They were
first reported in rrrrep/hr where 2. r� equaled 83 ergs/gi�, then
in rnrep/hr where 1 rep equaled 93 ergs/gn, then in Tnrad/hr,
where 1 rad equaled 100 ergs/gn. C�re ntist be taken to extrapo-
late those doses reported.

F. I found no evidence in these doozr�ts of significant releases
of plutoniiin. Ml plutoniua releases (as described in these
docizt�nts) appeared to have been minor.

G. No effort is ii�de during this preliminary evaluation to quantify
releases unless that inforiration is provided in the documents.

III. SP�IFIC W44D�'1S - 1943 TO 1949

A. Only two processing plants (B and T) were operating and causing
the 1-131 probl�ns. During this time (until late 1949) only
three reactors were operating.

B. Weekly releases, when identified, ranged fr�i 100 to 7200 Ci
1-131. By the end of 1946, these releases were quantified as
totaling 470,000 Ci. Thes& releases were attributed to the war
�rergency, which didn't allow an adequate cooling time for Iw�st
of the 1-131 to decay. FZan 1947 on * rr�nthly releases seen to
have averaged frun 100 to 2,000 Ci (except the "Green Run" in
1949 when 5500 Ci were released at one time).
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C. Surface contamination fran these releases, as determined by
deposition on vegetation (reported in uci/kg vegetation)
routinely extended to the southwest as far as the Dalles, to the
southeast as far as Walla Walla, and to the northeast as far as
Spokane.

D. The 5500 Ci release in 1949 was due to an experimental "green�
run" of fuel, shortening the cooling time fran an average of 90
days to 16 days. Surface contamination illustrated on Attach-
ment 1.

E * A "tolerance concentration" for 1-131 was established at 0.2
uCi/kg vegetation. This concentration, at least into 1947, was
routinely exceeded in the fri-Cities. (Tolerance is an obsolete
term which meant what could be tolerated before corrective
action was necessary. It did not necessarily relate to health
risk. Current Protective Action Cuidance for a single release
of 1-131 requires energency protective action at 0.5 uCi/kg
vegetation, and preventive action at 0.05 uci/kg vegetation).

F. Specific environmental ironitoring data is alirost totally lacking
until 1947, although a s�rro�ry of beta ccrcentrations in air and
Colizrbia River fran 1945 to early 1948 was reported, apparently
taken fran weekly and ironthly reports.

G. When quarterly "Radioactive �ntaznination in the Hanford Bwi-
rons" reports first came out in 1947, the following measurer�nts
were reported.

1. Air - total beta, assuned to be 1-131
2. River water - total alpha, beta
3. Vegetation - 1-131 deposition (uCi/kg)
4. Sanitary well water - total alpha, beta
5. Waste disposal - nostly solids and liquid effluents
6. Radiation in air - determined with primitive ionization

chairbers

H. Iodine-131 determination in air began (it appears) in 1949.

I. River contamination was as high as 0.022 uCi/l total beta, at
the Hanford site.

3. The cherdoal processing plants were not filtered until 1948,
= when water scrubber filters were installed, though later docu-

ments do mention saie rudiirentary filtration. No elaboration is
provided.

K. Fission product releases to the air were cited as insignificant
ccrpared to 1-131.



CURRE�f� StATUS OF HANFORD SITE
(100 and 200Areas)

100 Areas

- Only N reactor re�nains in operation. Others shut down by 1971.
S.

- F reactor outer area decarrnissioning under way.

- Planning for decaTrnissioning of eight "once through" reactors

under way.

0 Options include in situ disposal and overland transport to

200 Areas.

200 Areas

- PURDC only operational ch�nical processing plant.

- B-plant is used for waste encapsulation and storage (Cs-137 and
Sr-90).

- T-plant is used for decontamination work.

- U-plant - uraniwn purification part still operating. Rest inactive.

- Redox retired canpletely. Deccwmiissioning being planned.

- Saniworks currently being decairnissioned.

- Plutoniizn finishing plant still operating.

- Waste ranagai�nt activities still ongoing (7 burial grounds still
active). Future plans include repository, grout, disposal, waste
verification, WRAP facility.

- D&D activities include surface stabilization. Six hundred acres
ccxnpleted.



ATfACHMENT L

Extent of Contamination Following the Green Run
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TABLE 1. Estimated Doses to the b!hole Body of the Hypothetical F4�pnum
Individual in the Vicinity of Hanford, 1957-1984 (mrem)

Annual
DoseYear

50-yr Dose
Conini tment

50-yr
Cumulative Dose. Con�ents

(Current Annual LImit 500 uirem)

1957(bc)

1958(bc)
1959(e)
1960(e)
1961(e)
1962(e)
1963(e)
i964����

1966(g)
l967���

1970� g)
1971���

i975� h)
1976(h)

1979� Ii)
1980(h)
1981 (ii)
1982(h)
1983� h)
1984(h)

10-20
25
25
80
70
67
110
90
38
33
32
24
18
12
3
2
2
0.03
0.007
0.03
0.03
0.08
0.02
0.01
0.03

(d)

0.05
0 * 02
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.1

0.6
0.5
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.7
I
2

CIlCUlattd from environ-
mental im�asurements

Calculated
date using

from effluent
computer codes

(a) Methods of calculation and exposure assumptions evolved rapidly in the
early years. See discussion under each year's annual report.

(b) External gam� only.
(c) Doses for 1957, 1958, and 1964 Include contributiors from all fallout

nuclides except strontium-90.
Cd) Dash Indicates dose not cdlculated.
(e) Doses for 1959-1963 include contributions from all fallout auclides

Including strontium-90.
(f) Originally reported as 100 uirem including 10 arem from fallout

strontium-90.
(g) Doses from 1965-1973 exclude contribution from all fallout nuclldts

except iodine-131.
(h) Doses for 1974-1984 exclude contributions from all fallout nuclides.
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TABLE 2. Estimated Doses to the Bone of the Hypothetical Maximum
- Individual in the Vicinity of Hanford, 1957-1984 (mrem)�'�

Annual
Do se

SO-yr Dose
CoTKnI tmentYear

SO-yr
Cumulative Dose Corrinents

(Current Annual Limit 1500 mrt�m)

1957(b)

1958� b)
1959(d)

1960(d)
1961(d)

1964(b)
1965(e)
1966(e)

1967(e)
1968(e)
1969(e)

1971(e)
1972(e)
1973(e)

1975(f)

1977(f)1978(f)
1979(f)

1980(f)
1981(f)
1982(f)
1983(f)
1984(f)

750
240
300
1200
900
960
1400
700
360
320
360
250
140
94
3
3
3
0.03
o.oo�
0. og
0.05
c0.04
0.04
0.04
0.1

Cc)

0.10
0.04
0.3
0.9
0.2
0.9
0.4
1.3
0.4

3
2
3
2
2
2
4
8

Calculated from CflViIOfla

mental mt�dsurement�

Calculated
data using

V
from effluent
computer codes
I

It
(a) Methods of calculation and exposure assumptions evolved rapidly in the

early years. See discussion under each year' s annual report.
(b) Doses for 1957, 1958, and 1964 include contributions from all fallout

nuclides except strontium-90.
(c) Dash indicates dose not calculated.
Cd) Doses for 1959-1963 include contributions from all fGllout nuclides

including strontium-90.
Ce) Dosesfor 1965-1973 exclude contribution from all fallout nuclides

except iodine-131.
(f) Doses for 1974-1984 exclude contributions from all fallout nuclides.
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TABLE 3. Estimated Doses to the 61 Tract of the Hypotht�tical Max��rnIndividual in the Vicinity of FLinford, 1957-1984 (inrem)
Annual
Dose

SO -yr Dose
Coaunttment

SD-yr
Cumulative DoseYear Corr�nen ts

(Current Annual LImit 1500 mrem)
195 7(b)
19SB� d)
1959(e)
lg6D(e)
1961(e)
196,(e)
196� (e)

1 9 65(f)

1 96 6 (f)
1 96 7 (f)
19 68 (f)
19 69� f)
1 9 70 (f)

1972(f)
1973(f)
1974(g)
1975��

1978���
1979� �
1980� �
1981 �

550
160
230
200
180
150
200
130
86
70
82
62
40
27
3
2
2
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.1
'0.04
0.02
0.02
0.05

(c)

0.05
0.04
0.05
0.1
'0.01
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.02

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.06
0.07
0.2
0.3

Calculated from environ-
mental measureinegits

Calculated
data using

from effluent
computer codes

(a)Methods of calculation and exposure assumptions evolved rapidly In th�early years. See discussion under each year's annual report.(b) Originally given as 74� MPR1 (based on an annual limit of 1500 mrem)with approximately 40� from fallout radionuclides in vegetation.(c) Dash indicates dose not calculated.
Cd) Doses for 1958 and 1964 include contributions from all fallout nuclidesexcept strontium-90.
Ce) Doses for 1959-1963 Include contributions from all fallout nuclidesIncluding strontium-90.
(f) Doses for 1965-1973 exclude contributions from all fallout nuclidesexcept iodine-131.
(g) Doses for 1974-1984 exclude contributions from all fallout nuclides.
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TABLE 4. EstImated Doses to the Thyroid of the Hypothetical Haxi
Individual in the Vicinity of Hanford, 1957-1984 (mrem)'6'

Infant
Annual
DoseYear

Annual
Dose

bO-yr Dose
Co�nitznent

Adults
bO-yr

Cumulative Dose CoCruTlents

(Current Annual Limit 1500 mnrem)

1957(b)
1958(b)
1959(d)

1961(d)

1962(d)
1963(8)
1964(b)
1965(e)
1966(e)

1967(e)
� 968(e)� 969(e)
1970(e)

1971(e)
1972(ef)
1973(e)
i974���
1975�

lg77���
1978(g)
i979���

198l���
1982���
1983���
1984���

70-280
M 50
140
115
75
58
86
97
I
60
�30
'15

1.4

'15
0.5
0.9

0.7

0.6
0.5
0.3

0.3

75
75

'150
10-40
7-40
15
'19
16
30
27
21

�'2O
MO
(5
"'3

"'2

"'2

0.2

0.2
0.2

0.4
0.4
0.4

0.2

0.1

(c)

0.5

0.9

0.2

0.4
0.5
0.4

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.4
1

0.8

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.8

ICalculated from environ-
mental measurements

ft

+
from effluent
computer codes

Calculated
data using

(a)

(b)

(c)
(ci)

(e)

(f)
(g)

Methods of calculation and exposure assumptions evolved rapidly in the
edrly years. See discussion under each year's annual report.
Doses for 1957, 1958, and 1964 include contributions from all fallout
nuclides except strontiuma90.
Dash indicates dose nut calculated.
Doses for 1959-*1963 include contributions from all fallout nuclides
including strontium-90.
Doses for 1965a1973 exclude contributions from all fallout nuclides
except lodine-131.
From ERD&a1538 (ERDA 1975).
Doses for 1974a1984 exclude contributions from all fallout nuclides.
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MINUTES OF NUCLEAR WASTE ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING
April 18, 1986

9130 a.m.
EFSEC Hearings Room

Rowesix - Building #1
4224 Sixth Avenue S.E.

Lacey, Washington

Council Members Present:

Warren A. Bishop, Chair
Harry A. Batson
Philip E4ereano
Pam Behring
Nancy Hovis
Dr. Estella B. Leopold
Valoria Loveland
Sam Reed
Betty Shreve

The meeting was called to order by Warren Bishop, Chair.

Mr. Bishop designated Ms. Loveland Acting Chair of the Local Govern-

ment Committee.

Near-Term High-Level Nuclear Waste Transportation Working Groun

Mr. Bill Fitch gave a update report of the Near-Term High-Level
Nuclear Waste Transportation Working Group. Members of the Advisory
Council have been added to the group's mailing list. Correspondence
which will be sent to members will include agendas and minutes of
the meetings. The group is focusing on domestic shipments. Gover-
nor Gardner agreed to enter into a working relationship with USDOE.
He stated the development of the "Principle of Understanding" is a
slow process and a full report will be made to the Council.

A public awareness meeting was conducted at the Sea-Tac Interna-
tional Airport Auditorium on FebrLlary 27th, as requested by the
Savannah River operation in South Carolina because Puget Sound had
been identified as an alternate port. There was representation by
environmental groups, business people and government agencies. The
presentation was from 10 a.m.-3 p.m., in which the publics ques-
tions were answered. Mr. Fitch identified the Inland Waters Coali-
tion as an important key group because ofthe introduction of the
lawsuit.

The International Longshoremer�s Union has taken action with the rank
and file of their membership that Local 19 would not accept shipment
of any ship with spent fuel. Savannah River group met with the ILWU
to discuss the union position. The position remains unchanged. A
letter was written to the Governor regarding this matter. The
"Principle of Understanding" is not a document that agrees to the
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shipment of high-level nuclear waste into and through Washington.
Washington will cooperate with USDOE and other agencies to have
emergency responses available if shipments do in fact occur. There
will be a joint meeting with the state and federal governments in
mid-May. A Request for Proposal has been submitted for a Technical
Writer. A writer will be under contract shortly.

Hanford Historical Documents Review Committee

Dr. Royston Filby gave a update report on the Hanford Historical
Documents Review Committee. A major grant modification has been
submitted to the Department of Energy to fund studies in Phase I of
the Committee's work, which is to establish a database review of the
documentation, what is lacking, and what additional information the
Committee may need. Two sL�bcommittees have been formed to (1) eva-
luate the proposals received from contractors to carry out the first
phase of the study and (2) review nominations for the Peer Review
Group. USDOE has agreed to supply the Committee with data needed to
conduct the review. Plans have been made for the Committee to meet
with Dr. Ruttenber of the Centers for Disease Control at Hanford on
April 29th. The next meeting of the full Committee is scheduled for
April 15th in Olympia.

The role of the Hanford Historical Documents Review Committee was
clarified. The Committee is to review of the document, establish
emissions, establish what environmental effects took place, what
past and present environmental impacts are from the emissions, and
what the potential future effects may be.

Minutes

With the striking of Philip Bereanos name from the list of Advisory
Council members present at the last meeting, the minutes of the
March 21, 1966 meeting were approved as published.

Recent Developments

CDC Study Health Imoact� of Radionuclide Releases. A grant
amendment of $62,000 has been submitted to the USDOE. Dr. Ruttenber
of CDC will be attending the Environmental Monitoring Committee
meeting on April 29 at Richland to review the historic data released
by the Department of Energy and the recent Draft Environmental
Impact Reports in order for the CDC Panel to have information. Dr.
Ruttenber will have available a list of potential Panel members.
Discussion of ballots for selecting Panel members will also take
place. Dr. Ruttenber will meet with the Indian tribes to receive
their input to the program. DSHS and the Office staff will continue
to assist in selection of the Panel. A September Panel meeting is
still planned to review historic data and epidemiological studies,
and provide an opportunity for public input. The Panel will report
to the Board immediately after the meeting.

Defense Waste DEIS. A contractor has been selected and the
contract is very close to being signed. The first meeting with the
contractor has occurred and the contractor has been given the
Defense Waste DEIS in its entirety. The Defense Waste Committee has
met and on their agenda was the suggestion by the Advisory Council
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that the Board conduct their own workshops to hear public comments
on the DEIS.

Environmental Assessment Methodology. A letter was received by
the &ff ice from the National Research Council to Ben Rusche on the
application of their decision-aiding methodology. The NAS was com-
plimentary to USDOE, stating that the methodology used was proper,
and supportive on many aspects of the application of the methodo-
logy. A major concern of the Office and NAS still has not been
addressed, which is that USDOE has not brought in independent
experts in the assessment process itself. The Board will be con-
sidering a resolution to urge USDOE to stop the process, to bring in
independent experts to add credibility to the process.

A letter listing the schedule for 'R-day" was received from USDOE.
"R-day" means release day. On R-day' minus two weeks, a letter
will be sent to the states and tribes regarding the exact release
day of the Environmental Assessments. It was requested that USDOE
give a 30-day notice. USDOE Aates that it may not be possible but
would check into the request. 'R-day' minus one, USDOE will express
mail the Final EAs in order for the states to have the Final EA on
'R-day'. A press conference will occur on "R-day' in Washington,
D.C. The expected release date is now anticipated in mid-May.

Defense Waste DEIS Workshops. The approach suggested by the
Council to hold separate workshops to hear the public's concerns
about the Defense Waste DEIS and a brief overview was taken up by
the Defense Waste Committee. The Committee agreed that this was the
best approach and a suggested schedule has been created. The state
requested five minutes on USDOEs agenda to announce that the state
will be conducting meetings to hear the public's concerns, with
dates and areas where the meetings will be held.

An RFF has been drawn up and sent out seeking assistance in prepara-
tion for the workshops. The bidder's conference is scheduled for
April 21.

Public Involvements Report

Clarification of the Advisory Council members' role was requested by
Mr. Reed, in terms of participation and implementation. Participa-
tion by members in their communities is their role as stated by Mr.
Husseman. The question of travel expenses and per diem was then
brought up by Mr. Reed. Mr. Rothwell answered the Council 's ques-
tions.

Science and Technology Report

A letter has been developed to send to scientific and technical
�ocieties, to provide notice of the existence of the program and
request a mailing list of their societies' members to incorporate
into the Office's newsletter mailing list. It was also suggested in
the letter that the Office's material is available to them to be
used as a source to incorporate into their own newsletters.

Mr. Bereano has submitted a proposal to the American Association for
the Advancement of Science CAAAS) to do a symposium at their annual



meeting in February, 1987. The proposal was titled "Disposal of

High-Level Nuclear Waste, Technical Knowledge and Sociopolitical
Realities". The symposium will be held In Chicago.

Dr. Leopold has written two articles for the Environmental Council
newsletter. Dr. Leopold also attended a meeting in Ellensburg of
the Washington Environmental Council to make a presentation about
the work the committee has been doing and to inform the people that
information is available. Dr. Leopold gave a presentation on the
University of Washington campus sponsored by a group concerned with
radiation and environmental matters. The presentation is a prelude
to a series in the Spring which will address social, political and
economic matters and how they relate to technical matters.

Ms. Behring has been working on the CDC study.

The Committee has been in the process of researching other states
which fund programs of public participation. A proposal is being
compiled to be presented to the Board and Council on the funding
programs. Mr. Bishop stated that other states have laws which are
different from Washington's, but this subject will be discussed
further in Richland.

Amendments to the Grant

Mr. Rothwell explained that the amendments to the grant must be
justified as to what is proposed to be done with with funds, what it
will accomplish, the cost, and then request the funds. USDOE then
makes a decision based upon the justification of the grant and
either awards or denies funding. Amendments to the grant now in
process are: contractors for public involvement workshops, CDC
study, and the Hanford Historical Documents Review Group.

Resolutions Procedures

Mr. Bishop stated that the Council clearly has the authority to make
advisory actions to the Board. Thus, a procedure for resolutions is
needed. An outline for a proposed procedure was distributed. Fur-
ther discussion on this matter is to be conducted during the special
Advisory Council meeting on April 29th.

NCSL Conference

Ms. Barkin of the Institute for Public Policy reported on the NCSL
Conference. Ms. Barkin stated that the conference is informal and
organized for Legislators of states with proposed repository sites,
both first and second round states. The conference is designed f or
the Legislators to discuss common problems, issues and concerns.
Over 100 people are expected to attend.

April 29th Apenda

Ideas were solicited for the agenda. Mr. Reed suggested a public
comment period and that the notices for the meeting place emphasize
public comment. Earlier a few Council members indicated a interest
in viewing the two new slide shows and it was decided they would be
included on the agenda. Ms. Harris of Bacon and Hunt requested to
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present a film on transportation titled "Fitting the Pieces", and it

was agreed that it would be viewed.

Other Business

Dr. Leopold recommended that the Council members be more attentive
to Board meeting agendas �nd attend the Board meeting, because of
the fact that the members of the Board may be getting more briefings
than the Council members. Mr. Bishop also emphasized this need.

Ms. Shreve suggested that the Council meeting begin at 9:00 a.m. in
order to address all pertinent issues in full. Mr. Bishop stated
that if logistics were not too difficult, it would be worked out.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.

Sandra Chan
Public Involvement Staff

��.1�
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ANDREA BE'dTY RINIKER
Director

) STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Mail Stop PV- 11 . Olympia, Washington 98504-8711 * (2(s) 459-6CKX)

MEMORA NDUM

-' May 7, 1986

TO: Nuclear Waste Board

FROM: Curt Eschel�jv

SUBJECT: Monthly Report. Socioeconomic Committee

Workshops to receive public comment on social and economic con-
cerns related to the possible construction of a repository at
Hanford were held in Seattle, Vancouver, Kennewick, and Spokane in
late April. While the same themes were repeated at each location,
emphasis given themes varied by region. The impact of a reposi-
tory on the marketability of the regions agricultural products
was a dominant theme. A closely related concern addressed the
effect of a repository on the ability of the region to attract new
investments and expand its existing tourist economy. In each of
these concerns, public perception was recognized as � major com-
ponent of potential impact. The need for public information to
counter such current perceptions of risk was noted by workshop
participants. Participants identified a need to consider both the
incidence and extent of liability f or potential damages. The
potential contamination of both rivers and regional aquifers was
the most frequently cited direct impact of concern. The workshops
revealed a widespread lack of confidence in the integrity of the
U.S. Department of Energy and a concern that the state was too
closely associated with the USDOE. Several workshop participants
emphasized the danger of affording economic and social impacts an
importance equal to that afforded to considerations of health and
mortal I ty.

Attendance at workshops averaged approximately 50 persons.

Results of the workshops will be used by the Committee to define
issues to be addressed in the impact -report mandated by the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, which will be prepared by the Board
during the site characterization process.
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In the meeting of May 22 the Committee will review workshop
results and consider in detail both social impacts and the aspects

of risk to be considered in the impact report. A draft scope of

'work for the impact report will be circulated 10 days prior to the

June meeting of the Committee. While in the Tn-Cities f or the

workshop, members of the Committee met with representatives of

several local governments and agencies to describe Committee acti-

vities. Interest focused on Grants Equivalent to Taxes to be paid.
by USDOE during both site characterization and repository develop-:

ment and operation. Local governments will present the Committee.

a position paper for its use in definition of "local governments";. -

and "the site". These definitions will.�be key factorsindeter-�.;:.u
mining eligibility for the Grants Equivalent to Taxes.

CE/JPghlt
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Chairperson Domenici and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Edwyna G. Anderson, Commissioner of the Michigan Public Service Commission,
a member of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
(commonly known as the NARUC), and its Committee on Electricity, as well as its
Subcommittee on Nuclear Issues and its Subcommittee on Nuclear Waste Disposal.
I am testifying today on behalf of the NARUC to relate our views on the civilian
radioactive waste management program of the U.S. Department of Energy (I)OE).

The NARUC is a quasi-governmental, nonprofit organization founded in 1889.
Within our membership are the governmental agencies of the fifty states and the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, engaged in the regu-
lation of utilities and motor carriers. Among other duties, the NARUC is the
national representative of state commissions responsible for the economic
regulation of utilities now operating nuclear-powered electric generating stations.
As such, these commissions have been charged with the task of ensuring that
the power provided by such generating stations is reliable, just and reasonably
priced -- in short, that the public interest is protected.

My colleagues in state utility regulation and I greatly appreciate your invita-
tion to testify today on an issue of great importance to ratepayers who receive
electric service from utilities operating nuclear power facilities --- the
implementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (the Act). Public util-
ity commissioners across the nation have taken note of the Act and its major
effect on their conduct of electric utility regulation, including the impact on
ratepayers. First and most important to our mandated responsibilities, all
ratepayers of utilities, operating nuclear electric plants are now being assessed
through their monthly electric bills for the entire cost of an expensive
decades-long federal high-level nuclear waste disposal program. Secondly, the
orderly, predictable and cost-effective removal of spent reactor fuel from tem-
porary storage at in-state nuclear reactor sites is important to regulators in
ensuring public safety and protecting expensive electric production capability.
Lastly, the emplacement in a cost-efficient fashion of such highly radioactive
wastes in a repository designed and constructed to safely isolate this long-
lived radiation is of the utmost importance.

The creation of the Nuclear Waste Fund under Section 302 of the Act results in
the assessment of one mill for each kilowatt-hour of electricity generated by
nuclear fuel. Despite frequent references to utilities which are called on to
collect the money, it is ratepayers who are the source of all high level waste
disposal revenues.

For these reasons the NARUC established, by unanimous resolution in 1984, its
intention to audit and monitor on an ongoing basis the national nuclear waste
disposal program. The NARUC seeks to provide critical infornation to commis-
sioners in all states and to impart to the the Congress and the DOE the NARUC's
unique and extensive nationwide expertise in all aspects of utility regulation
so as to enhance the federal program and assure that ratepayer funds are util-
Ized most effectively. To implement the resolution, a standing Subcommittee on
Nuclear Waste Disposal was established. This Subcommittee of the Committee on
Electricity represents the views and position of the NARIJC as contained in this
statement.
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The NARIJC's Involvement in the Federal High-Level Nuclear Waste Program

Our legally-mandated responsibilities in utility regulation bring our com-
missions in contact with and with jurisidiction over the hundreds of electric
utilities we regulate. This responsibility includes decisions on site selec-
tion1 plant construction, completed plant cost, the prudence of contruction
expenses and operational management) and audit of and changes In rate impacts
from completed plant costs. This includes the determination of utility prudence
and, in some cases of the use of the nuclear option, the disallowance of large
sums of money determined to be imprudently expended. In far more cases, both
nuclear and fossil, the NARUC member commissions have acknowledged the success-
ful completion of generating plants and full allowance for all expenses
incurred.

The driving force behind the NARUC's involvement in the federally-mandated
nuclear waste disposal process is the concern for sound fiscal management of the
program. Recognizing the technical complexity, the public apprehension, the
need for absolute assurance of safety, and the necessity in the public eye for
administrative credibility, It is no wonder this program represents a vast
financial commitment, now estimated to total $25 to 35 billion. And those
program costs are all but assured to increase. My colleagues and I in com-
missions across the nation are required by law to judge the fiscal bases for the
reimbursement by ratepayers of every penny of nuclear waste program payments
made by utilities to date.

While we are not experts on all aspects of this encirmous project, our activities
and evaluations have led to insights from which we have developed several opin-
ions on actions designed to improve the program. In this testimony, I will
review for you three areas:

1. I will review some of our activities in order to indicate our interests
and approach.

2. I will review the areas of the program of most concern to the NARUC.

3. 1 will offer several suggestions for improvement of the program that
the Congress may wish to consider.

You will note that in none of these observations do we presume to render tech-
nical judgments. We recognize the important role the Act has thrust upon us,
but we also note that there are many other entities and institutions, also with
special expertise, that have a part to play In this unfolding effort.
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THE NARUC ACTIVITIES

The NARUC's activities, in discovering, understanding and evaluating the federal
and state effort mandated by the Act, have brought us in direct contact with the
U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO),
the Edison Electric Institute, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and
in repeated contact with the managers and directors of the DOE program. We have
also been in frequent contact with the members and staff of the Congress of the
United States and have testified on these matters before the Congress on four
prior occasions.

Our past and present actions, in addition to informal contact with and advise-
ment of those we have interviewed, include formal notification of the NRC of our
continuing interest in a cost-effective, timely, deliberate and predictable re-
pository licensing program. In response to the DOE's request, we will render
advice on its conduct of financial grants to states and Indian tribes. We will
make recommendations to the DOE with respect to audit of their contractors. We
have made known our view of the extreme importance of the issue of federal pay-
ments to the Nuclear Waste Fund for the disposal of national defense nuclear
wastes and will respond to the formal federal request for comment on the
payments proposal that is promised to be released soon.

THE NARtJC AREAS OF CONCERN

111th little surprise, the NARUC has concluded that the complex task mandated by
the Act and assigned to the DOE and the states is an arduous one. Important
rights are assigned to both parties to be carried out in the face of the great
public apprehension that this program generates. Since our main goal is an
efficient, cost-effective, successful program, w� are especially concerned that
our efforts assist, not detract from, the program. Nevertheless, we will speak
out wherever we discover possibilities for program improvement to enhance the
effectiveness and the control of ratepayer funds devoted to this national task.

With respect to the overall program, we conclude that there are many well-
managed aspects, and recognize that too often in heat of battle over siting that
these accomplishments have not surfaced. Mere accolades are not our intent;
rather, program strengths, as we see them, are important to be identified and
can be used as guides or foundations for the strengthening of weak or undevel-
oped parts of the overall program.

We believe the office director is a competent program manager, one who has been
very cooperative with us, and that he has assembled the nest extensive and
competent central staff ever to work on the high-level waste program. The
Congress has arranged his position within the DOE at an authoritative level to
overcome many of the deficiencies that occurred in similar efforts over the last
30 years. The new organization has tackled many mandated, difficult problems
including the siting of the first two repositories, the development and siting
of the Monitored Retrievable Storage facility (MRS), the publication of the
Mission Plan, the funding of grants to states and Indian tribes, licensing activity
by the NRC, optional reviews by the National Academy of Sciences, accumulations
of fees and the coordination and production of management control methodologies
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and budgetary controls. We note further that some respect for and commendation
of the DOE has been received; an example is the letter of the National Academy
of Sciences dated April 10, 1g86.

Believing our insights and observatioi'�s can help to improve management and cost
control and to aid success, the NARUC finds it important to release these obser-
vations of the program and its conduct in the hopes of focusing attention on any

�necessary corrective response at present tune.

1. Integration of Defense *Waste into the Waste Disposal Program

The Defense Programs Office of the DOE has negotiated with the waste management
office, in camera, to detemine an equitable allocation payment fomula for
defense waste disposal. The NARUC is concerned with the conflict of interest in
two divisions within the DOE negotiating with each other on such an important
public issue. The NARUC is concerned that the interest of ratepayers may not be
adequately protected in such negotiations. In fact, the DOE budget could bene-
f it from an agreement that allows the disposal of defense wastes to be sub-
sidized by ratepayers. Following an agreement, the terms will be published in
the Federal Re ister for comment; however, the agent to determine information to
be released, an to receive and resolve all recommendations and critique is the
Department itself. The resolution process appears to the NARUC not to be very
amenable to outside suggestion and gives no encouragement to thoughtful and con-
cerned parties. We believe the Congress should exert significant attention to

) assuring that sufficient information to allow informed comment is released, and
that the rights of all interested parties are protected throughout the resolution
of this matter.

2. State and Federal Interact ions

One major concern to the NARUC is that of the interaction between states and
federal waste authorities. We have observed before that, despite renewed
efforts on the part of the DOE, problems of credibility, and limited progress
plague the program. This matter has been reviewed for us by the DOE waste
office director and acknowledged by members of the Congress. It appears that
important siting decisions in both the first and second repository program may
have contributed to escalating.the already elevated rhetoric and emotions. We
are aware of the problem and its seriousness; we recommend that the Congress
continue to concern itself with this issue and look to the intensive evaluation
of state and federal relations now being completed by the GAO. We believe this
assessment should provide the Congress with some means to seek improvement in
this all-important interaction.

One major aspect of state resistance to the DOEs conclusions rests on the tech-
nical conclusions DOE has reached or is reaching concerning site selection.
Most states object on technical grounds to the sites being studied by the DOE.
The NARUC is seriously concerned with the threat to program progress necessi-
tated by possible revision of the sites under consideration. If such recon-
sideration is necessary, the uvst cost-effective time for revision is as early
as possible. Such conclusions will be the nost important test to date of the
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federal competency and a great determinant of public confidence. We believe the
Congress should continue to monitor the situation and be ready to insert Itself
into the program to assist the DOE and the states if major disruptions occur.

In this matter we observe that the DOE is committed to interaction with state,
utility and ratepayer representatives and to individual contact with members of
the Congress and official interaction through hearings such as this one. How-
ever, there is no central, joint, periodic meeting of all the major concerned
parties for the purposes of program review and assessment, and the necessary
periodic revisions to accommodate successes and failures and to chart a revised
next-period cost-effective program. This leads to difficulty among the respon-
sible parties in appreciating the point of view of the other parties and in
being able to advise and influence the program. In essence, it restricts
program directional changes to a series of two-party interactions with the DOE
which opinions are, sometimes in conflict; places the DOE in the position of
responding to diverse criticism, and makes the Congresss influence over the
program more remote by leaving it to review largely overall aspects through the
hearings process.

3. OQE Problems in Meeting Deadlines

As to progress in moving the program ahead, despite the acknowledged DOE
movement on site selection and towards characterization, deadlines continue to
slip. The DOE now projects a slippage of four and eight years, respectively,
for Presidential recommendation to the Congress of sites for the first and
second repositories. The projected dates are five and twelve years, respec-
tively, in the future. To us, thfs indicates that the program may not be on
the schedule that the DOE has published. If so, that fact has a differing
importance to the concerned parties. For example, to those primarily interested
in spent fuel removal, it means the 1998 fuel acceptance deadline that DOE
adheres to is threatened. To the NARUC, it represents something else of sur-
passing importance. Utilizing our experience with nuclear reactor construction
projects, we recognize that a program that is not on schedule is one that is not
under cost control. An indeterminate schedule is synonomous with indeterminate
cost. We cannot over-emphasize the degree of- importance the NARUC attaches to
this concern, for you must understand the number of reactor projects our corn-
mnissioners lived with through repeated cost and schedule revisions over many
years. In a few cases, the end of the process was an abandoned, extremely
expensive failure. We believe the Congress also must be very concerned with
this matter of cost and schedule and should stay In close contact with the DOE
on this matter.

4. Overall Program Audit and Cost Control

One aspect of overall program audit and cost control that has caught our atten-
tion is the mnatter of overall waste budget review. There are two portions of
the budget that we believe would be well to be examined. First, we are stunned
by the enormous size of the waste program budget, especially noting the years-
long assertion of the industry and technologists that high-level waste disposal
is merely a political problem, not a technical one. We believe it would be
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very insightful if the Congress were to launch an audit of the cost of the total
overall waste program, especially now when there is some indication that the DOE
may request a waste fee increase. The two most important aspects of the review
should be the evaluation of major or "big ticket" items; and those tasks, large
or not, that have shown a substantial increase in estimated cost over the last
few years. Another major item we believe should be examined in this audit is
the ability and facility of the DOE to manage the program delays in one portion
of the program so as to prevent cost increases in other parts or throughout the.
program. Perhaps with such an audit the Congress could identify authority, pro-
gram revision or organizational changes that the DOE might need to assure adequate
cost control.

5. Project Management and Control

The last area of interest that we wish to illuminate is that of project manage-
ment in overall cost control. Our observations follow from our concerns on proj-
ect schedule and reflect our earlier listed respect for the organizational
improvements made under the waste office director. Nevertheless, there are
several matters that appear to be necessary to bring to the attention of the
Congress. They are intimately associated with the functionally and geographi-
cally distributed nature of the DOE headquarters staff, deployed geologic offices
and project control offices. As you know, not all the staff of the DOE working
directly on the waste program operate out of the Washington office or report
directly and fully to the waste office director.

* With that in mind, we wish first to mention program contractor audits, recog-
nizing that 85 percent or more of the totally ratepayer-funded waste budget is
spent by the DOE's contractors. The GAO recommended in its annual audit of 1985
that the DOE should substantially upgrade, intensify and make uniform its audit
of contractors. We observed that recommendation with great interest and have
previously brought that matter to the attention of the Congress. The Senate
leadership of this committee has indicated its belief that the waste program
does not receive as much audit and oversight as programs funded by general tax
revenues; this in a letter urging on the GAO. Despite these views, the DOE has
seen fit largely to resist these reconElendations for strengthened audit of
contractors.

We noted earlier that the DOE, to its credit, has established new and improved
management systems and cost control procedures. We believe that, if effective
and pervasive in use, these measures can make a considerable contribution to
organizational control and to cost control. Our investigative efforts to date
have been limited by the time, people, expertise and expense we can contribute
to this very large program, so we have been unable to determine whether the
DOE's measures have been deployed throughout all the waste program offices and
contractors to assure effectiveness in usage. We believe the Congress should
also be concerned with this aspect of the question of control over regional
office operations and contractor expense.

Lastly, with respect to the DOE organization, we have observed the large
question that the Congress also raised in the Act, that of whether the DOEs

* geographically distributed organization with its project control located at the
regional office level is the best approach to managing the nuclear waste
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) program. We observed with great interest the examination of this question and
the recommendation of an earlier blue-ribbon panel reporting to the Secretary
of Energy.

We continue to believe this is an important question that has potentially large
ramifications on the use of ratepayerS' funds. At the least, this organiza-
tional set-up puts added stress on the waste office. We are aware of real or

* alleged errors and deficiencies in the control of contractors in other DOE
programs. The DOE itself has acknowledged possible value in future reorganiza-
tion of its waste management organization. We believe this is a central issue
in the business of trying to assure that a projected $30 billion assessment is
utilized wisely.

The NARUC SUGGESTIONS FOfl IMPROVEMENT OF THE WASTE PROGRAN

We conclude our testimony with several suggestions for program improvement that
we believe the Congress may wish to implement:

1) Assess the GAO report on state-federal relations to determine measures
needed to improve interactions and reduce friction.

2) Determine, in the face of growing concern over state-public-federal
relations, if it is in the interests of all for the Congress to

) establish under its direction, a means for discussion, dialogue,
resolution and mediation among all major parties which would include
the DOE, the states, the utilities, the ratepayers and interested
citizen groups. The purpose would be to resolve issues, conserve
funds, ease tensions and reduce litigation.

3) Require an order for periodic, intensive uniform audit by the DOE of
all contractors, with audit scope, schedule and depth dependent on the
level of funding and the importance of the contribution to the overall
waste program and with GAO oversight of the DOE audit process;

4) Call for an independent intensive review of' the total cost of nuclear
waste *program from its inception in 1982 to its conclusion in the next
century; with high cost items and those for which estimates have risen
substantially to be identified for special examination and review;

5) Review overall management organization of the DOE's waste program;
with examination of the utilization and effectiveness of the budget
control program and the management systems that have been employed.
The question is whether, with the distributed organization and manage-
ment authority, waste office efforts are fully effective In assuring
all regional office. DOE contracting office, program manager and
contractor efforts are coordinated, efficient and under adequate
control, so that the waste fund is efficiently utilized. The corollary
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question Is then whether, In the face of delays, the waste office Is
sufficiently authorized and empowered to prevent unnecessary work in
one area when delayed by Interruptions or problems In another.

6) ElicIt an expert examination of the Issue of whether the organization
of the waste program, which is within the traditional structure of the
DOE's management system, Is optimal for getting the waste disposal job
done In a safe, successful and cost-effective manner.

CONCLUSIONS

We of the NARUC have greatly appreciated this opportunity to speak to the
Congress on this program of such national Importance. We reiterate our
understanding of the very difficult task the disposal of high-level waste
represents and our pledge to do everything reasonably In our power to assist in
achieving a successful completion of the disposal program by the DOE. While we
may have raised some sensitive issues, we must acknowledge our pledge to rate-
payers that we will not sit by and let program Impediments unnecessarily raise
costs that are taken from their pockets. There is a legitImate cost for dis-
posal that ratepayers must bear, but we also notFthat there is a limit to the
financial resources that ratepayers have for high-level nuclear waste disposal.

Thank you again.
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Sound Energy Development Company of Seattle, Washington is one of the first
companies to take coalbed demethanation out of the realm of research and
development and apply state of the art resource production technology to

assemble economically viable development programs. Sound Energy comprises a
select group of oil and gas industry professionals with unique geologic and

engineering expertise in the science of coalbed demethanation. The process of

extracting natural gas from coalbeds is not a new or unproven one, having been

utilized in many parts of the world for decades. However, the technological

expertise utilized by Sound Energy transforms what has commonly been an

uneconomic or marginally economic process into a lucrative program.
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Introduction

The mining of coal for utilization as a source of energy predates the discovery

and production of natural gas by many years. Methane - the chief component

of natural gas - is generated with and becomes trapped within coalbeds as

they are formed. Methane gas is frequently emitted from coal during mining

operations; such emissions present a safety hazard because of the explosive

nature of the gas. Traditionally, methane produced during coal mining

operations has been vented off to the atmosphere as a waste byproduct. During

the last three decades, mining companies have directed efforts at developing the

technology to remove methane from coalbeds by drilling drainage boreholes

prior to conducting actual mining operations. The methane extracted in early

mine drainage programs was also vented off, but increasingly became a source

of energy for on-site operations.

1.1% Carbon dioxide 7races of Oxygen, Helium, Hydrogen
1.8% Carbon dioxide

0.1% Nitrogen
0.1% Hydrogen 2.1% Nitrogen
0.1% EU�ane

9&6% Methane �. 9.8% Propane

12A% 8thane

73.9% Methane

COALSED GAS NATURAL GAS
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Gas composition after: Murray and Tremain, 1979

The worldwide energy problems of the 1970s led to the recognition of coalbed

methane as an economically viable natural resource in itself. Many coal

companies began to connect methane drainage wells to delivery pipelines.

Additionally, many independent oil and gas operators conducted exploration

and production programs based on the publicly available database on mine

drainage for methane extraction, particularly in the United States, Canada,

Australia, and Europe. However, mine drainage technology has not yet attained

optimal gas production profitability. Most programs have been predictably

uneconomic or marginally economic at best, and often have been undertaken as

nonprofit research and development projects. Only recently has state of the art

coalbed methane exploration and production technology been developed within

the oil and gas industry, and only now is it beginning to be applied profitably in

coal basins independent of mining activity. The method of extracting methane
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Methane contained in coalbed reservoirs represents a potentially large

alternative source of natural gas in many regions of the world. Increased use of

coalbed methane is anticipated. Recent research and development efforts have

been directed towards determining the prerequisite exploration and production

parameters best suited for development of this undervalued resource. Particular

benefit from coalbed methane production will be realized in those regions

where energy supplies currently must be imported, yet where the presence of

gas-bearing coal deposits justifies development of coal gas reservoirs.

The United States, for example, contains approximately 4 trillion tons of coal at*

depths of less than 6,000 feet. The coal deposits have an estimated methane

content of between 200 to 800 trillion cubic feet (Tcf). Coal mines in the United

States vent more than 250 million cubic feet per day (MMcfd), while as much as

16 MMcfd is produced into pipelines for transmission to end users of natural

gas. Most of the coalbed methane production has occurred in the Warrior Basin

of Alabama and the San Juan Basin of New Mexico.Golorado, but many of the

coal basins in the United States have been the site of demethanation, with

varying degrees of success.

U.S. coalbed methane resources after: Robertson and Rlghtmlre, 1986
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Several other regions of the world either have ongoing coalbed methane

exploration and production programs, such as in Belgium, Germany, England,

and Australia, or have excellent potential for such activities, as in China, Japan,

and many Third World countries. The development of coalbed methane

represents an attractive economic alternative to other more capital or techno-

logically intensive energy development projects, such as nuclear or hydroelectric

power generation and therefore should be of interest to many developing

countries.

How methane Earms In coalbeds

Methane is generated from decaying plant material and other organic matter

that often collects in swampy environments on the sufface of the earth. Shifting

river channels and similar geologic processes slowly bury the organic deposits

beneath accumulating layers of sediment. The increase in temperature and

pressure associated with burial of the organic matter through geologic time

eventually causes these deposits to alter to a greatly compressed, solidified

state - coal. The process known as coalification describes the progressive

alteration of the buried organic material through the ranks of peat, lignite, sub-

bituminous, bituminous, and finally anthracite coal. Coalification can be viewed

* as the two-pronged process in which a solid or residual product (coal) is formed

while a gassy or volatile product (water, carbon dioxide, methane, etc.) is driven

off.

655% carbon

Nitrogen PRESSURE
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Not all of the volatile products produced during coalification escape to the

atmosphere. Some, most notably water and methane, remain trapped within the

parent coalbed. In general, the amount of trapped volatiles is the difference

between the quantity initially generated less the quantity driven off during the

coalification process. Thus, thermally derived methane is not usually generated

in significant quantities until the rank of bituminous coal is reached, and then

becomes less abundent in the higher rank anthracite coal as a result of the

remaining volatiles being driven off during the final stages of coalification.

Because sub-bituminous and lower rank coals have generated too little methane

to be considered economically producible gas reservoirs, and higher rank

anthracite coals have lost most of the methane generated during coalification,

bituminous coals are the optimum reservoir objective in coalbed methane

production programs. As much as 5,000 cubic feet of gas per ton of coal is

generated during coalification, with approximately one fifth of this amount

capable of being retained in the coal under the optimum coal gas reservoir

conditions associated with the rank of medium to high volatile bituminous coal.

after� 1dm, 1979

Gas content of coals
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How methane Is stored

Coal is literally an organic rock with a matrix composed of a tightly packed

aggregate of microscopic-size particles of carbonaceous material with abundant

minute void spaces called micropores between the particles. Approximately 90

percent of the methane trapped during coalification is contained within the

micropore spaces, where it adheres to the walls of the micropores in a manner

described as adsorption. The methane held in the pore spaces is in pressure

equilibrium with the remaining 10

percent of the gas which is present in

the unfilled portions of the micropores

and in open fractures within the coal

matrix either in the form of free gas

(dry coalbed) or solution gas (water-

bearing coalbed).

When the pressure within a coalbed gas reservoir is

lowered, as occurs when a wellbore penetrates the coalbed and pressure is

reduced by means of pumping, the gas contained in the fracture systems is

evacuated, thereby upsetting the pressure equilibrium between the adsorbed

and the free or solution gas. The gas held within the micropores then begins to

break out in response to the lower pressure (desorption) and migrate to the

fracture system in an attempt to equalize the pressure. The faster such pressure

reduction occurs, the more rapidly gas desorption takes place, and hence the

more gas is produced out the wellbore.

Gas desorptlon
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How methane Is produced

The production of methane from coalbeds utilizes conventional oil and gas

industry drilling techniques. Aside from a few critically important steps designed

to protect the productivity of the unconventional coalbed reservoir, drilling and

production operations do not differ from similar procedures involved in

conventional natural gas development programs. However, it is the special r
precautions related to optimizing the productivity of the coalbed reservoir that

differentiates an uneconomic demetha nation program from a profitable one.

The production of natural gas from a dry or nonwater.bearing coalbed occurs

in a similar fashion to that from a conventional sandstone gas reservoir, with

initially high rates of production that decline through time as the gas is depleted

from the system. Many coalbeds, however, contain significant amounts of water,

and the rate at which methane is produced from such reservoir systems exhibits

a peculiar characteristic of actually increasing through time, at least during the

early years of productivity.

The lifespan of a natural gas well producing from a water-bearing coalbed

reservoir system has three general phases. As the reduction in reservoir pressure

is initiated by pumping water from the coalbed, the fracture system produces

primarily water with solution gas along with increasing amounts of methane

which is released from the micropores in the coal matrix by the process of

desorption. The early phase of a coalbed methane well in which the production

rate of gas increases as the amount of water produced decreases is known as the

dewatering phase.

Eventually, enough water is removed from the coalbed so that pumping tends to

keep pace with any naturally occurring recharge of water back into the reservoir

system, and the rate at which water is produced stabilizes at a minimum level.

Concurrently, the rate of desorption of methane from the micropores stabilizes

at a maximum level, and the well can be considered to be in the stable produc-

tion phase. Frequently, once a coalbed methane well reaches this mature phase

of production, it no longer requires artificial lift (pumping) as the gas will flow

on its own, thereby reducing operating costs. Finally, the amount of gas

remaining within the micropores, as well as the rate at which it is released by
I

desorption, eventually declines to the point of economic abandonment of the
well. The well will continue to produce water and ever decreasing amounts of

gas until plugged.
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The lengths of time represented by the three phases of productivity of acoalbed

methane well are dependent upon a complex interrelation between the physical

characteristics of the coalbed reservoir system and the design parameters of the

drilling, completion, and production programs. Specific lengths of time ascribed

to the three phases can be projected only on a site-specific or case by case basis.

In general, however, the dewatering phase typically can take from several

months to several years, whereas the stable and declining production phase

together can last ftom ten to thirty years or longer, again dependent upon the

interplay between reservoir characteri5ti� and operational design of the well

program.
VOLUME FROCUCED

DeWateling stable production 
Decline

ProduCtIVe stageS of a coalbed methane well
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One example of the importance of a properly designed well program involves

the dewatering phase of production, which is sensitive to the ability of the well

program to withdraw water and lower the reservoir pressure enough to effici-

ently maximize the desorption rate of methane from the coalbed. Two of the

more obvious parameters involved with dewatering are the permeability of the

coalbed to water flow and the ability of the well program to withdraw the water. v

Coal is a tightly packed medium with a relatively low permeability. Therefore, a

single well has difficulty in pumping enough water from the coalbed to initiate

widespread gas desorption, and hence such a well produces a lot of water and

very little methane.

Figure A shows a single-well situation in

which the reservoir pressure can be PRESSURE SURFAeE

reduced only across a limited extent of

the coalbed in close proximity to the

welibore, thus only this region of the

reservoir system releases gas through

desorption and the well produces

mainly water and some solution gas.

In comparison, Figure B shows how a

multi-well operation reduces pressures

across a much larger area of coalbed,

and can therefore advance more rapidly *

from dewatering to the stable

production phase.
after: In SJtu, 1934
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Figure C represents actual case histories

of water production for four coalbed

methane wells drilled by Amoco in the

San Juan Basin. The Cahn #1 well

attempted to dewater a coalbed

reservoir, but for the reasons outlined

above produced only water and

subcommercial quantities of methane

for a number of years. However, after

the drilling of three closely spaced

offset wells, dewatering occurred rapidly

throughout the reservoir system. Not

only did water production decline

dramatically in the Cahn #1 well, but

each subsequent offset well produced

progressively less water. The

corresponding gas production increased

proportionately, and the Cahn #1 is

presently flowing more than 1.5

MMcfd.

C
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Figure D shows hypothetical gas

production curves for a single versus a

multi.well program. The increase in gas

desorption in the multi-well approach is

apparent.
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Advantages of demetha nation

An important natural gas resource can be put to beneficial use as a sdurce of

energy rather than remain undeveloped, or worse, be wasted as a byproduct of

coal resource development. For example the heavily populated and

industrialized eastern region of the United States could reap the benefit of a

long term domestic supply of natural gas, which could replace much of the

costly imported oil supplies by utilizing demethanation in conjunction with the

ongoing and widespread mining of coal in the Appalachian region. The Pacific

Northwest - where both the mining of coal and the production of oil and gas

are effectivly nonexistent and most fossil fuels have to be imported - is a

region that would benefit from the demethanation of its abundant gassy

bituminous coal deposits. The Northwest could meet its growing energy

requirements with coalbed methane rather than having to jeopardize its

environment in the pursuit of other less desirable and more costly forms of

energy development, such as nuclear or hydroelectric energy, and the mining

and burning of coal for power generation.

Demethanation is economically and environmentally superior to coal

gasification, with which it is often confused. In coal gasification, shallow holes

are drilled into coals usually of the lower grade sub-bituminous rank in which

not enough methane has been generated during coalification to justify drainage

by demethanation, and the coal is retorted (burned) underground in order to

generate methane. Coal gasification totally destroys the coalbed, whereas

demethanation does not physically alter the coalbed or reduce its inherent

energy value. Thus a demethanated coalbed aids future mining because of the

elimination of costly ventilation systems in order to avert methane explosions

and assure mine safety. Furthermore, ground subsidence problems are often

encountered in areas where underground coalbeds have been consumed during

gasification retort operations, whereas such problems do not occur in

demethanation projects because the physical structure of the coal is left intact.

The methane generated in coal gasification operations cannot be produced as

economically as, and is less marketable than, natural gas produced through

demethanation. Methane from gasification methods is contaminated with

unwanted byproduct gases such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen, which have to

be refined out at great cost prior to delivery into a gas sales pipeline. In contrast,

natural gas derived through coalbed demethanation is composed of
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95 percent or more pure methane and does not require costly treatment

facilities before entering a delivery line. In addition, methane from gasification

operations is less marketable because it typically has less than half the heating

value of gas produced by demethanation process (3 50-450 BTU compared to

900-1,000 BTU).

- AIrY * 1OO3�s1u/cu.FL -

ngdestroyscoatbed�

Gas extraction methods ______________________________ ____________

ExamDles centralla WA, RoIIIns� WY ExamDIeS: BlaCk Warwioi

Goalbed demethanation development projects often involve far less financial

risk than comparable conventional oil and gas projects in unproven areas for

three main reasons. First, coalbed gas reservoirs are typically situated at

relatively shallow depths (less than 6,000 feet) and therefore can be developed

with relatively inexpensive drilling programs. Secondly, the risk of drilling dry

holes is virtually eliminated because coalbed methane wells are not drilled unless

there is a high degree of certainty that producible, gas-bearing coalbed reservoir

systems are present in the drillsite area. The coalbed gas reservoir is proven to

exist first, then it is drilled and put into production. Finally, only a few wells are

required to adequately prove up broad areas of producible coalbed methane

reserves. The sub-surface geometry of a coalbed reservoir system is more

laterally extensive and predictable than that of a conventional sandstone gas

reservoir system, and the gas in a coalbed is formed homogeneously during

coalification rather than migrating from some outside source area and then

accumulating in discontinuous pockets as occurs in a typical sandstone gas

reservoir system. A properly designed coalbed demethanation project can

demonstrate bankable reserves with relatively little capital expenditure on

drilling compared to a conventional oil and gas prospect in which total reserves

often are not conclusively proven until all potential development wells are

drilled.

basin, AL� San Juan basin, HM
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Why the coalbed methane resource Is undeveloped

Until recently, no one knew how to evaluate and develop this resource in an

economically viable and environmentally acceptable way. Coal companies have

only begun to acquire a technological understanding of how to produce the
methane content of the coal deposits that they mine rather than treat the gas as

an inconvenient waste byproduct. Goal companies have traditionally mined coal

and have lacked the incentive to develop the specialized engineering expertise

that has evolved within the oil and gas industry which assures the economic

recovery of natural gas through conventional drilling and production processes.

Knowledge of coal gas recovery is increasing within the mining industry, but

most programs based on mine drainage technology still result in marginally

economic ventures at best.

Oil and gas exploration and development companies, on the other hand, have

only recently evolved the technology that is altering traditional views concerning

coal. The oil industry has always considered a coalbed as nothing more than a
gas-bearing, mineable, mineral resource which was better left to the domain of

coal mining companies for development. Oil companies traditionally have not

considered coalbeds as a form of natural gas reservoir system capable of

economically justifying development drilling and production programs. Goal,

being an organic substance, presented too many unorthodox reservoir

engineering problems in comparison to conventional gas reservoirs composed of

inorganic material. However, the oil and gas industry is presently applying its

technological expertise to coalbed demethanation with encouraging success.

As a result of technological advances in the exploration and development of

coalbed methane resources, a new and potentially very large natural resource

industry is in its formative stage. Excellent investment opportunities now exist

for those with the foresight to capitalize on the initial development of a

significant energy resource. The technology is here now, and regardless of the

fluctuating global energy marketplace, there will always be regions where

coalbed methane development programs will be profitable, particularly for those

with vision and investment wisdom.
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For additional information:

Terry E. Mitchell
Sound Energy Development Company
Suite 900, 1511 Third Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101
(206) 628-8906


